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Executive Summary
A review of the Market Operations Market Manual – Settlement (Chapter 7 Market Rules)
is conducted to ensure that it reflects current procedures and is aligned with the existing
market rules. Some sections were rewritten for better readability and simplicity.
This paper provides a summary of the changes made to the Settlement Market Manual,
together with consequential amendments to the market rules and other market manuals
arising from the review.
At its 90th RCP meeting, the RCP unanimously recommends that the EMC Board adopt
the proposed revised Settlement Market Manual as set out in Annex 1 and the proposed
modifications to the market manuals and market rules as set out in Annex 3 to Annex 6.
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1.

Introduction

A review and update of the Market Operations Market Manual - Settlement (Chapter 7 Market
Rules), hereafter referred to as the “Settlement Market Manual”, is conducted to ensure that it
reflects current procedures and is aligned with the existing market rules.
This paper summarises the proposed changes to the Settlement Market Manual, together with
consequential amendments to the market rules and other market manuals arising from this
review.

2.

Background

While changes have been made to various sections of the Settlement Market Manual over the
years, a full review of the market manual had never been conducted since market start.
Moreover, improvements and modifications have also been made to EMC’s systems and
operating procedures. In view of that, the Settlement Market Manual was put through a reviewand-update exercise by the EMC with the intention to update the market manual, align it with the
current market rules and also take the opportunity to rewrite some sections for better readability
and simplicity.

3.

Summary of Changes

Table 1 below provides a summary of the proposed changes made to the Settlement Market
Manual and the reasons for making them. Please refer to Annex 1 for the proposed new
Settlement Market Manual. For comparison, Annex 2 contains marked-up changes to the current
Settlement Market Manual.
Table 1: Summary of proposed changes to the Settlement Market Manual
Original Chapter/
Section
Definition

Key Changes Made
Section 1
Added “Other non-italicised terms
used in this market manual which
have been defined in Appendices 7B
and 7C of the market rules shall
have the same meaning as therein
ascribed to them”.

Reasons for Change

To improve clarity.

Section 2 - Title

Section 2
Replaced “contracts” with “contract
data”.

For consistency with Section 2.3
of Chapter 7 of the market rules.

Section 2.1

Redrafted section.

To improve clarity.

Section 2.2

Minor rephrasing.

For consistency.

Added “in ASCII format as described
in section 2.5,” after “CSV file”.

To specify the format for data
submission.

Amended title.

To clarify that the procedures are
to be used when the EMC’s
website is unavailable.

Section 2.3
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Original Chapter/
Section

Section 2.4

Section 2.5

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Redrafted paragraph.

To improve clarity and reflect
revised procedures whereby
selling MPs will contact the
EMC-Market Operations
personnel instead.

Added “all prior to the deadline
stipulated in section 2.1”.

To clarify that submission of
bilateral contract data under
section 2.3 must be done prior to
the deadline in section 2.1.

Added “contract” after “bilateral” in
the title.

For consistency with the defined
term in the market rules.

Redrafted entire section, and added
references to the market rules.

To improve clarity and to include
references to the relevant
sections of the market rules.

Amended title.

For consistency with the other
sections.

Shifted and redrafted various
descriptions in the format table.

To improve clarity.

Section 3 - Title

Section 3
Replaced “contracts” with “contract
data”.

For consistency with Section 2.5
of Chapter 7 of the market rules.

Section 3.1

Replaced “quantities and prices” with
“data” in the title.

For consistency with terminology
used in the market rules.

Redrafted section.

To improve clarity.

[New section 3.2]

Added new section on “Method of
submission of vesting contract data”
after Section 3.1.

To stipulate the submission
method of vesting contract data
for consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Section 3.2

Renumbered section as Section 3.3.
Minor redrafting and added reference
to Section 2.5.5 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules.

To improve clarity and to add
reference to the relevant
sections of the market rules for
logical drafting and presentation
order.

Added new section “Procedure for
submission of vesting contract data
in the event of electronic information
system failure” after Section 3.3.

For consistency with other
sections of this market manual
and for logical drafting and
presentation order.

[New section 3.4]

Shifted the paragraph on the
procedures for submission of vesting
contract data in the event of a failure
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

of the electronic information system
to this section.
Section 3.3

Renumbered Section 3.3 to Section
3.5, and added “submission of” to the
title.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.

Redrafted section, and combined the
“Field Format” column into “Field
Type and Length”.
Added “This example is a partial
extract.”

To clarify that the example
provided is only a partial extract.

Section 4 - Title

Section 4
Replaced “contracts” with “contract
data”.

For consistency with Section 2.7
of Chapter 7 of the market rules.

Section 4.1

Replaced “quantities and prices” with
“data” in the title.

For consistency with terminology
used in the market rules.

Redrafted section.

To stipulate the deadlines for
data submission in greater detail
for consistency with other
sections of this market manual.

Added new section “Method of
submission of forward sales contract
data” after Section 4.1.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

[New section 4.2]

Shifted paragraph on the method of
submission currently in section 4.2 to
this section.
Section 4.2

Shifted paragraph relating to Format
of the forward sales contract data
and renumbered that as Section 4.5.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.

Redrafted section, and clarified that
the example provided is a partial
extract.

Section 4.3

Replaced “quantities and prices” with
“data” in the title.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

[New section 4.4]

Added new section on “Procedure for
submission of forward sales contract
data in the event of electronic
information system failure”.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Shifted the paragraph relating to
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

procedure for submission of forward
sales contract data in the event of
electronic information system failure
from current section 4.2 to this new
section 4.4.
Section 4.4

Section 4.5

Section 4.6

Section 5.1

[New section 5.2]

Section renumbered to Section 4.6.

For consistency and, logical
drafting and presentation order.

Title renamed.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Redrafted section slightly, and added
reference to Section 2.7.9 of Chapter
7 of the market rules.

To improve clarity.

Shifted and renamed section as
section 4.8.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Title renamed.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Amended the format table.

To improve clarity.

Section moved to 4.7.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Title renamed

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Redrafted paragraph and added
references to the market rules.

To improve clarity and to include
reference to the relevant
sections of the market rules.

Replaced example.

To correct typographical error in
the example.

Section 5
Replaced “vesting contract quantities
and prices” with “metering data” in
the title.

To correct erroneous title.

Replaced reference to “section
2.1.1.1” with “section 2.1.3”.

To correct reference.

Redrafted section to include
provisions relating to corrected
metering data, and added table to
stipulate the deadline for submission
of corrected metering data.

To improve clarity.

Added new section on “Method of
submission of metering data” after

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Section 5.1.
Section 5.2

Renumbered section as Section 5.3
and made minor drafting
amendments.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.

Section 5.3

Renumbered section to Section 5.4,
and renamed title.

To specify that the procedures
are used in the event of an
electronic information system
failure.

Amended drafting to reflect revised
procedures.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.

Revised format table and example,
and moved these to new section 5.5.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.
To correct a typographical error
in the example.

Section 6 - Title

Section 6.1

Section 6.2

Section 6
Removed capitalisation of letters in
the title.

For consistency.

Title renamed to also include the
“method for submission”.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Amended drafting of this section.

To improve clarity.

Removed capitalisation of letters in
the title.

For consistency.

Amended drafting and included more
detailed explanations in the format
table.

To improve clarity and to correct
an erroneous information in that
table.

Chapter 7
Section 7.1

Section 7.2

Section 7.3

Title renamed.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Added references to the market rules
and amended drafting.

To improve clarity and to include
references to the relevant
sections of the market rules.

Titled renamed.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Reformatted table.

To improve clarity.
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Section 8.1

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Section 8.2

Added references to the market rules
and amended drafting.

To improve clarity, include
reference to the relevant
sections of the market rules, and
to align with the drafting in the
other market manuals.

Section 8.3

Added “receive/” in the title.

To improve clarity.

Added a requirement for EMC to
identify and communicate to MPs the
precise nature and root cause of the
inability of MPs to receive/access
preliminary or final settlement
statement.

For consistency with section 9.3.

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Section 9
Removed the capitalisation of “I” in
“Invoices”.

For consistency.

Section 8

Section 9 - Title

Section 9.1.1

Section 9.1.2

Changed the terms “market”,
“provision” and “requirement” to their
plural forms.

To correct grammatical errors.

Replaced “is” with “are”.

To correct a grammatical error.

Added reference to the market rules
and “by no later than 5:00pm”.

To include reference to the
relevant sections of the market
rules.
To stipulate the deadline by
which invoices will be issued, for
clarity.

Section 9.1.3

Amended drafting.

To more closely align the drafting
in this section with the IRAS’s
requirements for self-billing.

Section 9.2

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Deleted the last paragraph.

For consistency with the market
rules because this provision is
more appropriate to be inserted
into section 9.3.

Added “receive/” in the title.

To improve clarity and for
consistency with the other
sections of this market manual.

Section 9.3
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Original Chapter/
Section

Section 10.1

Section 10.1.1

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Added a requirement for EMC to
identify and communicate to MPs the
precise nature and root cause of the
inability of MPs to receive/access
settlement invoice.

To incorporate the requirements
in the deleted paragraph in
section 9.2 into this section

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Section 10
Replaced “Issuance of” with
“Deadline for issuing” and added
“and invoice” in the title.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Added reference to the relevant
market rules.

For clarity.

Amended drafting and moved the
last paragraph to Section 10.1.2.

To improve clarity, for
consistency, logical drafting and
presentation order.

Renumbered section as Section
10.1.3.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Added “by no later than 8:00pm”.

To stipulate the time by which
invoices will be issued to the
affected forward sales contract
holder.

Section 10.2

Included references to all types of
additional exit fee statements and
replaced “email” with “electronic
mail”.

To improve clarity.

Section 10.3

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Section 10.4

Added references to the market rules
and amended drafting.

To improve clarity and to
reference the explanation to the
relevant sections of the market
rules.

Added “no later than 5:00pm”, and
“calendar”.

To stipulate the time by which
payment has to be made and to
clarify that the reference to “day”
refers to calendar days.

Section 10.1.2

Section 11 - Title

Section 11.1

Section 11
Added “and notice of arbitration”.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Replaced “on” with “relating to” in the
title.

To correct grammatical error.

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Added “The EMC shall
acknowledgement the receipt of a
notice of disagreement in
accordance with section 5.5.4 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules”.

For consistency with Section
5.5.4 of Chapter 7 of the market
rules.

Replaced “notice of disagreement
on” with “notice of arbitration relating
to” in the title.

To correct an incorrect title.

Amended drafting and added
reference to the relevant market
rules.

To improve clarity and to include
reference to the relevant
sections of the market rules.

Renamed title as “Dismissal of a
notice of arbitration relating to final
settlement statement”.

To reflect a more appropriate
title.

Amended drafting of this section.

For consistency with the market
rules.

Replaced “on” with “relating to”, and
shifted “preliminary” to before
“additional”.

To correct the title.

Amended drafting and added
reference to the market rules.

To be consistent with the market
rules and to include reference to
the relevant section of the
market rules.

Section 11.5

Section removed.

For consistency with the market
rules because such provision is
not provided for in the market
rules.

Section 11.6

Renumbered section as Section
11.5.

For consistency, logical drafting
and presentation order.

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Replaced example form.

To correct typographical error
and to reflect that notice of
disagreements relate to
preliminary settlement
statements.

Section 11.2

Section 11.3

Section 11.4

Section 12.1

Section 12
Added references to the relevant
sections of the market rules.
Defined “clearing bank”.

For clarity.

To improve clarity and for ease
of reference.
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Original Chapter/
Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Section 12.1.1

Deleted the first paragraph.

This paragraph is not relevant to
this section.

Amended the second paragraph.

To align with Section 5.16.2 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules.

Added “Market participant’s” in the
title.

For clarity.

Added reference to the market rules
in the first paragraph.

To include reference to the
relevant section of the market
rules.

Amended drafting of the second
paragraph to reflect the nature of the
MP’s authorisation.

To improve clarity.

Added a new paragraph to stipulate
the requirements if MPs wish to
change their bank account details.

To align with Section 5.16.12 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules.

Section 12.2

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity and for
consistency with the market
rules.

Section 12.3

Replaced flowchart and amended
drafting.

To improve clarity and to be
consistent with Section 12.2 of
this market manual.

Section 12.1.2

[New section 13]

Added new section on “Application to
market support services licensees”.

Section 13

Section 13
Renamed section 13 as section 14.

For consistency with Section
5.17.1 of Chapter 7 of the market
rules, which states that Sections
5.1 to 5.16 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules apply to market
support services licensees as
well.

For logical drafting and
presentation order.

Added reference to the market rules
in the first paragraph.

To include reference to the
relevant sections of the market
rules.

Replaced all references to “market
participant” with “participation
applicant”.

For consistency with the
terminology used in the market
rules, when referring to an entity
which is applying to be
registered as a market
participant.
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Original Chapter/
Section

Section 14

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity and to reflect
current procedures related to
setting up a settlement account.

Section 14
Renumbered section as section 15.
Replaced “email” with “electronic
mail”.

For logical drafting and
presentation order.
For consistency with the other
market manuals.

As a result of the review, consequential amendments were also proposed to the made to the:
(a) Application Form for Market Participant Registration,
(b) Application Form for Authorisation of Market Support Services Licensee (MSSL), and
(c) Market Operations Market Manual - Automatic Financial Penalty Scheme (Chapter 5
Market Rules)
for consistency and to align these forms and market manuals with the updated Settlement Market
Manual.
The proposed modifications to the Application Form for Market Participant Registration,
Application Form for Authorisation of Market Support Services Licensee (MSSL) and Market
Operations Market Manual - Automatic Financial Penalty Scheme (Chapter 5 Market Rules) are
summarised in Tables 2, 3 and 4 below respectively. Please refer to Annexes 3, 4 and 5 for the
tracked-change versions respectively.
Table 2: Summary of proposed changes to “Application Form for Market Participant Registration”
Original
Key Changes Made
Reasons for Change
Chapter/Section
Summary of registration requirements for registration as a market participant
Requirement F
Amended drafting to specify that
To improve clarity.
(Page 3)
authorisation must be given for EMC
to directly debit and credit, and to
instruct such bank or financial
institution to directly debit and credit,
a market participant’s bank account
for the fulfilment of its financial
obligations arising under the market
rules.

Checklist Item
Number 10
(Page 10)

F. Checklist of Supporting Documents Required
Amended drafting.
To improve clarity.

Table 3: Summary of proposed changes to “Application Form for Authorisation of Market Support
Services Licensee (MSSL)”
Original
Key Changes Made
Reasons for Change
Chapter/Section
Summary of authorisation requirements for authorisation of a market support services
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Requirement D
(Page 3)

Section 15
(Page 7)

Checklist Item
Number 8
(Page 8)

licensee
Amended drafting to specify that
authorisation must be given for EMC
to directly debit and credit, and to
instruct such bank or financial
institution to directly debit and credit,
a MSSL’s bank account for the
fulfilment of its financial obligations
arising under the market rules.
D. Prudential Details
Added “Market Operations –“ before
“Prudential Requirements market
manual.”

To improve clarity.

To reflect a more accurate title of
the market manual.

F. Checklist of Supporting Documents Required
Amended drafting.
To improve clarity.

Table 4: Summary of proposed changes to “Market Operations Market Manual - Automatic
Financial Penalty Scheme (Chapter 5 Market Rules)”
Original
Chapter/Section
Section 2.3

Section 5.1

Section 5.3

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Section 2
Replaced “sent” with “created” in the
first paragraph and in Table 1.

To correct an erroneous
information.

Section 5
Added a new paragraph to specify
when an MP is deemed to have
received a given preliminary or final
financial penalty statement.

For clarity.

Replaced “Failure to receive” with
“Inability to receive/access” in the
title.

To align with similar drafting in
the Settlement Market Manual.

Amended drafting, and add “or is
unable to access the EMC’s website
and obtain”.

To align the drafting with the
drafting in the similar sections of
the Settlement Market Manual.
To include the case where MPs
are unable to access statements
posted on EMC’s website.

Section 6
Section 6.1

Amended drafting.

For consistency with similar
sections in the Settlement
Market Manual.

Added a new paragraph to specify
when an MP is deemed to have
received an invoice.

For clarity.
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Original
Chapter/Section

Key Changes Made

Reasons for Change

Section 6.3

Replaced “Failure to receive” with
“Inability to receive/access” in the
title.

To align with similar drafting in
the Settlement Market Manual.

Amended drafting, and add “or is
unable to access the EMC’s website
and obtain”.

To align the drafting with the
drafting in the similar sections of
the Settlement Market Manual.

Specified when an MP is deemed to
have received an invoice that it was
previously unable to receive/access.

To include the case where MPs
are unable to access invoices
posted on EMC’s website.

Section 8
Section 8.1

Amended drafting.

To improve clarity.

Added “For the avoidance of doubt,
such authorisation shall not be
regarded as a discharge of a market
participant's payment obligations in
respect of the financial penalties
stated in each of its final financial
penalty statements.”

To clarify that a market
participant's payment obligations
will not be discharged merely by
the fact of the EMC initiating the
electronic funds transfer process.

To improve clarity.
Added a new paragraph to describe
the electronic funds transfer process
done by the clearing bank.

4.

Proposed Rule Modifications

Arising from the review, some rules were proposed to be modified to update the market rules to
reflect the EMC’s current practices. The proposed rule modifications are set out in Annex 6, and
summarised in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Summary of Proposed Rule Modifications
Chapter/Section
Appendix 6K
Sections K.5.1
and K.5.2

Proposed Changes
Amended drafting.

Reason for Change
To improve clarity.

Appendix 6K
Section K.5.3
(New Section)

Added a new section to:
- clarify that it is the responsibility of
each MP to notify the EMC in the
event that it fails to receive, or is
unable to access a preliminary
minimum stable load compensation
statement (PMCS), final minimum
stable load compensation statement
(FMCS) or final minimum stable
load compensation invoice (FMI),

To impose an obligation on
the MP to notify the EMC if it
has failed to receive, or it is
unable to access the
electronic information system
and obtain, a PMCS, FMCS
or FMI, and to establish that
when a PMCS, FMCS or FMI
is issued via the electronic
information system by the
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Chapter/Section

Proposed Changes
-

and
establish that the PMCS/FMCS/FMI
will be deemed to have been issued
to the MP when it is issued via the
electronic information system.

Reason for Change
EMC, it will be deemed to
have been issued to/received
by the MP.

Appendix 6K
Section K.5.4
(New Section)

Added a new section to specify that the
EMC shall re-release or make available
the PMCS, FMCS or FMI if a MP
notifies the EMC it has failed to receive,
or it is unable to obtain and to also
provide for when such PMCS, FMCS or
FMI which is re-released or made
available by the EMC will be deemed to
have been issued to/received by the
MP.

To provide that the EMC shall
re-release or make available
the PMCS, FMCS or FMI if a
MP notifies the EMC it has
failed to receive, or it is
unable to obtain, the same in
accordance with section
K.5.3, and to also provide for
when such PMCS, FMCS or
FMI which is re-released or
made available by the EMC
will be deemed to have been
issued to/received by the MP.

Chapter 7
Sections 2.1.3,
2.1.3.1, 2.1.3.2
and 2.1.3.3

Italicised “metering data”.

To italicise a defined term.

Chapter 7
Section 2.3.2

Italicised “energy” and amended
drafting.

To italicise a defined term
and to improve clarity.

Chapter 7
Section 5.1.1

Replaced “and” with “or”.

To amend for consistency
with the market manual.

Chapter 7
Section 5.1.2

Removed italicisation of “process”.

To remove italicisation of a
term that is not defined.

Chapter 7
Section 5.2.2

Replaced “have” with “within”, added
“and prior to such time as may be
specified in the applicable market
manual”, and deleted “to”.

To amend for consistency
with the market manual.

Chapter 7
Section 5.2.7

Replaced “Each market participant” with
“The EMC”.

To amend for consistency
with the market manual,
reflecting that it is the EMC
which initiates the EFT
process.

Added “For the avoidance of doubt, a
market participant's payment obligations
under section 5.9.1 shall not be
discharged merely by the initiation of
such electronic funds transfer process
by the EMC”.

To clarify that a MP's
payment obligations under
section 5.9.1 will not be
discharged merely by the fact
of the EMC initiating the
electronic funds transfer
process.
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Chapter/Section
Chapter 7
Section 5.3.1

Proposed Changes
Added a space between “5.2” and
“and”.

Reason for Change
To correct a typographical
error.

Chapter 7
Sections 5.3.5
and 5.3.6

Amended drafting.

To reflect current practice in
the issuance of settlement
statements such that
settlement statements are
issued by EMC through its
website and not sent to the
MPs.

Chapter 7
Section 5.6.5

Deleted an extra space before the start
of the second sentence “No market
participant…”.

To correct a typographical
error.

Added “a dispute”.

To insert a missing phrase.

Chapter 7
Section 5.6.7.1

Italicised “metering data”.

To italicise a defined term.

Chapter 7
Sections 5.8.4
and 5.8.5

Amended drafting.

To reflect current practice in
the issuance of invoices such
that invoices are issued by
EMC through its website and
not sent to the MPs.

Chapter 7
Section 5.10.4

Replaced “No market participant shall
include in any” with “Each”, added “shall
only comprise” after “electronic funds
transfer” and deleted “more than”.

Consequential amendments
for consistency with amended
section 5.2.7 above.

Chapter 7
Sections 5.10.5,
5.10.5.1,
5.10.5.2, 5.10.6,
5.10.6.1 and
5.10.6.2
Chapter 7
Section 5.16.11

Deleted these sections.

These sections are not
applicable since electronic
funds transfers are initiated
by the EMC.

Replaced “into” with “to or from”.

To amend for consistency
with the market manual.

Chapter 7
Section 5.16.12

Deleted “s” from “bank accounts”.

To correct a grammatical
error.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.21

Replaced “respecting” with “in respect
of”.

To correct a grammatical
error.

Italicised “bilateral financial contract”,
“selling market participant” and
“settlement”.

To italicise defined terms.

Added “2” after “Chapter”.

To number a chapter
reference.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.187
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Chapter/Section
Chapter 8
Section 1.1.223

5.

Proposed Changes
Replaced “web site” with “website”.

Reason for Change
To correct a typographical
error.

Consultation

The proposed modifications were published for industry consultation on 29 September 2016, and
the following comments were received from PSO, ExxonMobil Asia Pacific, Pacificlight Power
and SP Services.
Comments from PSO
Referring to the table in section 6.2 of the Settlement Market Manual, the filename that shall
include the year, month, date and time refers to which such file is created and not sent. Similarly,
referring to the table in section 2.3 of the Market Operations Market Manual - Automatic Financial
Penalty Scheme (Chapter 5 Market Rules), the filename of the automatic financial penalty
scheme information file that shall include the year, month, date and time refers to which such file
is created and not sent.
EMC’s Response
We note PSO’s comments and we have amended both market manuals accordingly.

Comments from ExxonMobil Asia Pacific
Deleting this paragraph (Section 9.2 of Chapter 7, (page 44)) seems to imply that EMC does not
need to explain the reasons for late issuance of settlement invoice. It would be helpful if we are
being communicated on why the invoice is being issued late, what is to be expected and etc.
EMC’s Response
We note ExxonMobil’s comment and we agree with the suggestion. We have added back the
provision to require the EMC to identify and communicate to the MPs the precise nature and root
cause of any late issuance of the settlement invoice in section 9.3 of the Settlement Market
Manual, where it is more appropriately placed. A similar provision is also added to section 8.3 to
apply it to the case of preliminary and final settlement statements as well, for consistency.

Comments from Pacificlight Power
Pacificlight Power understands that the current update of the Market Operations Market Manual
is to reflect current procedures and align it with existing market rules. We support the updating of
the manuals as well as the current modification proposals.
Pacificlight Power also recommends and supports periodic update of the Market Manuals to
ensure they are consistent with the Market Rules.
EMC’s Response
We note Pacificlight Power’s comments.
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Comments from SP Services
We note that EMC intends to delete the paragraph (in section 9.2 of the Settlement market
manual).
Market participants depend on timely issuance of invoices and its payment date to ensure proper
cash flow management. Therefore, it is important that EMC remains accountable and obliged to
the market participants of any late issuance of settlement invoice.
We do not agree with the deletion of the paragraph.
EMC’s Response
We note SP Services’ comment and we agree with the suggestion. We have added back the
provision to require the EMC to identify and communicate to MPs the precise nature and root
cause of any late issuance of the settlement invoice in section 9.3 of the Settlement Market
Manual, where it is more appropriately placed. A similar provision is also added to section 8.3 to
apply it to the case of preliminary and final settlement statements as well, for consistency.

6.

Conclusion

The Settlement Market Manual was revised, updated and aligned with the Market Rules (1 July
2016 version) and other market manuals. Every opportunity is taken to reflect EMC’s current
procedures, improve the readability of the sections, as well as simplifying it as much as possible.

7.

Legal Sign-off

The text of the proposed rule and market manual modifications has been vetted by EMC’s
external legal counsel, whose opinion is that
(i) the modifications to the market rules reflect the intent of the proposed rule modifications
as expressed in the third column of the table in Annex 6, and
(ii) the modifications to the market rules and market manuals are legally consistent with the
other parts of the current market rules.

8.

Decision at the 90th RCP Meeting

At its 90th meeting, the RCP unanimously supported the proposed revised Settlement Market
Manual as set out in Annex 1 and the proposed modifications to the market manuals and market
rules as set out in Annex 3 to Annex 6.

9.

Recommendations

The RCP unanimously recommends that the EMC Board:
(a) adopt the proposed revised Settlement Market Manual as set out in Annex 1;
(b) adopt the proposed modifications to the market manuals and market rules as set out in
Annex 3 to Annex 6;
(c) seek the EMA’s approval of the proposed revised Settlement Market Manual as set out in
Annex 1;
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(d) seek the EMA’s approval of the proposed modifications to the market manuals and
market rules as set out in Annex 3 to Annex 6; and
(e) recommend that the proposed revised Settlement Market Manual as set out in Annex 1
and the proposed modifications to the market manuals and market rules as set out in
Annex 3 to Annex 6 come into force 1 business day after the date on which the
approval of the Authority is published by the EMC.
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1

Definitions
All terms in italics used in this market manual shall have the same meaning as
ascribed to them under the market rules. Other non-italicised terms used in this
market manual which have been defined in Appendices 7B and 7C of the
market rules shall have the same meaning as therein ascribed to them.
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2

Bilateral contract data

2.1

Deadline for submission of bilateral contract data
For the purposes of section 2.3.1 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, a selling
market participant may submit its bilateral contract data to the EMC and, if
submitted, such submission shall be made any time prior to but no later than
5:00pm on the fourth business day after the dispatch day to which such bilateral
contract data apply.

2.2

Method of submission of bilateral contract data
Bilateral contract data shall be submitted in a CSV file, in ASCII format as
described in section 2.5, through the EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com.

2.3

Procedure for submission of bilateral contract data in the event
that the EMC’s website is unavailable
In the event that the EMC’s website is not available, the selling market
participant shall submit the bilateral contract data via a password-protected zip
file through electronic mail addressed to settdata@emcsg.com, and thereafter
contact the EMC-Market Operations personnel by telephone to confirm receipt
of such bilateral contract data and provide the password, all prior to the
deadline stipulated in section 2.1. As a last resort, the selling market participant
may submit its bilateral contract data to the EMC in a secure portable storage
device.

2.4

Details of bilateral contract data
For the purposes of section 2.3.2 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, for the
bilateral sale of energy, the selling market participant may submit bilateral
contract data that define a bilateral energy quantity (BEQ) using one, or a
combination of, the following:





contract_type
an absolute amount of energy (bilateral absolute
Energy
quantity of energy or BAQ, in MWh);
as a fraction of the buying market participant’s total
withdrawal energy quantity (bilateral withdrawal fraction Load
or BWF, in %); and/or
as a fraction of the selling market participant’s total
injection energy quantity (bilateral injection fraction or Injection
BIF, in %).
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The EMC shall use properly submitted bilateral contract data to compute
bilateral energy quantities (BEQ, in MWh) in accordance with the formula set
out in section 2.3.3 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.
In accordance with sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, for
the bilateral sale of regulation or reserve, the selling market participant may
submit bilateral contract data that define a bilateral regulation quantity or a
bilateral reserve quantity as follows:


regulation: bilateral regulation quantity or BFQ (in MWh); or



reserve: bilateral reserve quantity or BRQ (in MWh).

2.5

Format of submission of bilateral contract data
The bilateral contract data shall be submitted in ASCII format as shown in the
examples below:
For contract_type “Energy”:

For contract_type “Load”:

The elements of the bilateral contract data (as illustrated in the above
examples) shall be in the format as set out in the table below:
Data Item

Field Type and Mandatory/ Field Description/
Length
Optional
Values

contract_name

VARCHAR2(30)

Mandatory

Valid

Field

The name of the particular contract to
which the bilateral contract data
submission relates.
Only one contract_name is allowed in
respect of each file.

seller_account

VARCHAR2(30)

Mandatory

The settlement account associated
with the selling market participant.
Only one settlement account is
allowed for the selling market
participant in respect of each file.

buyer_account

VARCHAR2(30)

Mandatory

The settlement account associated
with the buying market participant.
Only one settlement account is
allowed for the buying market
participant in respect of each file.

contract_type

VARCHAR2(10)

Mandatory
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Data Item

Field Type and Mandatory/ Field Description/
Length
Optional
Values

Valid

Field

‘Energy’
‘Load’
‘Injection’
‘Regulation’
‘Reserve’
Only one contract_type is allowed in
respect of each bilateral contract data
submission. If the bilateral contract
data relates to one or more
contract_types,
then
each
contact_type must be separately
provided for in separate bilateral
contract data submissions.
reserve_group

VARCHAR2(30)

Mandatory if
the
contract_typ
e
=
“Reserve”.
In all other
cases,
optional.

Required if the contract to which the
bilateral contract data submission
relates is of type ‘Reserve’, otherwise
field is left NULL.
This relates to one of the reserve
provider groups published on the
EMC’s website.
Each
reserve_group
shall
be
represented in the form “XXXRESZ”,
where:
XXX represents the reserve class to
which the bilateral contract data
submission relates (i.e. PRI, SEC or
CON);and
Z
represents
the
reserve
effectiveness for the reserve class
(i.e. A, B, C, D or E).

start_date

DATE

Mandatory

The start date of the contract to which
the bilateral contract data submission
relates.
Must be specified in
DD-MMM-YYYY format.

end_date

DATE

Mandatory

The end date of the contract to which
the bilateral contract data submission
relates.
Must be specified in
DD-MMM-YYYY format.

period

NUMBER(2)

Mandatory
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Data Item

Field Type and Mandatory/ Field Description/
Length
Optional
Values

Valid

Field

1 to 48.
48 periods are required for each
dispatch
day
in
the
period
commencing on the start date to the
end date of the bilateral contract to
which the submitted bilateral contract
data relates.
With regard to any period in relation
to which there is no bilateral contract
data to be submitted, the field value
of the “quantity” field shall be
specified as “0”.
quantity

NUMBER

Mandatory
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The quantity/unit of quantity varies
for:
Energy = MWh figure
Load = % of buying market
participant’s
withdrawal
energy
quantity (WEQ)
Injection = % of selling market
participant’s injection energy quantity
(IEQ)
Reserve = MWh figure
Regulation = MWh figure
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3

Vesting contract data

3.1

Deadline for submission of vesting contract data
For the purposes of sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.5 of Chapter 7 of the market rules,
the MSSL counterparty shall provide the EMC with an electronic data file
containing all relevant vesting quantities and prices at least ten calendar days
before the commencement of the vesting period to which such vesting
quantities and prices relate, and any subsequent revisions to such vesting
quantities and prices shall be provided no later than 5:00pm on the fifth
business day after the dispatch day to which such revised vesting quantities
and prices relate.
In the event of the occurrence of a force majeure adjustment event as defined
in the applicable vesting contract, the MSSL counterparty shall provide the EMC
with all relevant vesting quantities and prices no later than 5:00pm on the ninth
business day after the dispatch day to which such vesting quantities and prices
relate.

3.2

Method of submission of vesting contract data
The MSSL counterparty shall provide the EMC with vesting contract data (or
revised vesting contract data as the case may be) in a CSV file, in ASCII format
as described in section 3.5, via the EMC’s web-based communication system
known as the Electronic Business Transaction (EBT) system.

3.3

Confirmation of receipt of vesting contract data
An auto-acknowledgement will be generated by the EMC for the MSSL
counterparty following the receipt of the vesting contract data or revised vesting
contract data for the purposes of section 2.5.4 or section 2.5.5 of Chapter 7 of
the market rules, as the case may be.

3.4

Procedure for submission of vesting contract data in the event
of electronic information system failure
In the event that there is a failure of the electronic information system, the
MSSL counterparty shall submit the vesting contract data or revised vesting
contract data via a password-protected zip file through electronic mail
addressed to settdata@emcsg.com and telephone the EMC-Market Operations
personnel to confirm receipt and provide the password prior to the deadline
stipulated in section 3.1. As a last resort, the MSSL counterparty may submit
the vesting contract data or revised vesting contract data to the EMC in a
secure portable storage device.
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3.5

Format of submission of vesting contract data
The vesting contract data shall be submitted in ASCII format as shown in the
example below. (This example is a partial extract.)

The elements of the vesting contract data (as illustrated in the above examples)
shall be in the format as set out in the table below:
Data Item
Reference

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Field
Length
Values
A value used to identify VARCHAR2(12) Mandatory
GGYYMMDDthe vesting contract data
CCC
which is being submitted.
Each vesting contract
data reference would be
represented in the form
“GGYYMMDD-CCC”,
where:
GG
represents
the
particular
market
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Data Item

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Length
Values

Field

participant to which the
vesting contract data
submission relates;
YYMMDD represents the
given year, month and
day of the first day of the
vesting period to which
the vesting contract data
relates;
a CCC that starts with a
number
represents
vesting contract data that
is being submitted with a
balance vesting quantity
(BVQ) with its associated
balance vesting price
(BVP);
a CCC that starts with “L”
represents
vesting
contract data that is
being submitted with a
LNG vesting quantity
(LVQ) with its associated
LNG vesting price (LVP);
and
a CCC that starts with
“T”
and
2
digits
alphanumeric characters
represents
vesting
contract data that is
being submitted with a
tender vesting quantity
(TVQ) with its associated
tender
vesting
price
(TVP).
Name

The name of the market VARCHAR2(30) Mandatory
participant to which the
vesting contract data
submission relates.

Settlement The applicable account VARCHAR2(12) Mandatory
Account
identifier
for
the
settlement account of the
market participant to
which
the
vesting
contract data submission
relates.
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Data Item

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Field
Length
Values
Settlement The trading day to which DATE
Mandatory
DD-MMM-YYYY
Date
the vesting contract data
submission relates.
Settlement The settlement interval NUMBER(2)
Period
on the specified trading
day in the vesting period,
to which the relevant
vesting quantity with its
associated vesting price
relate. There are 48 such
settlement
intervals
which must be included
for each of such trading
day.

Mandatory

1 to 48.

Mandatory

The BVP is
fixed for each
vesting period,
but could vary
across different
vesting periods.

With regard to any
settlement
period
in
relation to which there is
no vesting contract data
to be submitted, the field
value of the “quantity”
field shall be specified as
“0”.
Contract
Price

The balance vesting NUMBER(13,2)
price (BVP), LNG vesting
price (LVP) or tender
vesting price (TVP), in
$/MWh.

The LVP is fixed
for each vesting
period,
but
could
vary
across different
vesting periods.
The TVP could
vary
across
tender tranches
and
different
vesting periods.
Contract
Quantity

The balance vesting NUMBER(13,2)
quantity (BVQ), LNG
vesting quantity (LVQ) or
tender vesting quantity
(TVQ), in kWh.

Mandatory

The BVQ can
vary for each
settlement
interval, and the
quantity cannot
be negative.
The LVQ can
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Data Item

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Field
Length
Values
vary for each
settlement
interval, and the
quantity cannot
be negative.
The TVQ can
vary for each
settlement
interval and the
quantity cannot
be negative.
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4

Forward sales contract data

4.1

Deadline for submission of forward sales contract data
For the purposes of section 2.7.2 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the MSSL
counterparty shall, by no later than 5:00pm on the fifth business day after the
start date of the forward sales period, provide the EMC with an electronic data
file containing all relevant forward sales quantities and forward sales prices. For
the purposes of section 2.7.4 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the MSSL
counterparty may submit any revisions to any relevant forward sales quantities
and forward sales prices that were previously provided to the EMC, by providing
the EMC with an electronic data file containing such revisions, no later than
5:00pm on the fifth business day after the start date of the forward sales period.
In accordance with section 2.7.7 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the MSSL
counterparty shall, within one business day from the date of the MSSL
counterparty becoming aware of any termination or intended termination of any
forward sales contract confirmation, notify the EMC through electronic mail
addressed to settdata@emcsg.com of:
a) such termination or intended termination of the forward sales contract
confirmation;
b) the effective date of such termination;
c) the identity of the affected forward sales contract holder; and
d) whether any additional exit fee is to be computed in respect of such forward
sales contract,
and provide the EMC with the appropriate revised forward sales contract data
as may be required in accordance with section 2.7.7.1 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules.
For the purposes of section 2.7.7.3 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the
submission of additional data in relation to the affected forward sales contract
for the purposes of calculating the additional exit fee is as set out in section 4.6
below.

4.2

Method of submission of forward sales contract data
The MSSL counterparty shall provide the EMC with forward sales contract data
or revised forward sales contract data in a CSV file, in ASCII format as
described in section 4.5, via the EBT.

4.3

Confirmation of receipt of forward sales contract data
An auto-acknowledgement will be generated by the EMC for the MSSL
counterparty following the receipt of the forward sales contract data for the
purposes of section 2.7.3 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.
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4.4

Procedure for submission of forward sales contract data in the
event of electronic information system failure
In the event that there is a failure of the electronic information system, the
MSSL counterparty shall submit the forward sales contract data or revised
forward sales contract data via a password-protected zip file through electronic
mail addressed to settdata@emcsg.com and telephone the EMC-Market
Operations personnel to confirm receipt and provide the password prior to the
deadline stipulated in section 4.1. As a last resort, the MSSL counterparty may
submit the forward sales contract data or revised forward sales contract data to
the EMC in a secure portable storage device.

4.5

Format of submission of forward sales contract data
The forward sales contract data shall be submitted in ASCII format as shown in
the example below. (This example is a partial extract.)

The elements of the forward sales contract data (as illustrated in the above
example) shall be in the format as set out in the table below:
Data Item
Reference

Field
Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Field
Description
Length
Values
A value used to identify VARCHAR2(12) Mandatory
GGYYMMDDthe
forward
sales
CCC
contract data which is
being submitted.
GGYYMMDD-CCC,
where:
GG represents the
particular
market
participant to which the
forward sales contract
data
submission
relates;
YYMMDD represents
the given year, month
and
day
of
the
submission
of
the
forward sales contract
data; and
a CCC that starts with
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Data Item

Field
Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Description
Length
Values
“F”
and
2
digits
alphanumeric
characters represents
the
forward
sales
contract data that is
being submitted with a
forward sales quantity
with its associated
forward sales price.

Name

The name of the VARCHAR2(30) Mandatory
forward sales contract
holder to which the
forward sales contract
data
submission
relates.

Field

Settlement The applicable account VARCHAR2(12) Mandatory
Account
identifier
for
the
settlement account of
the
forward
sales
contract
holder
to
which the forward sales
contract
data
submission relates.
Settlement The trading day to DATE
Date
which the forward sales
contract
data
submission relates

Mandatory

DD-MMM-YYYY

Settlement The settlement interval NUMBER(2)
Period
on the specified trading
day in the forward
sales period, to which
the
forward
sales
quantity
with
its
associated
forward
sales price relate.
There are 48 such
settlement
intervals
which must be included
for each of such trading
day.

Mandatory

1 to 48.

With regard to any
settlement period in
relation to which there
is no forward sales
contract data to be
submitted, the field
value of the “quantity”
field shall be specified
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Data Item

Field
Description
as “0”.

Contract
Price

The forward sales price NUMBER(13,2)
(FSP) in $/MWh.

Mandatory

The forward sales
price (FSP) is
fixed for each
forward
sales
period and could
vary
across
different forward
sales periods.

Contract
Quantity

The
forward
sales NUMBER(13,2)
quantity (FSQ) in kWh
for each settlement
interval.

Mandatory

The forward sales
quantity (FSQ) is
fixed for each
forward
sales
period and the
quantity cannot be
negative.

4.6

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Length
Values

Field

Deadline and method for submission of additional data for
forward sales contract in respect of additional exit fee
calculation
If the MSSL counterparty notifies the EMC of any additional exit fee to be
computed in respect of an affected forward sales contract, the MSSL
counterparty shall concurrently provide the EMC through electronic mail
addressed to settdata@emcsg.com the following data for all applicable
settlement intervals in accordance with section 2.7.7.3 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules:
a) the applicable settlement account;
b) the applicable base forward sales contract quantity (in MWh); and
c) the applicable proportion to be applied to the forward sales quantity and the
base forward sales contract quantity,
in a CSV file, in ASCII format as described in section 4.8.
For the purposes of section 2.7.9 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the MSSL
counterparty may submit to the EMC any revision to the above data no later
than 5:00pm on the ninth business day after the end of the calendar quarter in
which the effective date of termination for that affected forward sales contract
falls.
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4.7

Confirmation of receipt of additional forward sales contract data
in respect of additional exit fee calculation
For the purposes of section 2.7.8 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the EMC
shall acknowledge the receipt of the data referred to in section 2.7.7.3 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules upon the EMC’s receipt of the same sent in
accordance with section 4.6 above.

4.8

Format of submission of additional data for forward sales
contract in respect of additional exit fee calculation
The submission of additional data for forward sales contract in respect of
additional exit fee calculation shall be submitted in ASCII format as shown in
the example below. (This example is a partial extract.)

The elements of the additional forward sales contract data (as illustrated in the
above example) shall be in the format as set out in the table below:
Data Item
Name

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Length
Field
Values
The name of the affected VARCHAR2(30) Mandatory
forward sales contract holder to
which the additional forward
sales contract data submission
relates.

Settlement
Account

The applicable account identifier VARCHAR2(12) Mandatory
for the settlement account of the
affected forward sales contract
holder to which the additional
forward sales contract data
submission relates.

Settlement
Date

The trading day that the base DATE
FSQ (with its associated FSP)
relate to.

Mandatory

DDMMMYYYY

Settlement
Period

The settlement interval on the NUMBER(2)
specified trading day falling
within the period from the
commencement of the forward
sales contract term until the end
of the forward sales period in
which
the
termination
or
intended termination date of
such forward sales contract

Mandatory

1 to 48.
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Data Item

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/Optional Valid
Length
Field
Values

confirmation falls, to which the
base FSQ with its associated
FSP relate to.
Base FSQ

The applicable base FSQ in NUMBER(13, 2) Mandatory
MWh.

Nonnegative
figure.

Applicable
Proportion
of FSQ

Applicable proportion of the NUMBER(3, 2)
additional exit fee in respect of
the affected forward sales
contract to be applied to the
FSQ and base FSQ.

0.00 to
1.00.
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5

Metering data

5.1

Deadline for submission of metering data
For the purposes of section 2.1.3 of Chapter 7 and section B.3.1 of Appendix
7B of the market rules, the market support services licensee shall provide the
EMC with metering data no later than 5:00pm on the fifth business day after a
trading day.
The market support services licensee may submit to the EMC corrected
metering data for metering errors discovered up to the relevant date by the
relevant time in accordance with section B.3.1 of Appendix 7B of the market
rules and as stated in the table below:

5.2

Metering
errors
discovered up to:

Deadline for submission of corrected metering data
to EMC:

T+9 business days

On T+9 business days, 5:00pm

First nominated day

After T+9 business days, 5:00pm and no later than T+47
business days, 5:00pm

Second nominated day

After T+47 business days, 5:00pm and no later than
T+252 business days, 5:00pm

Method of submission of metering data
The market support services licensee shall provide the EMC with the metering
data or corrected metering data in a CSV file, in ASCII format as described in
section 5.5, via the EBT.

5.3

Confirmation of receipt of metering data
Following the receipt of the metering data or corrected metering data, an autoacknowledgement will be generated by the EMC for the market support
services licensee to confirm the receipt of the metering data or corrected
metering data.

5.4

Procedure for submission of metering data in the event of
electronic information system failure
In the event that there is a failure in the electronic information system, the
market support services licensee shall submit the metering data or corrected
metering data via a password-protected zip file through electronic mail
addressed to settdata@emcsg.com and telephone the EMC-Market Operations
personnel to confirm receipt and provide the password prior to the deadline
stipulated in section 5.1. As a last resort, the market support services licensee
may submit metering data or corrected metering data to the EMC in a secure
portable storage device.
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5.5

Format of submission of metering data
The metering data shall be submitted in ASCII format as shown in the examples
below. (These examples are partial extracts.)
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
……….
……….
“IEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”-1.037”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”3.233”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”-3.347”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”-1.329”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”-2.318”,”NODEX”,””
……….
……….
“IIQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”3.412”,”NODEX”,””
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”222.196”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”222.234”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”222.321”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”221.312”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”221.563”,””,”SETTACCX”
……….
……….
“WEQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”135.137”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”3.166”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”4.244”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”5.138”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”2.345”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”1.323”,””,”SETTACCX”
……….
……….
“WPQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”5.622”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”3.166”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”4.244”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”5.138”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”2.345”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”1.323”,””,”SETTACCX”
……….
……….
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”5.622”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WFQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”3.166”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WFQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”5.138”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WFQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”2.345”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WFQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”1.323”,””,”SETTACCX”
……….
……….
“WFQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”1.037”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WDQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”222.234”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WDQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”242.321”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WDQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”225.312”,””,”SETTACCX”
……….
……….
“WDQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”135.137”,””,”SETTACCX”
“WLQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”11.223”,”NODEX”,””
“WLQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”13.326”,”NODEX”,””
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……….
……….
“WLQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”11.326”,”NODEX”,””

The elements of the metering data (as illustrated in the above examples) shall
be in the format as set out in the table below:
Data Item
Quantity
Type

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/ Valid Field Values
Length
Optional
The type of energy VARCHAR2(32) Mandatory IEQ – injection energy
quantity injected or
quantity
withdrawn from the
transmission system.
WEQ – withdrawal energy
quantity
WFQ – total withdrawal
fee quantity
WMQ – total withdrawal
MEUC quantity
WPQ – total withdrawal
price quantity
IIQ – net imported intertie
quantity
WDQ –
withdrawal
contestable quantity
WLQ – withdrawal energy
quantity
for
a
load
registered facility

Settlement
Date

The trading day to DATE
which the metering
data relates to.

Mandatory

DD-MMM-YYYY

Period

The settlement interval NUMBER (2)
on the specified trading
day to which the energy
quantity relates to.
There are 48 such
settlement
intervals
which must be included
for each of such trading
day.

Mandatory

1 to 48.

With regard to any
period in relation to
which there is no
metering data to be
submitted, the field
value of the “quantity”
field shall be specified
as “0”.
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Data Item
Quantity

Field Description

Field Type and Mandatory/ Valid Field Values
Length
Optional
The metered quantity of NUMBER (13,3) Mandatory
energy injected into or
withdrawn from the
transmission system in
MWh,
adjusted
by
applying the relevant
loss adjustment factors
as required by the
relevant
code
of
practice.
When
the
energy
quantity type is IEQ or
IIQ, a negative value
denotes a withdrawal; a
positive value denotes
an injection.

Node ID

The
unique
node VARCHAR2(32) Optional
identifier of the specific
facility.

Used only for metering
data
submission
that
relates to IEQ, IIQ and
WLQ, otherwise field is
left NULL.

Settlement
Account

The unique settlement VARCHAR2(12) Optional
account identifier of the
market participant.

Used only for metering
data
submission
that
relates to WEQ and WDQ,
otherwise this field is left
NULL.
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6

Reserve
and
information file

regulation

non-provision

6.1

Deadline and method for submission of reserve and regulation
non-provision information file
For the purposes of section 2.6.3 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the PSO
shall use its best endeavours to notify the EMC not later than 5:00pm on the
fifth business day after a given trading day, of all non-provision events which
occurred in that given trading day in a reserve and regulation non-provision
information file via such means as may be acceptable to the PSO and the EMC.

6.2

Format of reserve and regulation non-provision information file
The file will commence with a record specifying the file’s filename. The format of
each file is as described in the tables below:
First line

Data Item

Data
Type
and Length

Values/
Format

Record Type

Text(4)

Filename

Text(22)

Data

Data Description

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected

“FNAM”

Identifies this record format.

File will be rejected.

UPRRYYYYMM
DDHHMMSS.txt

Identifies the acceptable
filename of the reserve and
regulation
non-provision
information file, which shall
include the year, month,
date, hours (in 24 hours
format),
minute
and
seconds at which such file
is created.

File will be rejected.

Data Description

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected

Second line
Data Item

Data
Type
and Length

Values /
Format

Record Type

Text(4)

“DATE”

Identifies this record format.

File will be rejected.

Date

Text(8)

YYYYMMDD

Specifies the trading day to
which the data in the reserve
and regulation non-provision
information file relates to.

File will be rejected.
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Third line
Data Item

Data
Type
and Length

Values
Format

Record Type

Text(4)

Column
Heading
(this field is
repeated
as
required)

Text(n)

/

Data

Data Description

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected

“HEAD”

Identifies this record format.

File will be rejected.

Text values as
indicated in the
record structure
for line item data
described below.

Describes
the
column
heading
of
the
corresponding information
file data in the subsequent
data record type, the field
width should equal that of
the corresponding data
column.

File will be rejected.

The record structure for line item data is described below:
Data
Item
(Column
Heading)

Data
Type
and Length

Values
Format

HEAD

Text(4)

PD

Data Description

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected

“UPRR”

Identifies this record format
– ‘Unable to Provide
Reserves/Regulation’.

File will be rejected.

Numeric(2)

1-48

Specifies
the
relevant
trading
period
the
information relates to.

File will be rejected.

HH:MM
HH:MM

Text(11)

HH:MM-HH:MM

Specifies the start and end
times (in 24 hour format)
for the relevant trading
period
the
information
relates to.

File will be rejected.
Regardless of whether the
file is rejected or not
rejected, this information
will not be used for
processing and there will
be no validation applied to
counter check with period
data stated in the earlier
field.

B1

Text(8)

The text value of
B1.

B2

Text(8)

The text value of
B2.

Uniquely identifies the B1 :
B2 : B3 of a non-providing
facility.

If it does not match against
standing data, it will be
ignored.

B3

Text(8)

The text value of
B3.

REG

Text(3)

‘REG’

Specifies
the
ancillary
service type that the nonproviding facility failed to
provide.

To be left blank if not
applicable.

PRI

Text(3)

‘PRI’

Specifies the class of
reserve that the nonproviding facility failed to
provide.

To be left blank if not
applicable.
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Data
Item
(Column
Heading)

Data
Type
and Length

Values
Format

SEC

Text(3)

CON

Text(3)

/

Data

Data Description

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected

‘SEC’

Specifies the class of
reserve that the nonproviding facility failed to
provide.

To be left blank if not
applicable.

‘CON’

Specifies the class of
reserve that the nonproviding facility failed to
provide.

To be left blank if not
applicable.

Each file will be terminated by an end-of-file record. The format of these records
is as described below:
Last line
Data Item

Data
Type
and Length

Values
Format

Record Type

Text(3)

“EOF ”

/

Data

Data Description

Identifies
format.

this

Action for cases where
data is missing or not as
expected
record

File will be rejected.

As an example, the reserve and regulation non-provision information file would
appear as shown below:
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7

Communication of settlement information

7.1

Process for communication of settlement information
For the purposes of section 5.1.1 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, all
communications between the market participants and the EMC relating to the
settlement process shall be carried out using the means of communication
specified in the fourth column of the table in section 7.3 below.

7.2

Process for communication of settlement information in the
event of electronic information system failure
In the event of a failure of the means of communication as specified in the
fourth column of the table in section 7.3, the relevant communications between
the market participants and the EMC shall be carried out using the electronic
information system, failing which, the EMC or the market participant, as the
case may be, shall communicate by the alternate means of communication as
set out in the fifth column of the table in section 7.3.

7.3

Summary of settlement information communication processes

No

Type of issue

Between

Means
Communications

of

1

Enquiries
on
preliminary settlement
statements,
final
settlement statements
and invoices

Electronic mail sent to:
settlement@emcsg.com

2

Notice of disagreement
relating
to
a
preliminary settlement
statement and notice
of arbitration relating to
a
final
settlement
statement

Market
support
services
licensee /
Market
participants
and the
EMC

3

General
enquiries

Alternate means
communication
Facsimile
telephone
Market
personnel
receipt.

of

and
the EMCOperations
to confirm

settlement
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8

Settlement statements

8.1

Deadline for issuing preliminary and final settlement statements
For the purposes of sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 of Chapter 7 of the market rules,
the EMC shall, by no later than 5:00pm, issue a preliminary settlement
statement for each trading day in the real-time markets on the sixth business
day after the trading day, and a final settlement statement for each trading day
in the real-time markets on the tenth business day after the trading day.

8.2

Method of issuing preliminary and final settlement statements
For the purposes of section 5.3.1 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, preliminary
settlement statements and final settlement statements will be issued to the
market participants through the EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com. The market
participant will have to log-in to retrieve such preliminary settlement statements
and final settlement statements from the EMC’s website.

8.3

Inability to receive/access preliminary or final settlement
statement
In the event that a market participant does not receive, or is unable to access
the EMC’s website and obtain, a preliminary settlement statement or final
settlement statement by the deadline stipulated in section 8.1, such market
participant shall notify the EMC-Market Operations personnel in respect of the
same through electronic mail addressed to settlement@emcsg.com and also
contact the EMC-Markets Operations personnel via telephone in respect of the
same.
Upon receiving notification from the market participant, the EMC-Market
Operations personnel shall:
a)

identify and communicate to the market participant the precise nature and
root cause of the market participant’s inability to receive or access its
preliminary settlement statement or final settlement statement; and

b)

take such action as may be required to enable the market participant to
view and download its settlement statement.
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9

Settlement invoices

9.1

Issuance of settlement invoices

9.1.1

The EMC has undertaken to perform self-billing for goods and services tax
for goods and services traded or settled in the wholesale electricity
markets. The provisions in this section are to comply with the requirements
of the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore.

9.1.2

For the purposes of section 5.2.5 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the EMC
shall by no later than 5:00pm issue invoices to market participants on the
tenth business day after the trading day. Where applicable, invoices include
tax invoices and buyer-created tax invoices issued on the market
participants’ behalf.

9.1.3

Each market participant hereby:

9.2

a)

authorises the EMC to issue tax invoice on its behalf;

b)

undertakes not to issue tax invoices to the EMC if a buyer-created tax
invoice has been issued by the EMC on its behalf; and

c)

undertakes to notify the EMC immediately, if its GST registration is
cancelled or if it is issued with a new GST registration number.

Method of issuing settlement invoices
Invoices will be issued to the market participants through the EMC’s website at
www.emcsg.com. Each market participant will need to log in to the EMC’s
website to view and download its own invoice.

9.3

Inability to receive/access settlement invoice
In the event that the market participant does not receive, or is unable to access
the EMC’s website and obtain, an invoice by the deadline stipulated in section
9.1.2, the market participant shall notify the EMC-Market Operations personnel
in respect of the same through electronic mail addressed to
marketoperations@emcsg.com and also contact the EMC-Market Operations
personnel via telephone in respect of the same.
Upon receiving notification from the market participant, the EMC-Market
Operations personnel shall:
a)

identify and communicate to the market participant the precise nature and
root cause of the market participant’s inability to receive or access its
invoice; and

b)

take such action as may be required to enable the market participant to
view and download its invoice.
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10

Forward sales contract additional exit fee
statement and invoice

10.1

Deadline for issuing forward sales contract additional exit fee
statement and invoice

10.1.1

In accordance with section C.3 of Appendix 7C of the market rules, the
EMC shall issue the preliminary additional exit fee statement and final
additional exit fee statement to an affected forward sales contract holder by
no later than 8:00pm on CCQ(end)+6 business days, and by no later than
8:00 pm on CCQ(end)+10 business days, respectively.

10.1.2

“Current calendar quarter” or “CCQ”, in respect of a given affected forward
sales contract, means the calendar quarter in which the effective date for
that affected forward sales contract falls. “CCQ(end)+Y”, in respect of a
given affected forward sales contract, refers to the Yth business day after
CCQ(end) of that affected forward sales contract. “CCQ(end)”, in respect of
a given affected forward sales contract, means the end of the last day of
the current calendar quarter in respect of that affected forward sales
contract.

10.1.3

The EMC shall issue an invoice to the affected forward sales contract
holder based on the final additional exit fee statement by no later than
8:00pm on CCQ(end)+10 business days.

10.2

Method of issuing forward sales contract additional exit fee
statement and invoice

The preliminary additional exit fee statement, final additional exit fee statement
and invoice will be issued through electronic mail to the affected forward sales
contract holder.

10.3

Failure to receive forward sales contract additional exit fee
statement and invoice

In the event that the affected forward sales contract holder does not receive any
statement or invoice by the deadline stipulated in section 10.1 above, the
affected forward sales contract holder shall notify the EMC-Market Operations
personnel through electronic mail addressed to settlement@emcsg.com and
contact the EMC-Market Operations personnel by telephone in respect of the
same.
Upon receiving notification of non-receipt from the affected forward sales
contract holder, the EMC-Market Operations personnel shall re-send the
statement or invoice accordingly.
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10.4

Payment of forward sales contract additional exit fee

In accordance with section C.3 of Appendix 7C of the market rules, the affected
forward sales contract holder shall make payment of the additional exit fee
stated in the final additional exit fee statement to the EMC adjustment account
by no later than 5:00pm on the twentieth calendar day after CCQ(end), subject
to business day convention.

11

Notice of disagreement and notice of arbitration

11.1

Notice of disagreement relating to preliminary settlement
statement

In accordance with section 5.2.2 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, each market
participant shall have three business days from the day that the preliminary
settlement statement was issued to notify the EMC-Market Operations
personnel of errors in the preliminary settlement statement via a notice of
disagreement. Such a notice of disagreement shall be issued in accordance
with section 5.5 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.
The notice of disagreement shall reach the EMC-Market Operations personnel
no later than 5:00pm on the ninth business day after the trading day to which
the preliminary settlement statement relates.
The EMC shall acknowledge the receipt of a notice of disagreement in
accordance with section 5.5.4 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.

11.2

Notice of arbitration relating to final settlement statement

Subject to sections 5.6.5 and 5.6.7 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, a market
participant may refer any disagreement pertaining to a final settlement
statement to the dispute resolution counsellor and shall submit a notice of
arbitration to the dispute resolution counsellor pursuant to section 5.6.6 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules, if the disagreement is not in respect of the
calculation of the elements referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to 5.5.9.3 of Chapter 7
of the market rules.
No market participant may submit a notice of arbitration pertaining to a final
settlement statement if:
a) the dispute relates to the accuracy of metering data and more than forty
business days has elapsed since the date on which the final settlement
statement to which the notice of arbitration relates was issued; or
b) in all other cases, more than twenty business days has elapsed since the
date on which the final settlement statement to which the notice of
arbitration relates was issued.
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11.3

Dismissal of a notice of arbitration relating to final settlement
statement

The dispute resolution counsellor shall dismiss a notice of arbitration and shall
not take further action with respect to the notice of arbitration if the element of
the final settlement statement that is the subject-matter of the notice (i) relates
to the calculation of the elements referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to 5.5.9.3 of
Chapter 7 of the market manual; or (ii) is identical to that found in the
corresponding preliminary settlement statement and the market participant did
not previously file a notice of disagreement in respect of such an element,
unless the market participant demonstrates that it could not, with the exercise of
due diligence, have filed a notice of disagreement in respect of such an
element.

11.4

Notice of disagreement relating to forward sales contract
preliminary additional exit fee statement

In accordance with section C.3 of Appendix 7C of the market rules, the affected
forward sales contract holder shall notify the EMC through electronic mail
addressed to settlement@emcsg.com of any disagreement with the additional
exit fee stated in its preliminary additional exit fee statement by no later than
5:00pm on CCQ(end)+7 business days.
For the purposes of section C.3 of Appendix 7C of the market rules, the EMC
shall notify the affected forward sales contract holder through electronic mail of
the EMC’s determination in respect of the affected forward sales contract
holder’s notice of disagreement by no later than 8:00pm on CCQ(end)+9
business days.

11.5

Format of notice of disagreement

A market participant shall submit a notice of disagreement in respect of any
disagreement with a preliminary settlement statement or a preliminary
additional exit fee statement, in the form set out below (a soft copy of which is
downloadable from the EMC’s website), together with supporting documents
through electronic mail addressed to settlement@emcsg.com.
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Notice of Disagreement
Submitted by :
Company

:

Preliminary Settlement Statement

Forward Sales Contract Preliminary
Additional Exit Fee Statement

Settlement A/C

:

Settlement A/C :

Trading Day

:

Settlement Date :

Run Date

:

Payment Date

:

Description of disagreement

Proposed adjustment to the data used to calculate any relevant settlement amount

Proposed correction to any calculation of the relevant settlement amount

The market participant must provide supporting documents to support its notice of disagreement .
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12

Electronic funds transfer

12.1

Bank accounts

The EMC shall appoint a clearing bank for the operation of its settlement and
invoicing processes in the wholesale electricity markets for the purposes of
section 5.16 of Chapter 7 of the market rules. For the purposes of this market
manual, “clearing bank” refers to the single bank or financial institution that the
EMC maintains its bank accounts with under section 5.16.2 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules.
12.1.1

The EMC’s bank account details

The name of the clearing bank shall be published on the EMC’s website at
www.emcsg.com.
12.1.2

Market participant’s market participant bank account

Each market participant shall open and maintain a market participant bank
account with the clearing bank appointed by the EMC in accordance with
section 5.16.10 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.
Each market participant shall arrange with the clearing bank to authorise the
EMC to directly credit and debit, and instruct the clearing bank to directly credit
and debit, the market participant’s market participant bank account, for the
purposes of facilitating the making of settlement payments to or from the market
participant’s market participant bank account (the “Third Party Authorisation”).
In accordance with section 5.16.11 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, each
market participant shall inform the EMC of all applicable information (including
the applicable bank account number) required for the EMC to make payment to
or from the market participant’s market participant bank account.
In accordance with section 5.16.12 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, a market
participant may change details of its bank account, on the condition that the
EMC is notified in writing at least twenty business days before the change takes
effect.

12.2

Electronic funds transfer process for settlement

The EMC shall issue electronic funds transfer instructions to the clearing bank
in accordance with the invoice no later than the eleventh business day after the
trading day to which the invoice relates.
The EMC shall instruct the clearing bank as follows:
a) Where a net settlement amount is payable by a market participant to the
EMC (i.e. where the net settlement amount is negative), the clearing bank
shall be instructed to debit the market participant’s market participant bank
account for the specified dollar amounts on the market participant payment
date In accordance with section 5.2.6 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the
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market participant payment date for each invoice shall be the twentieth day
after the trading day to which such invoice relates, subject to business day
convention.
b) Where a net settlement amount is payable to a market participant by the
EMC (i.e. where the net settlement amount is positive), the clearing bank
shall be instructed to credit the market participant’s market participant bank
account for the specified dollar amounts on the EMC payment date. In
accordance with section 5.2.8 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, the EMC
payment date for each invoice shall be one day after the market participant
payment date of such invoice, subject to business day convention.
A market participant shall ensure that there are sufficient funds in the market
participant’s market participant bank account with the clearing bank to pay the
full amount payable to the EMC, prior to the close of banking business on the
market participant payment date.
The clearing bank, in accordance with the EMC’s instructions, will debit the
market participant’s market participant bank account and credit the EMC
settlement clearing account by the close of banking business on the market
participant payment date.
The clearing bank, in accordance with the EMC’s instructions, will debit the
EMC settlement clearing account and credit the market participant’s market
participant bank account by the close of banking business on the EMC payment
date.
On the business day after the market participant payment date, the EMC:



shall perform reconciliation to ensure that the full amounts payable to EMC
from the market participants are received from such market participants;
and
if any such amounts are not received in full from any market participants,
may take any and all necessary actions in accordance with section 5.12 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules.

On the business day after the EMC payment date, the EMC:


shall perform reconciliation to ensure that all amounts payable by the EMC
to the market participants are paid to such market participants.
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12.3

Flowchart of electronic funds transfer process for settlement

Based on the invoice, the EMC will instruct the clearing bank* to
debit or credit, as appropriate, the market participant's market
participant bank account for the net settlement amount due on
either market participant payment date or EMC payment date.

The clearing bank, in accordance
with the EMC’s instructions, will
debit the net settlement amount
from the market participant’s
market participant bank account.

Each market participant owing a
net settlement amount to the EMC
shall ensure that there are
sufficient monies in its market
participant bank account.

The EMC:
a) shall perform reconciliation to ensure that
the full amounts payable to the EMC from the
market participants are received from such
market participants; and
b) if any such amounts are not received in full
from any market participants, may take any
and all necessary actions in accordance with
section 5.12 of Chapter 7 of the market rules.

The
clearing
bank,
in
accordance with the EMC’s
instructions, will credit the net
settlement amount to the
market participant’s market
participant bank account.

The EMC shall perform reconciliation to ensure that all
amounts payable by the EMC to the market
participants are paid to such market participants.

D refers to the trading day in the real-time
markets in respect of which the invoice
relates
Functions of the EMC
Functions of the market participants
Functions of the clearing bank
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By D+11 business
days

On the market participant
#
payment date (subject to
business day convention),
by close of banking
business

On the EMC payment
date (subject to business
day convention), by close
of banking business

On the business day after
the EMC payment date
(subject to business day
convention), by close of
banking business

#

no later than D+20 days (subject to
business day convention) by close of
banking business
* refers to the single bank or financial
institution that EMC maintains its bank
accounts with under Section 5.16.2 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules.
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13

Application
licensees

to

market

support

services

In accordance with section 5.17.1 of Chapter 7 of the market rules, sections 7,
8, 9, 11 and 12 above shall apply to a market support services licensee that, on
its own behalf or on behalf of any person in respect of which it provides market
support services pertaining to the wholesale electricity markets, is or may be
entitled to receive a settlement amount from, or required to pay a settlement
amount to, the EMC and, for this purpose, all references in those sections to a
market participant shall be deemed to include a reference to a market support
services licensee.

14

Set up of settlement account
In accordance with section 3.1.1 of Chapter 2 of the market rules, any
interested party who wishes to participate in the wholesale electricity markets
shall file a participant registration application with the EMC to be registered as a
market participant.
A participation applicant shall be required to provide the relevant information
and documents in its application form for market participant registration.
Amongst other information and documents, a participation applicant is required
to provide:


the bank account details of the bank account that it is required to open
and maintain with the clearing bank in accordance with section 5.16.10
of Chapter 7 of the market rules; and



a certified true copy of the participation applicant’s duly executed “Third
Party Authorisation” Form.

The “Third Party Authorisation” Form must authorise the EMC to directly debit
and credit, and to instruct the clearing bank to directly credit and debit, the
market participant’s market participant bank account with the clearing bank, for
the fulfilment of financial obligations arising under the market rules.
Upon receipt of the required documents, the EMC shall, for the purposes of
section 2.1.2 of Chapter 7 of the market rules:


check with the clearing bank if a “Third Party Authorisation” Form has
been duly executed by the participation applicant with the clearing bank;
and

set up the settlement account in its settlement system and assign a settlement
account to the participation applicant. After the EMC registers the participation
applicant as a market participant, the EMC shall advise the participation
applicant of its settlement account.
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15

EMC Market Operations contact details
Contact:

Market Operations personnel

E-mail Address:

marketoperations@emcsg.com

Address:

Market Operations – Settlement
Energy Market Company
4 Shenton Way
#03-01 SGX Centre 2
Singapore 068807

Telephone:

+65 6779 3000

Facsimile:

+65 6779 3030

Website:

www.emcsg.com

For settlement enquiries:

electronic mail to
settlement@emcsg.com

For submission of settlement data:

electronic mail to
settdata@emcsg.com

 2016 Energy Market Company Pte Ltd
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Marked-up changes to the current Market Operations Market Manual - Settlement (Chapter 7
Market Rules)
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1

D
Definitio
ns
All term
ms in italicss used in thiis market m
manual shalll have the same
s
meaning as
ascribe
ed to them under the m
market ruless. Other non
n-italicised tterms used in this
markett manual w
which have been defin
ned in App
pendices 7B
B and 7C of the
markett rules shall have the sa
ame meanin
ng as therein ascribed to them.
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2

B
Bilateral
contrac
ct datac
contractts

2.1

De
eadline for submiss
sion of bila
ateral contract data
For the
e purposes of section 2.3.1
2
of Cha
apter 7 of the market ru
ules, a The sselling
markett participantt may subm
mit its their b
bilateral con
ntract data to
o the EMC and, if
submittted, such submission
s
shall be made any tim
me prior to but no late
er than
5:00pm
m on the fo
ourth four b
business da
ays after the
e dispatch day to whicch the
such b
bilateral con
ntract data a
apply) in acccordance w
with section 2.3 of Cha
apter 7
of the m
market rules.
The se
elling marke
et participant shall sub
bmit their bilateral
b
con
ntract data by no
later th
han 5.00pm on the fourrth businesss day after th
he dispatch
h day.

2.2

Method of s
submissio
on of bilate
eral contra
act data
Bilaterral contract data shall be submittted in a CSV file, in ASCII form
mat as
describ
bed in secttion 2.5, sh
hall be subm
mitted to th
he EMC thrrough the E
EMC’s
website at www.emcsg.com.

2.3

Prrocedure in the eve
ent of sys
stem failu
ure for bilateral con
ntract
da
ata submissionfor s
submissio
on of bilateral contrract data in the
ev
vent that the EMC’s website is
s unavaila
able
In the event tha
at the EMC
C’s website
e is not avvailable, the selling market
m
particip
pant shall submit the th
he EMC will accept sub
bmission off bilateral co
ontract
data via a passw
word passwo
ord-protecte
ed zip file th
hrough elecctronic mail email
nd thereafte
er contact the . The EMCaddresssed to setttdata@emccsg.com, an
Markett Operations personne
el by telephone to conffirm receiptt of such biilateral
contracct data and
d provide th
he password
d, all prior to the dead
dline stipula
ated in
section
n 2.1. will obtain the password from the sselling markket participa
ant by
phone call. As the
e a last resort, the sellling market participant may submit their
its bila
ateral contra
act data to the EMC in any a se
ecure porta
able data sttorage
device
e or apparatu
us.

2.4

De
etails of bilateral co
ontract datta
Bilaterral contract data
d
must b
be submitted
d to the EM
MC in the following form:
•

Bilateral Absolute Qua
antity (BAQ
Q): Submit ab
bsolute figure in MWh

•

Bilateral Withdrawal
W
F
Fraction (BW
WF): Submitt in percenta
age (%)

•

Bilateral In
njection Fracction (BIF): Submit in p
percentage (%).
(

Type o
of physical services
s
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•

Energy: M
Market particcipants may contract forr BAQ (abso
olute figure in
MWh), BW
WF (percenta
age) or BIF (percentage)

•

Reserve: O
Only BRQ ccontract is acceptable (a
absolute figure in MWh
h)

•

Regulation
n: Only BFQ
Q contract iss acceptable
e (absolute ffigure in MW
Wh).

Furthe
er informatio
on about bila
ateral settlem
ment is on tthe EMC’s w
website:
www.e
emcsg.com.
For the purposess of section
n 2.3.2 of C
Chapter 7 o
of the mark
rket rules, ffor the
bilatera
al sale of energy, the
e selling m
market partiicipant mayy submit biilateral
contracct data tha
at define a bilateral en
nergy quan
ntity (BEQ) using one, or a
combin
nation of, th
he following::
contract_
_type
a
an absolute amount of energyy (bilateral absolute
Energy
q
quantity of e
energy or BA
AQ, in MWh
h);
a
as a fractio
on of the b
buying marrket particip
pant’s total
w
withdrawal e
energy quantity (bilateral withdraw
wal fraction Load
o
or BWF, in %
%); and/or
a
as a fractio
on of the selling
s
marrket particip
pant’s total
injection en
nergy quanttity (bilatera
al injection fraction or Injection
B
BIF, in %).

•
•

•

The E
EMC shall use properrly submitte
ed bilaterall contract data
d
to compute
bilatera
al energy q
quantities (B
BEQ, in MW
Wh) in acco
ordance with
h the formu
ula set
out in ssection 2.3.3 of Chapte
er 7 of the market
m
ruless.
In acco
ordance with sections 2
2.3.4 and 2..3.5 of Chap
pter 7 of the
e market rulles, for
the bilateral sale of regulatio
on or reserrve, the sellling marke
et participan
nt may
submitt bilateral ccontract datta that define a bilate
eral regulatiion quantityy or a
bilatera
al reserve q
quantity as follows:
f

2.5

•

regulation:: bilateral re
egulation quantity or BF
FQ (in MWh); or

•

reserve: biilateral rese
erve quantityy or BRQ (in
n MWh).

Fo
ormat of submission
n of bilateral contract data in CSV file

Table Format Example
E
Nam
me

Type

Mand
datory

Des
scription

contract name

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Y

An
name for this particular co
ontract.

selle
er_account

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Y

The
e settlement account assigned to
the selling markket participan
nt on
succcessful regisstration.
ment accoun
nt is
Only one settlem
allo
owed for each
h file.
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Nam
me

Type

Mand
datory

Des
scription

buye
er_account

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Y

The
e settlement account assigned to
the buying markket participan
nt on
succcessful regisstration.
ment accoun
nt is
Only one settlem
allo
owed for each
h file.

contract_type

VARCHAR2
2(10)

Y

One of :
‘En
nergy’
‘Load’
‘Inje
ection’
‘Re
egulation’
‘Re
eserve’

reserve_group

VARCHAR2
2(30)

N

Req
quired if this contract is o
of type
‘Re
eserve’.
one of the resserve
This relates to o
pro
ovider groupss published o
on the
EM
MC’s website.

startt_date

DATE

Y

The
e start date o
of this contracct.
ed in
Must be specifie
DD
D-MM-YYYY format.
f

end_
_date

DATE

Y

The
e end date off this contracct.
Must be specifie
ed in
DD
D-MM-YYYY format.
f

Perio
od

NUMBER(2
2)

Y

Hallf-hour Tradin
ng period :
1 to
o 48.
48 periods are rrequired for e
each date
ran
nge.

quan
ntity

NUMBER

Y

The
ese varies for :
Ene
ergy = MWh Figure
Loa
ad = % of buyyer’s Withdra
awal
(WE
EQ)
Inje
ection = % off seller’s Injecction
(IEQ
Q)
Resserve = MWh
h Figure
Reg
gulation = MW
Wh Figure

of the File F
Format:
Copy o
The biilateral conttract data sh
hall be submitted in AS
SCII formatt as shown in the
examp
ples below:
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For contract_type “Energy”:

For contract_type “Load”:

The e
elements off the bilate
eral contra
act data (a
as illustrate
ed in the above
exam
mples) shall be in the fo
ormat as se
et out in the table below
w:
Data
a Item

Field Type
e and Mand
datory/ Fie
eld Descrip
ption/
Length
Optio
onal
Vallues

contract_name

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Mand
datory

Valid

Field

The
e name of the particular ccontract to
whiich the billateral conttract data
sub
bmission rela
ates.
act_name is allowed in
Only one contra
respect of each file.

selle
er_account

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Mand
datory

The
e settlement account a
associated
with
h the selling market particcipant.
ettlement acccount is
Only one se
allo
owed for the selling
g market
parrticipant in respect of each file.

buye
er_account

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Mand
datory

The
e settlement account a
associated
with
h the buying market participant.
ettlement acccount is
Only one se
allo
owed for the buying
g market
parrticipant in respect of each file.

contract_type

VARCHAR2
2(10)

Mand
datory

One of:
‘En
nergy’
‘Load’
‘Inje
ection’
‘Re
egulation’
‘Re
eserve’
allowed in
Only one contrract_type is a
respect of each
h bilateral con
ntract data
sub
bmission. If the bilatera
al contract
datta relates to one or more
con
ntract_types,
then
each
con
ntact_type must be sseparately
pro
ovided for in separate
e bilateral
con
ntract data su
ubmissions.

reserve_group

VARCHAR2
2(30)

Mand
datory if Req
quired if the contract to which the
the
bila
ateral contra
act data ssubmission
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Data
a Item

Field Type
e and Mand
datory/ Fie
eld Descrip
ption/
Length
Optio
onal
Vallues
contrract_typ
e
=
“Rese
erve”.
In all other
casess,
optional.

Valid

Field

rela
ates is of typ
pe ‘Reserve’, otherwise
field
d is left NULL
L.
This relates to
o one of the reserve
pro
ovider group
ps published
d on the
EM
MC’s website.
reserve
e_group
sshall
be
Eacch
rep
presented in the form “XX
XXRESZ”,
whe
ere:
X representss the reservve class to
XXX
whiich the billateral conttract data
sub
bmission rela
ates (i.e. PR
RI, SEC or
CO
ON);and
represents
the
reserve
Z
effe
ectiveness ffor the rese
erve class
(i.e. A, B, C, D o
or E).

startt_date

DATE

Mand
datory

The
e start date of
o the contracct to which
the bilateral con
ntract data ssubmission
rela
ates.
ed in
Must be specifie
DD
D-MMM-YYYY
Y format.

end_
_date

DATE

Mand
datory

The
e end date o
of the contracct to which
the bilateral con
ntract data ssubmission
rela
ates.
ed in
Must be specifie
DD
D-MMM-YYYY
Y format.

perio
od

NUMBER(2
2)

Mand
datory

Hallf-hour tradin
ng period :
1 to
o 48.
48 periods arre required for each
disp
patch
dayy
in
the
e
period
com
mmencing on
n the start d
date to the
end
d date of the bilateral contract
c
to
whiich the subm
mitted bilatera
al contract
datta relates.
Witth regard to any period in relation
to w
which there is no bilatera
al contract
datta to be sub
bmitted, the field
f
value
of the “quan
ntity” field shall be
spe
ecified as “0”.

quan
ntity

NUMBER

Mand
datory
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The
e quantity/un
nit of quanttity varies
for::

11

Data
a Item

Field Type
e and Mand
datory/ Fie
eld Descrip
ption/
Length
Optio
onal
Vallues

Valid

Ene
ergy = MWh figure
Loa
ad = % of buying
g
parrticipant’s
withdrawal
qua
antity (WEQ)
Inje
ection = % of selling
g
parrticipant’s inje
ection energ
gy
(IEQ
Q)
Resserve = MWh
h figure
Reg
gulation = MW
Wh figure
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3

V
Vesting
c
contrac
ct dataco
ontracts
s

3.1

De
eadline for submiss
sion of ves
sting contract quanttities and
prricesdata
For the
e purposes of sectionss 2.5.3 and 2.5.5 of Ch
hapter 7 of the markett rules,
the Th
he MSSL co
ounterparty shall, provide the EMC
C with an electronic
e
da
ata file
contain
ning all rele
evant vesting
g quantitiess and pricess at least ten
n vesting co
ontract
quantitties and priices at leasst 10 calend
dar days be
efore the co
ommencem
ment of
the vesting period
d to which such
s
vesting quantitiess and pricess relate, disspatch
day, and any sub
bsequent revisions to ssuch vesting
g quantitiess and pricess shall
be pro
ovided no la
ater than 5:00pm on th
he fifth bussiness day a
after the disspatch
day to which such
h revised ve
esting quantities and prices
p
relate
e. vesting co
ontract
quantitties and prrices shall b
be provided
d by no latter than 5:0
00pm on th
he fifth
busine
ess day afte
er the dispa
atch day in accordance
e with sectio
on 2.5.3 or 2.5.5,
Chapte
er 7 of the m
market ruless.
e occurrencce of a forcce majeure a
adjustment event as defined
In the event of the
a
v
vesting
conttract, the MS
SSL counte
erparty shall provide the
e EMC
in the applicable
with all relevant vesting
v
quan
ntities and prices
p
no latter than 5:0
00pm on the
e ninth
busine
ess day afte
er the dispattch day to w
which such vvesting qua
antities and prices
relate.
vesting
g contract quantities an
nd prices (in
ncluding anyy revisions tto such vestting
contracct quantitiess and pricess) by no late
er than 5:00pm on the n
ninth busine
ess
day aftter the dispa
atch day.

3.2

Method of s
submissio
on Confirm
mation of re
eceipt of v
vesting
co
ontract quantities an
nd pricesd
data
An auto-acknowle
edgement w
will be generated by the EMC for
f theThe MSSL
counte
erparty shall provide tthe EMC w
with vesting
g contract data (or re
evised
vesting
g contract d
data as the
e case mayy be) in a C
CSV file, in ASCII form
mat as
describ
bed in section 3.5, viia the EMC
C’s web-ba
ased communication ssystem
known as the Elecctronic Business Transaction (EBT
T) system.
following the receipt of the ve
esting contra
act or revise
ed vesting ccontract
quantitties and pricces in accorrdance with section 2.5
5.4, Chapterr 7 of the ma
arket
rules.

3.3

Co
onfirmatio
on of receiipt of vestting contra
act data
An au
uto-acknowledgement will be ge
enerated byy the EMC
C for the MSSL
counte
erparty follow
wing the recceipt of the vesting con
ntract data o
or revised vvesting
contracct data for the
t purpose
es of section 2.5.4 or ssection 2.5.5 of Chapte
er 7 of
the ma
arket rules, as
a the case
e may be.
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3.4

Prrocedure ffor submission of v
vesting co
ontract da
ata in the e
event
off electronic informattion syste
em failure
In the event thatt there is a failure of the electro
onic informa
ation system
m, the
MSSL counterparrty shall submit the ve
esting contrract data or
o revised vvesting
contracct data via a passw
word-proteccted zip file through electronicc mail
addresssed to settd
data@emcssg.com and
d telephone the EMC-M
Market Operrations
person
nnel to confirm receiptt and provide the passsword prior to the de
eadline
stipula
ated in sectiion 3.1. As a last reso
ort, the MSS
SL counterp
party may ssubmit
the ve
esting contrract data orr revised vvesting conttract data to
t the EMC
C in a
secure
e portable sttorage devicce.

3.33.5 Fo
ormat of s
submission
n of vestin
ng contrac
ct data
T
The vesting
g contract da
ata shall be
e submitted in ASCII fo
ormat as sho
own in
the exa
ample below
w. (This exa
ample is a p
partial extracct.)

T
The elemen
nts of the vesting
v
con
ntract data (as illustratted in the above
mples) shall be in the fo
ormat as se
et out in the table below
w:
exam
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Data
a Item
Refe
erence

Field Descriptio
on

Fiield Type an
nd Mandato
ory/Optiona
al
Le
ength
A va
alue used to
o identify VA
ARCHAR2(12) Mandato
ory
the vesting conttract data
whicch is being su
ubmitted.

Valid
Field
Values
GGYYMM
MDDCCC

Each vesting contract
data
a reference w
would be
reprresented in the form
“GG
GYYMMDD-C
CCC”,
whe
ere:
GG
represen
nts
the
particular
market
partticipant to which
w
the
vestting contract data
subm
mission relattes;
YYM
MMDD repressents the
give
en year, mo
onth and
day of the first d
day of the
vestting period to which
the vesting conttract data
relattes;
CC that starrts with a
a CC
num
mber
re
epresents
vestting contract data that
is be
eing submitte
ed with a
bala
ance vesting quantity
(BVQ
Q) with its asssociated
bala
ance vestin
ng price
(BVP
P);
CC that startss with “L”
a CC
reprresents
vesting
conttract data that is
bein
ng submitted
d with a
LNG
G vesting quantity
(LVQ
Q) with its asssociated
LNG
G vesting pricce (LVP);
and
C
that sta
arts with
a CCC
“T”
and
2
digits
alph
hanumeric ch
haracters
reprresents
vesting
conttract data that is
bein
ng submitted
d with a
tend
der vesting quantity
(TVQ
Q) with its asssociated
tend
der
vesting
g
price
(TVP
P).
Nam
me

The name of the market VA
ARCHAR2(3
30) Mandato
ory
partticipant to w
which the
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Data
a Item

Field Descriptio
on

Fiield Type an
nd Mandato
ory/Optiona
al Valid
Le
ength
Values

Field

vestting contract data
subm
mission relattes.
Settllement The applicable account VA
ARCHAR2(12) Mandato
ory
Acco
ount
iden
ntifier
forr
the
settllement accou
unt of the
marrket particip
pant to
whicch
the
vesting
conttract data su
ubmission
relattes.
Settllement The trading day to which DA
ATE
Date
e
the vesting conttract data
subm
mission relattes.

Mandato
ory

DD-MMM-YYYY

Settllement The settlementt interval NUMBER(2)
Perio
od
on tthe specified
d trading
day in the vestin
ng period,
to which the relevant
vestting quantityy with its
asso
ociated vesting price
relatte. There are
e 48 such
settllement
intervals
whicch must be included
for each
e
of such trading
day..

Mandato
ory

1 to 48.

Mandato
ory

The BV
VP is
fixed for each
vesting p
period,
but could
d vary
across different
vesting pe
eriods.

With
h regard to any
settllement
pe
eriod
in
relattion to which
h there is
no vvesting contrract data
to be submitted, the field
valu
ue of the ““quantity”
field
d shall be spe
ecified as
“0”.
Conttract
Price
e

The balance vesting NUMBER(13,2
2)
price
e (BVP), LNG
G vesting
price
e (LVP) orr tender
vestting price (T
TVP), in
$/MW
Wh.

The LVP iis fixed
for each vesting
v
period,
but
could
vary
across different
vesting pe
eriods.
P could
The TVP
vary
across
tender tra
anches
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Data
a Item

Field Descriptio
on

Fiield Type an
nd Mandato
ory/Optiona
al Valid
Field
Le
ength
Values
and
different
vesting pe
eriods.

Conttract
Quantity

The balance vesting NUMBER(13,2
2)
quan
ntity (BVQ
Q), LNG
vestting quantity (LVQ) or
tend
der vesting quantity
(TVQ
Q), in kWh.

Mandato
ory

The BVQ
Q can
vary for each
settlemen
nt
interval, a
and the
quantity cannot
be negativve.
Q can
The LVQ
vary for each
settlemen
nt
interval, a
and the
quantity cannot
be negativve.
The TVQ
Q can
vary for each
settlemen
nt
interval a
and the
quantity cannot
be negativve.

The M
MSSL shall provide
p
the E
EMC with ve
esting contrract data in ASCII forma
at via
the Ma
arket Participant Serverr (“MPS”).
In the e
event that th
here is a faiilure in the e
electronic in
nformation system,
s
the
MSSL shall submit the vestin
ng contract d
data in CSV
V file format via a passw
word
protectted zip file tthrough ema
ail addresse
ed to settdata@emcsg..com, and
telepho
one EMC-M
Market Operrations perso
onnel to con
nfirm receip
pt prior to
deadlin
ne stipulated in this ma
arket manua
al and provid
de the password. As th
he last
resort, the MSSL may submitt vesting con
ntract data tto the EMC
C in any secu
ure
data po
ortable storage device or apparatu
us.
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Form
mat of the vesting
v
contrract data in CSV file:
Table Format E
Example
Data
a Item
Refe
erence

Field
Description
A vvalue used to
o
ide
entify Vesting
g
Co
ontract data.

Field
d
Forma
at

Field T
Type and M
Mandatory
Valid Field
d Values
Length
/
/Optional
VARCH
HAR2(12) M
Each vesting
E
g contract
d
data
referencce would
b representted in the
be
f
form
“GGYYM
MMDDC
CCC”,
where
e:
GG refers to the
G
u
unique
generrator;
YYMMDD refers to
Y
g
given
year, m
month and
d
date;
A CCC that sstarts with
a number reffers to
V
Vesting
Conttract data
w a Balancce
with
V
Vesting
Quan
ntity and
a associated Balance
an
V
Vesting
Price
e;
A CCC that sstarts with
“ refers to V
“L”
Vesting
C
Contract
data
a with a
L
LNG
Vesting
g Quantity
a an assocciated
and
L
LNG
Vesting
g Price;
A CCC that sstarts with
“ and 2 dig
“T”
gits
a
alphanumeric
c
c
characters
re
efer to
V
Vesting
Conttractdata
w a Tende
with
er Vesting
Q
Quantity
and
d an
a
associated
T
Tender
V
Vesting
Price
e.

Nam
me

Ad
description off
the
e contract.

VARCH
HAR2(30) M

Settllement
Acco
ount

The unique
Se
ettlement
Acccount identifiier
reg
gistered in the
NE
EM System.

VARCH
HAR2(12) M

Settllement
Date
e
Settllement

The Settlementt
Da
ate.
The period

DD-Mon
nYYYY
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DATE

M

NUMBE
ER(2)

M

1 to 48

18

Data
a Item
Perio
od

Conttract
Price
e

Field
Description
number the
qua
antity relatess
to.
The Balance
Ve
esting Price o
or
LN
NG Vesting
Price or Tenderr
Ve
esting Price in
n
$/M
MWh.

Field
d
Forma
at

Field T
Type and M
Mandatory
Length
/
/Optional

NUMBE
ER(13,2)

M

Valid Field
d Values

The Balance Vesting
T
P
Price
is fixed
d for the
q
quarter,
but ccould vary
a
across
quarte
ers.
The LNG Vessting
T
P
Price
is fixed
d for the
q
quarter,
but ccould vary
a
across
quarte
ers.
The Tender Vesting
T
V
P
Price
could vvary
a
across
tende
er
t
tranches
and
d quarters.

Conttract
Quantity

The Balance
Ve
esting Quantitty
or LNG Vesting
g
Qu
uantity or
Tender Vesting
g
Qu
uantity in kWh
h
forr each halfhour period.

NUMBE
ER(13,2)

M

The Balance Vesting
T
Q
Quantity
can vary over
e
each
Settlem
ment
I
Interval,
and the
q
quantity
cann
not be
n
negative.
The LNG Vessting
T
Q
Quantity
can vary over
e
each
Settlem
ment
I
Interval,
and the
q
quantity
cann
not be
n
negative.
The Tender Vesting
T
V
Q
Quantity
can vary over
e
each
Settlem
ment
I
Interval
and tthe
q
quantity
cann
not be
n
negative.
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As an
a example,, the vesting
g records would look ass shown below if the da
ata was sen
nt to
EMC
C as an ASC
CII file for th
he various tyypes of vessting contracct reference:
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4

Forward sales c
contractt dataco
ontracts
s

4.1

De
eadline fo
or submis
ssion of forward
f
sa
ales contract quan
ntities
an
nd pricesd
data
For the
e purposess of section 2.7.2 of Chapter
C
7 o
of the markket rules, the The
MSSL counterparrty shall, by no later tha
an 5:00pm o
on the fifth b
business dayy after
the sta
art date of the forwarrd sales con
ntractperiod
d, provide tthe EMC w
with an
electro
onic data file
e containing
g all relevant forward ssales quanttities and fo
orward
sales p
prices. For tthe purpose
es of section
n 2.7.4 of C
Chapter 7 of the markett rules,
the MS
SSL counterparty may submit anyy revisions to
o any relevant forward
d sales
quantitties and forrward sales prices thatt were prevviously provided to the EMC,
by providing the E
EMC with an
a electronicc data file ccontaining ssuch revisions, no
later th
han 5:00pm
m on the fiftth business day after tthe start da
ate of the fo
orward
sales p
period.
with fo
orward saless quantities and prices (including any revision
n to such fo
orward
sales q
quantities and prices) in
n accordancce with secttion 2.7.2 orr 2.7.4, Cha
apter 7
of the m
market rules.
In acccordance wiith section 2.7.7 of Chapter 7 off the marke
et rules, the The
MSSL counterparrty shall, witthin one bu
usiness dayy from the d
date of the MSSL
counte
ermination of any
erparty beco
oming aware
e of any terrmination orr intended te
forward
rd sales co
ontract conffirmation, no
otify the EMC
E
through electronicc mail
email a
addressed tto settdata@
@emcsg.com
m of:
a) succh terminattion or inte
ended term
mination of the forwarrd sales co
ontract
confirm
mation;
b) the effective da
ate of such ttermination;
c) the iidentity of th
he affected forward salles contract holder; and
d
d) whe
ether any ad
dditional exit fee is to b
be compute
ed in respecct of such fo
orward
sales ccontract, is to be comp
puted,
and prrovide the E
EMC with th
he appropria
ate revised forward sa
ales contracct data
as ma
ay be requirred in acco
ordance witth section 2
2.7.7.1, of C
Chapter 7 of the
markett rules and section
s
4.2 of this markket manual.
For tthe purpose
es of sectio
on 2.7.7.3 of Chapter 7 of the m
market rule
es, the
submisssion of add
ditional data
a in relation
n to the affe
ected forwa
ard sales co
ontract
for the purposes o
of calculatin
ng the additiional exit fe
ee is as set out in sectio
on 4.6
below.

4.2

Method of s
submissio
on of forwa
ard sales c
contract d
data
The M
MSSL counte
erparty shall provide the EMC with
h forward sa
ales contracct data
or revvised forwarrd sales co
ontract datta in a CS
SV file, in ASCII form
mat as
describ
bed in sectio
on 4.5, via tthe EBT.
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4.3

Co
onfirmatio
on of receiipt of forw
ward sales contract data
d
An au
uto-acknowledgement will be ge
enerated byy the EMC
C for the MSSL
counte
erparty follo
owing the re
eceipt of th
he forward sales conttract data for
f the
purposses of sectio
on 2.7.3 of C
Chapter 7 of
o the marke
et rules.

4.4

Prrocedure ffor submission of fforward sa
ales contrract data iin the
ev
vent of ele
ectronic in
nformation
n system fa
ailure
In the event thatt there is a failure of the electro
onic informa
ation system
m, the
MSSL counterparrty shall su
ubmit the fo
forward sale
es contractt data or re
evised
forward
rd sales con
ntract data vvia a passw
word-protectted zip file through
t
elecctronic
mail a
addressed to settdata
a@emcsg.ccom and ttelephone tthe EMC-M
Market
Operattions personnel to con
nfirm receiptt and provid
de the passsword prior to the
deadlin
ne stipulated in section
n 4.1. As a last resort, the MSSL counterpartty may
submitt the forward
rd sales con
ntract data o
or revised fo
orward saless contract d
data to
the EM
MC in a secu
ure portable
e storage de
evice.

ormat of s
submission
n of forwa
ard sales c
contract da
ata
4.24.5 Fo
T
The forward
d sales con
ntract data shall be su
ubmitted in ASCII form
mat as
shown in the exam
mple below. (This exam
mple is a parrtial extract..)

T
The elemen
nts of the forward salles contracct data (as illustrated in the
abovve example
e) shall be in
n the formatt as set out in the table below:
Data
a Item
Refe
erence

Field
Field Type and
d Mandatorry/Optional
Des
scription
Len
ngth
A va
alue used to identify VAR
RCHAR2(12) Mandatoryy
the
forward
sales
conttract data which
w
is
bein
ng submitted..

Valid
Field
Values
GGYYMMD
DDCCC

YYMMDD-CC
CC,
GGY
whe
ere:
GG representts the
particular
market
partticipant to wh
hich the
forw
ward sales ccontract
data
a
subm
mission
relattes;
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Data
a Item

Field
Field Type and
d Mandatorry/Optional Valid
Des
scription
Len
ngth
Values
YYM
MMDD rep
presents
the given year, month
and
day
off
the
subm
mission
of
the
forw
ward sales ccontract
data
a; and

Field

a CCC that starts with
“F”
and
2
digits
alph
hanumeric
charracters rep
presents
the
forward
sales
conttract data that is
bein
ng submitted with a
forw
ward sales q
quantity
with its asssociated
forw
ward sales priice.
Nam
me

The name o
of the VAR
RCHAR2(30) Mandatoryy
forw
ward sales ccontract
hold
der to whicch the
forw
ward sales ccontract
data
a
subm
mission
relattes.

Settllement The applicable a
account VAR
RCHAR2(12) Mandatoryy
Acco
ount
iden
ntifier
for
the
settllement acco
ount of
the
forward
sales
conttract
holde
er
to
whicch the forwarrd sales
conttract
data
subm
mission relattes.
Settllement The trading d
day to DAT
TE
Date
e
whicch the forwarrd sales
conttract
data
subm
mission relattes

Mandatoryy

DD-MMM-Y
YYYY

Settllement The settlement interval NUMBER(2)
Perio
od
on the specified trading
day in the forward
sale
es period, to
o which
the
forward
sales
quan
ntity
with
h
its
asso
ociated
fforward
sale
es price relate
e.
There are 48
8 such
settllement
in
ntervals
whicch must be in
ncluded
for e
each of such trading
day..

Mandatoryy

1 to 48.
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Data
a Item

Field
Field Type and
d Mandatorry/Optional Valid
Des
scription
Len
ngth
Values
With
h regard tto any
settllement perriod in
relattion to which there
is no forward
d sales
conttract data to be
subm
mitted, the
e field
valu
ue of the “quantity”
field
d shall be sp
pecified
as “0
0”.

Conttract
Price
e

The forward sale
es price NUMBER(13,2))
(FSP
P) in $/MWh..

Mandatoryy

The forward
d sales
price (FSP) is
fixed for each
forward
sales
period and could
vary
across
different fforward
sales period
ds.

Conttract
Quantity

The
forward
sales NUMBER(13,2))
quan
ntity (FSQ) in kWh
for each setttlement
interrval.

Mandatoryy

The forward
d sales
quantity (FS
SQ) is
fixed for each
forward
sales
period and
d the
quantity can
nnot be
negative.

4.6

Field

De
eadline and metho
od for su
ubmission of addittional data for
fo
orward sa
ales conttract in respect of additional exitt fee
ca
alculation
If the MSSL cou
unterparty notifies
n
the EMC of an
ny additional exit fee to be
compu
uted in resspect of a
an affected
d forward sales conttract, the MSSL
counte
erparty sha
all concurre
ently provid
de the EM
MC through
h electronicc mail
addresssed to se
ettdata@em
mcsg.com tthe followin
ng data fo
or all applicable
settlem
ment interva
als in acco
ordance with
h section 2
2.7.7.3 of C
Chapter 7 of the
markett rules:
a) the applicable ssettlement a
account;
b) the applicable b
base forwarrd sales con
ntract quantiity (in MWh); and
c) the applicable proportion tto be applie
ed to the forrward saless quantity an
nd the
base fo
forward sale
es contract quantity,
q
in a CS
SV file, in ASCII formatt as describe
ed in section 4.8.
For the
e purposes of section 2.7.9 of Ch
hapter 7 of the markett rules, the MSSL
counte
erparty mayy submit to the EMC a
any revision
n to the abo
ove data no
o later
than 5:00pm on th
he ninth bu
usiness day after the en
nd of the ca
alendar qua
arter in
which the effectivve date of te
ermination for that affe
ected forwa
ard sales co
ontract
falls.
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The M
MSSL shall provide
p
the E
EMC with fo
orward saless contract data
d
in ASCIII
format via the Marrket Particip
pant Server (“MPS”).
In the e
event that th
here is a faiilure in the e
electronic in
nformation system,
s
the
MSSL shall submit the forwarrd sales con
ntract data in CSV file fformat via a
password protecte
ed zip file th
hrough email addressed
d to settdata
a@emcsg.ccom,
and tellephone EM
MC- Market Operations personnel tto confirm re
eceipt prior to the
deadlin
ne stipulated in section
n 4.1 of this market man
nual and pro
ovide the
password. As the
e last resort,, the MSSL may submitt forward sa
ales contracct data
to the E
EMC in anyy secure porrtable data storage
s
devvice or appa
aratus.
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2.14.7 Co
onfirmatio
on of receiipt of addiitional forw
ward sales
s contractt data
in
n respect o
of addition
nal exit fee
e calculatio
onquantities and prrices
F
For the purrposes of se
ection 2.7.8
8 of Chapte
er 7 of the market rule
es, the
EMC sshall acknow
wledge the receipt of the data refe
erred to in section 2.7.7.3 of
Chapte
er 7 of the market rules upon th
he EMC’s receipt
r
of tthe same ssent in
accord
dance with section
s
4.6 a
above.
An autto-acknowle
edgement will
w be generrated by the EMC for the MSSL
counte
erparty follow
wing the recceipt of the forward sale
es contract data or revised
forward
rd sales con
ntract data in
n accordancce with section 2.7.3 off Chapter 7 o
of the
markett rules.

2.2

De
eadline for additional data su
ubmission of Forwarrd Sales
Co
ontract ad
dditional e
exit fee calculation
If the M
MSSL countterparty notifies the EM
MC of additio
onal exit fee
e to be comp
puted
in resp
pect of the a
affected forw
ward sales contract,
c
the
e MSSL cou
unterparty shall
concurrrently proviide the EMC
C through email addresssed to
settdatta@emcsg.com the folllowing data for all appliicable settle
ement intervvals in
accord
dance with section
s
2.7.7
7.3, Chapte
er 7 of the market
m
rules::
a) the applicable ssettlement a
account;
b) the applicable b
base forwarrd sales con
ntract quantiity; and
c) the a
applicable p
proportion to
o be applied
d to the forw
ward sales q
quantity and
d the
base fo
forward sale
es contract quantity.
q
The M
MSSL counte
erparty shalll submit to tthe EMC an
ny revision to
o those data
a no
later th
han 5:00pm on the ninth business day after th
he end of the
e calendar
quarter in which th
he effective date of term
mination forr that affecte
ed forward ssales
contracct falls.

4.8

Fo
ormat of submissiion of ad
dditional data for forward sales
co
ontract in respect off additiona
al exit fee calculatio
on
The submission of additional data forr forward ssales contra
act in respect of
additio
onal exit fee
e calculation
n shall be submitted
s
in
n ASCII forrmat as sho
own in
the exa
ample below
w. (This exa
ample is a p
partial extracct.)

The elements of tthe addition
nal forward ssales contra
act data (ass illustrated in the
abovve example
e) shall be in
n the formatt as set out in the table below:
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Data
a Item

Nam
me

Field Descriptio
on

Field Type and M
Mandatory/O
Optional Va
alid
Length
h
Fie
eld
Va
alues
The
e name of the affe
ected VARCHAR2(30) M
Mandatory
forw
ward sales contract
c
holde
er to
which the additional forw
ward
sale
es contract d
data submisssion
rela
ates.

Settllement
Acco
ount

The
e applicable a
account iden
ntifier VARCHAR2(12) M
Mandatory
for tthe settlement account of the
affe
ected forward
rd sales contract
hold
der to which
h the additiional
forw
ward sales contract data
sub
bmission relates.

Settllement
Date
e

The
e trading da
ay that the b
base DATE
FSQ
Q (with its a
associated FSP)
F
rela
ate to.

M
Mandatory

DD
DMM
MMYY
YYY

Settllement
Perio
od

The
e settlementt interval on the NUMB
BER(2)
spe
ecified tradiing day fa
alling
with
hin the pe
eriod from the
com
mmencementt of the forw
ward
sale
es contract te
erm until the end
of tthe forward sales perio
od in
which
the
termination
or
inte
ended termination date
e of
succh forward sales contract
con
nfirmation fallls, to which the
basse FSQ with
h its associated
FSP
P relate to.

M
Mandatory

1 tto 48.

Base
e FSQ

The
e applicable
e base FSQ
Q in NUMB
BER(13, 2) M
Mandatory
MW
Wh.

No
onne
egative
figure.

Appllicable
Prop
portion
of FS
SQ

App
plicable pro
oportion of the NUMB
BER(3, 2)
add
ditional exit ffee in respecct of
the affected forward ssales
con
ntract to be applied to the
FSQ
Q and base F
FSQ.

0.0
00 to
1.0
00.
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2.3

Fo
ormat for additional
a
l data subm
mission o
of Forward Sales
Co
ontract ad
dditional e
exit fee calculation

Form
mat of the additional
a
da
ata in CSV ffile:
Data
a Item
Nam
me

Field
De
escription
A de
escription of
the a
applicable
FSC
C holder.

Field
Format

Field Type and
a
Manda
atory/Option
nal
Length
VARCHAR2(30) M

Valid Field
Value
es

Settllement The Applicable
Acco
ount
Settllement
Acco
ount
identifier
regisstered in
the N
NEM
Systtem
corre
esponding
to the Name.

VARCHAR2(12) M

Settllement The Settlement DD-MonDate
e
Date
e that the
YYYY
Base
e FSQ
relattes to.
Settllement The period
Perio
od
num
mber that the
Base
e FSQ
relattes to.
Base
e FSQ The applicable
base
e quantity in
MWh
h.

DATE

M

NUMBER(2))

M

NUMBER(13
3, 2) M

Non-negative
figure

Appllicable Appllicable
Prop
portion Prop
portion to
of FS
SQ
be a
applied to
FSQ
Q and Base
FSQ
Q

NUMBER(3, 2)

Between
n
0.00 and
d
1.00

M

1 to 48

As an
a example,, the additio
onal data in csv file wou
uld appear as
a shown be
elow:

2.4

Co
onfirmatio
on of receiipt of addiitional data submiss
sion of
Fo
orward Sa
ales Contra
act additio
onal exit fe
ee calcula
ation
An ackknowledgem
ment email will
w be gene
erated by the
e EMC-Market Operatio
ons
person
nnel for the MSSL coun
nterparty.
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5

M
Metering
g data

5.1

De
eadline for submiss
sion of ves
sting contract quanttities and
prricesmeterring data
For the
e purposes of section 2.1.3 of Ch
hapter 7 an
nd section B
B.3.1 of App
pendix
7B of the market rules, the market sup
pport service
es licensee
e The MSSL
L shall
provide
e the EMC w
with meterin
ng data in accordance
a
with section
n 2.1.1.1, Chapter
7 of the market ru
ules in ASC
CII format via
a the MPS no later tha
an 5:00pm o
on the
fifth bu
usiness day after a trad
ding day.
The m
market supp
port service
es licensee
e may sub
bmit to the
e EMC corrrected
meterin
ng data forr metering errors disco
overed up to the relevant date b
by the
relevan
nt time in accordance
a
with sectio
on B.3.1 of Appendix 7
7B of the market
m
rules a
and as state
ed in the tab
ble below:

5.2

Meterin
ng
errors
discov
vered up to:

De
eadline for submission
n of correctted metering
g data
to
o EMC:

T+9 bu
usiness days

On T+9 busine
ess days, 5:0
00pm

First no
ominated dayy

Affter T+9 busiiness days, 5:00pm
5
and no later than
n T+47
bu
usiness dayss, 5:00pm

Second
d nominated day

Affter T+47 business dayys, 5:00pm and no late
er than
T+
+252 businesss days, 5:00
0pm

submissio
on of metering data
Method of s
The m
market suppo
ort servicess licensee shall provide
e the EMC w
with the me
etering
data or corrected metering d
data in a CS
SV file, in A
ASCII forma
at as described in
section
n 5.5, via the EBT.

5.25.3 Co
onfirmatio
on of receiipt of mete
ering data
a
Follow
wing the rece
eipt of the m
metering da
ata or correccted meteriing data, an
n autoacknow
wledgementt will be g
generated by the EM
MC for the market support
service
es licensee
e shall be sent to the
e MSSL to confirm th
he receipt of the
meterin
ng data or ccorrected m
metering data
asuch data.

5.35.4 Prrocedure ffor submis
ssion of in
n the even
nt of system
m failure ffor
metering da
ata in the e
event of electronic iinformatio
on system
fa
ailure subm
mission
In the event thatt there is a failure in the electro
onic informa
ation system
m, the
t
support
s
services
lic
censee
MSS
SL
shall
su
ubmit
the
m
metering
da
ata or
market
correctted meterin
ng data via
a a password-protected
d zip file th
hrough elecctronic
mail a
addressed to settdata
a@emcsg.ccom and ttelephone tthe EMC-M
Market
Operattions personnel to con
nfirm receiptt and provid
de the passsword prior to the
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deadlin
ne stipulate
ed in section
n 5.1. in CS
SV file form
mat via a password pro
otected
zip file
e through em
mail addresssed to settd
data@emcssg.com and telephone EMCMarkett Operations personne
el to confirm
m receipt prior to the de
eadline stip
pulated
in this market ma
anual and provide the
e password. As the a last resort, the
markett support se
ervices licen
nsee MSSL may submit metering data or corrrected
meterin
ng data to the EMC in any a secure data portable sstorage devvice or
appara
atus.

5.5

Fo
ormat of s
submission
n of meterring data
The metering data
a shall be su
ubmitted in ASCII format as shown
n in the exa
amples
below. (These exa
amples are partial extra
acts.)
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”0.000”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”0.000”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”0.000”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”0.000”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”0.000”,”N
NODEX”,””
……….
……….
“IEQ”,”2
27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”0.000”,”NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””1”,”-1.037”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””2”,”3.233”,”NO
ODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””3”,”-3.347”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””4”,”-1.329”,”N
NODEX”,””
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””5”,”-2.318”,”N
NODEX”,””
……….
……….
“IIQ”,”27
7-MAY-2011”,””48”,”3.412”,”N
NODEX”,””
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”222.196
6”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”2”,”222.234
4”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”3”,”222.321
1”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”4”,”221.312
2”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”5”,”221.563
3”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
……….
……….
“WEQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”48”,”135.13
37”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”3.166”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”4.244”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”5.138”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”2.345”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”1.323”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
……….
……….
“WPQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”48”,”5.622””,””,”SETTACC
CX”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”1”,”3.166”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”2”,”4.244”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”3”,”5.138”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”4”,”2.345”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”5”,”1.323”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
……….
……….
“WMQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”5.622””,””,”SETTACC
CX”
“WFQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”3.166”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WFQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”5.138”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WFQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”2.345”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
“WFQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”1.323”,”””,”SETTACCX
X”
……….
……….
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“WFQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”48”,”1.037”,””,”SETTACC
CX”
“WDQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”222.234
4”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WDQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”242.321
1”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WDQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”225.312
2”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
……….
……….
“WDQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”48”,”135.13
37”,””,”SETTAC
CCX”
“WLQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”11.223”,”NODEX”,””
“WLQ”,””27-MAY-2011
1”,”1”,”13.326”,”NODEX”,””
……….
……….
“WLQ”,”27-MAY-2011”,”48”,”11.326
6”,”NODEX”,”””

The elements of the
t metering data (as illustrated in
n the above
e examples) shall
be in
n the formatt as set out in the table
e below:
Data
a Item
Quantity
Type
e

Fielld Descriptio
on

Fie
eld Type an
nd Mandato
ory/
Length
Optionall
The
e type of energy VA
ARCHAR2(32
2) Mandatory
qua
antity injectted or
with
hdrawn from the
tran
nsmission sysstem.

Valid Field Values
IEQ – injection energy
quantityy
WEQ – withdrawal energy
quantityy
hdrawal
WFQ – total with
fee qua
antity
hdrawal
WMQ – total with
MEUC q
quantity
hdrawal
WPQ – total with
price qu
uantity
IIQ – net imported intertie
quantityy
with
hdrawal
WDQ –
contesta
able quantityy
WLQ – withdrawal energy
quantityy
for
a
load
registerred facility

Settllement
Date
e

The
e trading day to DA
ATE
whicch the m
metering
data
a relates to.

Mandatory

DD-MM
MM-YYYY

Perio
od

The
e settlement interval NU
UMBER (2)
on tthe specified
d trading
dayy to which the
e energy
qua
antity relate
es to.
The
ere are 48
8 such
setttlement
i
intervals
whicch must be included
i
for e
each of such
h trading
dayy.

Mandatory

1 to 48.
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Data
a Item

Fielld Descriptio
on

Fie
eld Type an
nd Mandato
ory/ Valid Field Values
Length
Optionall

With
h regard to any
periiod in rela
ation to
whicch there is no
mettering data to be
sub
bmitted, the
e field
valu
ue of the “q
quantity”
field
d shall be sspecified
as ““0”.
Quantity

The
e metered qu
uantity of NU
UMBER (13,3
3) Mandatory
ene
ergy injected into or
with
hdrawn from the
tran
nsmission syystem in
MW
Wh,
adjuste
ed
by
app
plying the relevant
losss adjustmentt factors
as required by the
rele
evant
cod
de
of
pracctice.
Whe
en
the
energy
qua
antity type iss IEQ or
IIQ, a negative
e value
den
notes a withd
drawal; a
possitive value denotes
an iinjection.

Node
e ID

The
e
unique
node VA
ARCHAR2(32
2) Optional
iden
ntifier of the specific
facility used b
by/within
the NEMS syste
em1.

Used only
o
for metering
data
submission
that
relates to IEQ, IIQ
Q and
WLQ, otherwise field
f
is
left NUL
LL.

Settllement The
e unique se
ettlement VA
ARCHAR2(13
32 Optional
Acco
ount ID acccount identifie
er of the )
marrket participa
ant used
by/w
within the NEMS
systtem.

Used only
o
for metering
data
submission
that
relates to WEQ and WDQ,
otherwisse this field is left
NULL.

1

“NEMS systtem” refers to the set of com
mputer system
ms used by the
e EMC for the
e purpose of fforecasting an
nd scheduling
generation and load in the w
wholesale elecctricity marketss.
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Form
mat of the metering
m
datta in CSV fille:
Table Format E
Example
Data
a Item
Quantity
Type
e

Field
De
escription
The type of
ene
ergy,
inje
ected or
witthdrawn
from the grid.

Field
Format

Field Type
e
and Length
h
VARCHAR2
(32)

Mandato
ory/
Option
nal
M

Valid Field Valu
ues
IEQ – Injection Ene
ergy
Quantiity by a
Genera
ation Registe
ered
Facilityy
WEQ – Withdrawall
Energyy Quantity for a
Settlem
ment Accoun
nt
Net Imported
IIQ – N
Intertie
e Quantity fro
om
the Sin
ngapore Interrtie
WPQ - Withdrawal
Price Q
Quantity
WMQ - Withdrawall
MEUC
C Quantity
WFQ - Withdrawal Fee
Quantiity
WDQ – Total
Withdrrawal Contesstable
Quantiity
WLQ – Withdrawal
Energyy Quantity for a
Load Registered
R
Facilityy

Settllement
Date
e
Perio
od

Quantity

The
DD-MONSe
ettlement
YYYY
Da
ate
The period
num
mber the
qua
antity
rela
ates to
The loss
adjjusted
qua
antity of
ene
ergy
inje
ected or
witthdrawn in
to tthe Market
in Megawatt
M
Ho
ours
(MW
Wh).

DATE

M

NUMBER

M

NUMBER
(13,3)

M

1 to 48
8

hen the
Wh
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Data
a Item

Node
e ID

Settllement
Acco
ount Id

Field
De
escription
qua
antity type
is IIEQ or IIQ,
an
negative
vallue
den
notes a
witthdrawal; a
possitive
vallue
den
notes an
inje
ection.
The unique
nod
de
ide
entifier that
ma
atches that
witthin the
NE
EM
System.
Ussed for only
IEQ
Q and IIQ
Re
ecords,
oth
herwise
fielld is left
NU
ULL.
The unique
Se
ettlement
Account
ide
entifier that
ma
atches that
witthin the
NE
EM
System.
Ussed for
WE
EQ
Re
ecords
onlly,
oth
herwise
thiss field is
leftt NULL.

Field
Format
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Field Type
e
and Length
h

Mandato
ory/
Option
nal

VARCHAR2
(32)

O

VARCHAR2
(32)

O

Valid Field Valu
ues

34

6

Reserve
R
and
d
reg
gulation
n
in
nformation
fileRegulation
In
nformation File
e

non
n-provis
sion
Non
n-Provis
sion

6.1

De
eadline an
nd method
d for subm
mission off reserve and regullation
no
on-provisiion inform
mation file
eof Reserv
ve and Re
egulation NonPrrovision In
nformation
n File by th
he PSO to
o EMC
For the
e purposes of section 2
2.6.3 of Cha
apter 7 of the market ru
ules, the The
e PSO
shall u
use its best endeavourrs to notify the EMC n
not later tha
an 5:00pm o
on the
fifth bu
usiness dayy after a givven trading day, of all non-provission events which
occurre
ed in that g
given tradin
ng day in a reserve a
and regulatiion non-pro
ovision
informa
ation file via
a such means as may be provide the EMC w
with informattion on
non-prrovision eve
ents in acco
ordance with
h Chapter 7,
7 section 2.6.3 of the market
m
rules in a Reserve and Regulation
n Non-Provvision Inforrmation Fille via
mecha
anism accep
ptable to the PSO and
d the EMC. The PSO shall use its best
endeavvours to pro
ovide the EMC
E
with th
he file no la
ater than 5:0
00pm on th
he fifth
busine
ess day after the trading
g day.

6.2

Fo
ormat of Reserve reserve and Regu
ulation re
egulation NonPrrovision In
nformation
n Filenon-provision information file
The file
e will comm
mence with a record spe
ecifying the interface fille’s filename
e. The
format of these recordseach ffile is as described in th
he Tables ta
ables below
w:.
First lin
ne

Data
a
ItemN
Name

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
Length

Values/
Format

Reco
ord Type

T
Text(4)

Filename

Text(22)Text(
T
3
35)

Data

Data
a Description
n

A
Action for c
cases where
e
d
data is missing or not as
s
e
expected

“FNAM”

Iden
ntifies this reco
ord format.

F
File will be reje
ected.

UPRRYYY
YYMM
DDHHMMS
SS.txt
Any
valid
filename

Iden
ntifies the acceptable
a
filename of the re
eserve and
regu
ulation
non
n-provision
inforrmation file, which
w
shall
inclu
ude the yea
ar, month,
date
e, hours (in 24 hours
form
mat),
minutte
and
seco
onds at which
h such file
is created.Identifie
es the file
conttaining this reccord

F
File will be reje
ected.

Second line
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Data
a
ItemN
Name

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
L
LengthData
T
Type

Values / Data
FormatVallues

Data
a
DescriptionDescription

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

Reco
ord Type

T
Text(4)

“DATE”

Iden
ntifies this reco
ord format.

File will be reje
ected.

Date

T
Text(8)

YYYYMMD
DD

Specifies the trad
ding day to
whicch the data in tthe reserve
and regulation non-provision
targe
et trading date the
inforrmation file relates to.

File will be reje
ected.

Third liine
Data
a
ItemN
Name

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
L
LengthData
T
Type

Values / Data
FormatVallues

Datta
Des
scriptionDesc
cription

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

Reco
ord Type

T
Text(4)

“HEAD”

Identifies this reccord format.

File will be reje
ected.

Colum
mn
Head
ding
(this field is
ated
as
repea
requiired)

T
Text(n)

Text valu
ues as
indicated in the
record sstructure
for line ite
em data
described
below.Any
text
value

Desscribes
the
column
corrresponding
hea
ading
off
the
corrresponding information
file data in the ssubsequent
data record typ
pe, in the
sub
bsequent data
a records,
the field width sh
hould equal
that of the corresponding
data column.

File will be reje
ected.

The re
ecord structu
ure for line item data is described b
below:
Data
a
Item
(Colu
umn
Head
ding)

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
Length

Values
Format

HEAD
D

T
Text(4)

PD

HH:M
MM
HH:M
MM

Datta Description

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

“UPRR”

Ide
entifies this reccord format
– ‘Unable to
o Provide
Resserves/Regula
ation’.

File will be reje
ected.

N
Numeric(2)

1-48

Spe
ecifies
the
relevant
trad
ding
perio
od
the
info
ormation relate
es to.

File will be reje
ected.

T
Text(11)

HH:MM-HH
H:MM

Spe
ecifies the sta
art and end
times (in 24 ho
our format)
for the relevant trading
perriod
the
information
rela
ates to.

File will be reje
ected.
Regardless of whether the
e
ffile is rejeccted or nott
rejected, thiss information
n
w
will not be
e used forr
processing and there will
be no validation applied to
o
ccounter check with period
d
d
data stated in the earlierr
ffield.
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Data
a
Item
(Colu
umn
Head
ding)

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
Length

Values
Format

B1

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B1.

B2

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B2.

B3

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B3.

REG

T
Text(3)

PRI

/

Data

Datta Description

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

Uniquely identifie
es the B1 :
B2 : B3 of a non-providing
faccility.

If it does not match againstt
sstanding data
a, it will be
e
ignored.

‘REG’

Spe
ecifies
the
ancillary
serrvice type tha
at the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.

T
Text(3)

‘PRI’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.

SEC

T
Text(3)

‘SEC’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.

CON
N

T
Text(3)

‘CON’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.

Each file
f will be te
erminated by an end-off-file record.. The format of these re
ecords
is as described be
elow:.
Last lin
ne
Data
a
ItemN
Name

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
L
LengthData
T
Type

Values / Data
FormatVallues

Datta
Des
scriptionDescription

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

Reco
ord Type

T
Text(3)

“EOF ”

Ide
entifies
form
mat.

File will be reje
ected.
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The re
ecord structu
ure for line item data is described b
below:.
Data
a
Item
(Colu
umn
Head
ding)Nam
e

Data
D
Type
e
a
and
Length

Values
Format

HEAD
DRecord
Typ
e

T
Text(4)

PDTrrading
Perio
od

/

Data

Datta Description

A
Action for cases
c
where
e
d
data is missiing or not as
s
e
expected

“UPRR”

Ide
entifies this reccord format
– ‘Unable to
o Provide
Resserves/Regula
ation’.

File will be reje
ected .

Numeric(2)Te
N
x
xt(2)

1-4801-48

Spe
ecifies
the
relevant
targ
get trading p
period the
info
ormation relate
es to.

File will be reje
ected.

HH:M
MM
HH:M
MMTime

T
Text(11)

HH:MM-HH
H:MM

Spe
ecifies the sta
art and end
times (in 24 ho
our format)
for the relevant trading
perriod
the
information
rela
ates to.the tarrget trading
perriod
timin
ng
the
info
ormation relate
es to.

File will be reje
ected.

B1

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B1.Any texxt value

B2

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B2.Any texxt value

B3

T
Text(8)

The text vvalue of
B3.Any texxt value

REGAncillar

T
Text(3)

PRI
Reserve
Classs - Primary

Regardless of whether the
e
ffile is rejeccted or nott
rejected, thiss information
n
w
will not be
e used forr
processing and there will
be no validation applied to
o
ccounter check with period
d
d
data stated in the earlierr
ffield.This infformation will
not be used for
f processing
g
a
and there will be no
o
vvalidation
applied
to
o
ccounter check with period
d
d
data stated in the earlierr
ffield

Uniquely identifie
es the B1 :
B2 : B3 of a non-providing
faccility.

If it does not match againstt
sstanding data
a, it will be
e
ignored.

‘REG’

Spe
ecifies
the
ancillary
serrvice type tha
at the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide.ancillary type

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.Lea
ave it blank iff
it is not this type

T
Text(3)

‘PRI’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide. reserve class type.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.Lea
ave it blank iff
it is not this type

SEC Reserve
Classs
Seco
ondary

T
Text(3)

‘SEC’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide. reserve class type.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.Lea
ave it blank iff
it is not this type

CON
NReserve
Classs
Contingency

T
Text(3)

‘CON’

Spe
ecifies the class of
resserve that the nonpro
oviding facilityy failed to
pro
ovide. reserve class type.

T
To be left blank if nott
a
applicable.Lea
ave it blank iff
it is not this type

y T
Type Reg
gulation
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As an example, th
he Reserve and Regula
ation Non-Provision Info
ormation Fille
reserve
e and regulation non-provision info
ormation file
e would app
pear as show
wn
below:
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7

C
Commun
nication
n of settlement informa
ation

7.1

Prrocess forr communication reg
garding se
ettlement between
market partticipants and
a the EM
MCof settle
ement info
ormation
For the purposess of section
n 5.1.1 of Chapter 7 of the marrket rules, all All
commu
unications b
between the
e market pa
articipants and
a
the EM
MC relating to the
settlem
ment processs shall be
e carried ou
ut using the means o
of communiication
specified in the fourth colu
umn of the
e table in section 7..3 the elecctronic
informa
ation system
m in accorda
ance with th
he table below.

7.2

Prrocess fo
or communication o
of settlem
ment inforrmation in
n the
ev
vent of electronic
c informa
ation sys
stem failure rega
arding
se
ettlement in
i the event of electtronic info
ormation system
s
faillure
In the event of a failure of the meanss of commu
unication ass specified in the
fourth column of tthe table in section 7.3
3, the releva
ant commun
nications be
etween
the ma
arket particiipants and the EMC sshall be carried out usiing the elecctronic
informa
ation system
m, failing w
which, the EMC
E
or the
e market participant, a
as the
case m
may be, sha
all communicate by the
e alternate means of ccommunicattion as
set outt in the fifth column of the
t table in ssection 7.3..
the ele
ectronic info
ormation sysstem, the EM
MC or the m
market particcipant shall
commu
unicate by ffacsimile or in accordan
nce with the
e table below
w.

7.3

Su
ummary o
of settleme
ent informa
ation com
mmunicatio
on process
ses
No

Type of issue
e

From

To
o

Mea
ans of Communications

1

Enquiries on preliminary
and final setttlement
statement an
nd invoices

MSSL

EM
MC

Ema
ail to email add
dress:
settle
ement@emcssg.com

Notice of disa
agreement
on preliminarry and final
settlement sttatements

MSSL

2

MP

Facssimile and pho
one EMC-Markket
Operations person
nnel to confirm
m
rece
eipt (alternate)
EM
MC

MP

Ema
ail to email add
dress:
settle
ement@emcssg.com
Facssimile and pho
one EMC-Markket
Operations person
nnel to confirm
m
rece
eipt (alternate)

3

General settlement
enquiries

MSSL
MP

EM
MC

Ema
ail to email add
dress:
settle
ement@emcssg.com
Facssimile and pho
one EMC-Markket
Operations person
nnel to confirm
m
rece
eipt (alternate)

No

Type of iss
sue

Between
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unications

of

Alterrnate mean
ns
communication

of
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1

Enquiries
on
n
preliminaryy settlementt
statementss,
finall
settlement statementss
and invoice
es

2

Notice of d
disagreementt
relating
to
a
preliminaryy settlementt
statement and notice
e
of arbitratio
on relating to
o
a
final
settlementt
statement

3

General
enquiries

Market
support
services
licensee /
Market
participan
nts
and the
EMC

Electron
nic mail sent to:
settleme
ent@emcsg..com

Facssimile
telep
phone
Markket
perso
onnel
receiipt.

and
the EMCOpe
erations
to cconfirm

settlementt
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8

S
Settleme
ent state
ements

8.1

De
eadline for issuing preliminar
p
ry and fina
al settleme
ent statem
ments
For the
e purposes of sectionss 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 of Ch
hapter 7 of the markett rules,
the Th
he EMC shall, by no later
l
than 5
5:00pm, isssue a prelim
minary settllement
statem
ment on the sixth busin
ness day affterfor each the trading
g day in the
e realtime m
markets on the sixth business d
day after th
he trading day, and a final
settlem
ment statem
ment for eacch trading da
ay in the re
eal-time marrkets on the
e tenth
busine
ess day after the trading
g day.
and the final settllement state
ement on th
he tenth bu
usiness dayy after the trading
t
day, in
n accordance with sections 5.2.1
1 and sectiion 5.2.3, C
Chapter 7 of the
markett rules.

8.2

Method of is
ssuing pre
eliminary and final s
settlementt statemen
nts
For the
e purposes of section 5.3.1 of Ch
hapter 7 of tthe market rules, prelim
minary
Preliminary settle
ement state
ements and
d final setttlement sta
atements w
will be
issued to the market participants
p
s through the EMC
C’s website at
www.e
emcsg.com. The markket participa
ant will havve to log-in to retrieve
e such
prelimiinary settle
ement state
ements and final settle
ement state
ements from the
EMC’ss website.in accordance
e with the tim
me stated b
below:
ment statem
ment: Trad
ding day + 6 businesss days, no
o later
Preliminary settlem
than 5:00pm
Final ssettlement statement:
s
than 5:00pm

Trad
ding day + 10 businesss days, no
o later

Each market
m
partticipant will need to lo
og in to the
e EMC web
bsite to view
w and
downlo
oad its own statementss.

8.3

Inability to receive/ac
r
ccess preliminary orr final setttlement
sttatement
In the event that a market participant does not recceive, or is unable to a
access
MC’s websiite and obta
ain, aits prreliminary settlement
s
sstatement o
or final
the EM
settlem
ment statem
ment by the
e stipulated deadline sstipulated in
n section 8..1, the
such m
market partticipant shall notify the
e EMC-Markket Operations person
nnel in
respecct of the
e same by throug
gh electro
onic mail addresse
ed to
settlem
ment@emcssg.com and also co
ontact the EMC-Marrkets Operrations
person
nnel via telephone in re
espect of the
e same.
email a
addressed tto settlemen
nt@emcsg.ccom and telephone.
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Upon receiving notification from the market pa
articipant, the EMC-M
Market
nnel shall:
Operattions person
a)

ide
entify and communicat
c
te to the ma
arket particiipant the prrecise naturre and
root cause o
of the markket participa
ant’s inabiliity to receive or acce
ess its
prreliminary se
ettlement sttatement or final settlem
ment statem
ment; and

b)

takke such acction as ma
ay be requirred to enab
ble the marrket particip
pant to
vie
ew and dow
wnload the itts settlemen
nt statementstatement.
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9

S
Settleme
ent Invoicesinvoices

9.1

Issuance off settlemen
nt invoices

9.1.1

Th
he EMC hass undertake
en to perform
m self-billing
g for goodss and servicces tax
for goods and servicess traded o
or settled in
i the who
olesale elecctricity
ma
arkets. The
e provision
ns in this section iss are to ccomply witth the
requirements of the Inlan
nd Revenue
e Authority o
of Singapore
e.

9.1.2

Fo
or the purpo
oses of secttion 5.2.5 off Chapter 7 of the markket rules, th
he The
EM
MC shall byy no later tha
an 5:00pm issue invoicces to markket participants on
the
e tenth bussiness day after the trrading day. Where applicable, invoices
incclude tax in
nvoices and
d buyer-crea
ated tax invvoices issue
ed on the market
m
pa
articipants’ b
behalf.

9.1.3

Ea
ach mMarke
et participan
nts shallhere
eby:

9.2

a)

authorisses the EMC
C to issue ta
ax invoice o
on its behalff;

ab
b)

underta
akes not to issue tax invvoices to the
e EMC if a buyer-creatted tax
invoice has been isssued by the
e EMC on th
heir its beha
alf; and

bcc)

underta
akes to notiffy the EMC immediatelyy, if their itss GST registration
is canccelled or if they areit is
i issued w
with a new GST registration
numberr.

Method of is
ssuing settlement in
nvoices
Invoice
es will be isssued to the market parrticipants thrrough the EMC’s
E
website at
www.e
emcsg.com. in accordance with the
e time stated below:
Invoice
e:

Trad
ding day + 10 business days, no la
ater than 5:0
00 pm

Each m
market partticipant will need to log
g in to the EMC’s web
bsite to view
w and
downlo
oad its own invoice.
entify and communicat
The EM
MC shall ide
c
te to the ma
arket participants the p
precise
nature and root cause
c
of any late issu
uance of th
he settleme
ent invoice and if
necesssary shall u
use its reassonable end
deavours to
o rectify the situation o
or take
any oth
her steps ass may be re
easonably re
equired.

9.3

Inability to receive/
r
ac
ccess setttlement invoice
In the event that tthe market participant
p
d
does not recceive, or is unable to a
access
the EM
MC’s webssite and ob
btain, an itts invoice by the stipulated de
eadline
stipula
ated in sectiion 9.1.2, th
he market p
participant shall notify the EMC-M
Market
Operattions person
nnel in resp
pect of the ssame throug
gh electroniic mail addrressed
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to marrketoperations@emcsg.com and also
a
contact the EMC-M
Market Operrations
person
nnel via tellephone in respect of the same
e. by email addresssed to
markettoperation@
@emcsg.com
m and telephone.
n
from the market parrticipant, th
he EMC- Market
M
Upon receiving notification
nnel shall:
Operattions person
a)

ide
entify and communicat
c
te to the ma
arket particiipant the prrecise naturre and
root cause o
of the markket participa
ant’s inabiliity to receive or acce
ess its
invvoice; and

b)

ta
ake such acction as ma
ay be required to enab
ble the marrket particip
pant to
vie
ew and dow
wnload theitss invoice invvoice.
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10

Forward sales contract ad
dditional exit fee
sttatemen
nt and in
nvoice
10

10.1

De
eadline ffor issuin
ng Issuan
nce of forward
f
s
sales
con
ntract
ad
dditional e
exit fee sta
atement an
nd invoice
e

10.1.1

10
0.1.1 In accordance
a
with sectio
on C.3 of A
Appendix 7
7C of the market
m
ru
ules, the The
e EMC shall issue the p
preliminary additional e
exit fee statement
an
nd final add
ditional exitt fee statem
ment to the
e an affecte
ed forward sales
co
ontract hold
der by CCQ
Q(end)+6 bu
usiness dayys, no later than 8:00 p
pm on
CC
CQ(end)+6 business d
days, and byy , and CC
CQ(end) + 10 businesss days,
no
o later than 8:00 pm on CCQ(end)+
+10 businesss days, resspectively.

10.1.2

“C
Current calendar quarte
er” or “CCQ”, in respecct of a given
n affected fo
orward
sa
ales contracct, means th
he calendarr quarter in which the effective da
ate for
tha
at affected forward sa
ales contracct falls. “CC
CQ(end)+Y””, in respecct of a
givven affected
d forward ssales contra
act, refers to
o the Yth business dayy after
CC
CQ(end) of that affecte
ed forward ssales contra
act. “CCQ(en
nd)”, in resp
pect of
a given affeccted forward
d sales contract, mean
ns the end o
of the last d
day of
the
e current calendar
c
qu
uarter in re
espect of tthat affecte
ed forward sales
co
ontract.
“C
CCQ” refers to the current calendar quarter in
n which the effective d
date of
termination off the forward
d sales contra
act confirmattion falls and
d “CCQ(end)”” refers
to the end of the last day o
of that quarteer.

10.1.3

10
0.1.2. The EMC shall issue an invoice to the affecte
ed forward sales
co
ontract hold
der based on
n the final a
additional exit fee state
ement by no
o later
tha
an 8:00pm o
on CCQ(end)+10 busin
ness days.

10.2

Method of issuing fforward s
sales conttract addiitional exiit fee
and invoic
ce
sttatement a

The prreliminary ad
dditional exxit fee statem
ments, final additional e
exit fee statement
and invvoice will be issued through electtronic mail e
email to the
e affected fo
orward
sales ccontract hollder.

10.3

Fa
ailure to re
eceive forw
ward sales
s contractt additiona
al exit fee
sttatement a
and invoic
ce

In the event that tthe affected
d forward sa
ales contract holder doe
es not receive the
atement or invoice by tthe stipulate
ed deadline
e stipulated set out in ssection
any sta
10.1 aboveof this market manual,
m
the affected fo
orward sale
es contract holder
shall n
notify the EMC-Marke
et Operatio
ons personn
nel through
h electronicc mail
addresssed email to settlem
ment@emcssg.com and
d contact the EMC-M
Market
Operattions person
nnel via by ttelephone in
n respect off the same.
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Upon receiving n
notification of non-recceipt from the affecte
ed forward sales
contracct holder, the EMC-M
Market Op
perations pe
ersonnel shall re-sen
nd the
statem
ment or invoiice accordin
ngly.
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10.4

Pa
ayment off forward s
sales conttract additional exit fee

In accordance with section C.3 of App
pendix 7C o
of the markket rules, the The
affecte
ed forward sales
s
contra
act holder sh
hall make p
payment of the
t addition
nal exit
fee sta
ated in the
e final addittional exit fee
f
stateme
ent to the EMC adjusstment
accoun
nt by no late
er than 5:00
0pm on the twentieth calendar dayy after CCQ
Q(end),
subjecct to businesss day convvention.
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11

N
Notice of
arbitratio
on

d
disagree
ement

and

notice

of

11.1

No
otice of disagreem
ment relatting toon prelimina
ary settle
ement
sttatement

In acco
ordance witth section 5.2.2
5
of Cha
apter 7 of th
he market ru
ules, each market
m
Markett participan
nts shall ha
ave three b
business days
d
from the
t
day tha
at the
prelimiinary settlement statement is wa
as issued, in accorda
ance with ssection
5.2.2, Chapter 7 of the ma
arket rules, to notify the
t
EMC-M
Market Operrations
person
nnel of erro
ors in the preliminaryy settlementt statementt via a nottice of
disagre
eement. Su
uch a notice
e of disagrreement sha
all be issue
ed in accorrdance
with se
ection 5.5 off Chapter 7 of the markket rules.
in acco
ordance with
h section 5.5 of the ma
arket rules.
The de
eadline for a notice of d
disagreemen
nt to shall re
each the EM
MC-Market
Operattions person
nnel is as fo
ollows:
Notice of disagree
ement:
Trad
ding day + 9 businesss days, no
o later
than 5
5:00pm on the ninth business
b
d
day after the trading day
d
to whicch the
prelimiinary settlem
ment statem
ment relates.
The E
EMC shall acknowledge the recceipt of a notice of disagreeme
ent in
accord
dance with section
s
5.5.4
4 of Chapte
er 7 of the market
m
rules..

11.2

No
otice of arrbitration rrelating diisagreeme
ent onto fin
nal settlem
ment
sttatement

[Subject to rule ch
hange on se
ection 5.6.5 and 5.6.6, C
Chapter 7]
Subjecct to sections 5.6.5 an
nd 5.6.7 off Chapter 7 of the ma
arket rules, a No
markett participant may referr any disagrreement pertaining to a final settllement
statem
ment to the dispute re
esolution co
ounsellor an
nd shall su
ubmit a nottice of
arbitration to the dispute re
esolution co
ounsellor pursuant
p
to section 5.6.6 of
Chapte
er 7 of the
e market ru
ules, if the disagreeme
ent is not in
i respect of the
calcula
ation of the elements re
eferred to in
n sections 5.5.9.1 to 5.5
5.9.3 of Cha
apter 7
of the m
market rules.
No ma
arket particiipant may submit
s
a no
otice of arb
bitration perrtaining to a final
settlem
ment statem
ment if:
a) the
e dispute re
elates to the accuracyy of meterin
ng data and
d more than
n forty
bu
usiness dayys has elapsed since tthe date on
n which the
e final settllement
sta
atement to w
which the no
otice of arbiitration relattes was issu
ued; or
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b) in all other ca
ases, more than twentyy business days has e
elapsed sincce the
da
ate on whicch the fina
al settleme
ent stateme
ent to whicch the nottice of
arb
bitration rela
ates was isssued.
submitt a notice off disagreem
ment pertaining to a final settlementt statement if, in
accord
dance with section
s
5.6.6
6, Chapter 7 of the marrket rules:
a)
tthe dispute relates to th
he accuracyy of metering
g data and more than fforty
busine
ess days havve elapsed since the da
ate on whicch the final ssettlement
statem
ment to which the notice
e of disagree
ement relate
es was issu
ued; or
in all o
other cases, more than twenty busiiness days have
h
elapse
ed since the
e date
on which the final settlement statement tto which the
e notice of d
disagreemen
nt
relatess was issued
d.

11.3

Diismissal of
o Conditio
ons for submitting a notice off disagreem
ment
on
n arbitratio
on relating
g to final s
settlementt statemen
nt

[Subject to rule ch
hange on se
ection 5.6.5 and 5.6.6, C
Chapter 7]
The diispute resollution counssellor shall d
dismiss a n
notice of arb
bitration and
d shall
not takke further action with rrespect to th
he notice off arbitration if the elem
ment of
the fina
al settlemen
nt statemen
nt that is the
e subject-m
matter of the
e notice (i) rrelates
to the calculation of the elem
ments referrred to in sections 5.5
5.9.1 to 5.5..9.3 of
Chapte
er 7 of the
e market m
manual; or (ii) is identical to th
hat found in the
corresponding pre
eliminary se
ettlement sttatement an
nd the markket participa
ant did
not pre
eviously file
e a notice of disagree
ement in re
espect of ssuch an ele
ement,
unlesss the markett participantt demonstra
ates that it could not, wiith the exerccise of
due diligence, ha
ave filed a notice of disagreem
ment in respect of such an
elemen
nt.
A markket participa
ant may sub
bmit a notice
e of disagre
eement perta
aining to a ffinal
settlem
ment statem
ment pursuan
nt to section
n 5.6.5, Cha
apter 7 of the market ru
ules, if
the sub
bject matterr of the noticce is not:
a) in rrespect of th
he calculatio
on of the ele
ement referrred to in section 5.5.9.1 to
5.5
5.9.3 of secttion 5.6.5, Chapter
C
7 off the markett rules; or
b) ide
entical to the
e subject ma
atter filed byy the marke
et participan
nt under secction
5.5
5.2. Chapterr 7 of the ma
arket rules; or
c) the
e same subject matter tthat has bee
en investiga
ated and clo
osed pursua
ant to
secction 5.5.2 a
and 5.5.6, Chapter
C
7 off the markett rules.

11.4

No
otice of d
disagreem
ment relating on to forward sales con
ntract
ad
dditional e
exit fee pre
eliminary a
additionall exit fee statement
s

In accordance with section C.3 of App
pendix 7C o
of the markket rules, the The
affecte
ed forward sales contract holde
er may sha
all notify th
he EMC th
hrough
electro
onic mail addressed to email to settle
ement@emccsg.com off any
disagre
eement with
h the amou
unt stated in
i a forward sales con
ntract prelim
minary
additio
onal exit fe
ee stated in its preliminary additional exxit fee statement
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statem
ment by no la
ater than 5:0
00pm on CC
CQ(end)+7 business d
days, no late
er than
5:00 pm
m.
The EM
MC shall no
otify the affe
ected forwarrd sales con
ntract holderr through em
mail of
its dettermination in respectt of the no
otice of disagreement by CCQ(e
end)+9
busine
ess days, no
o later than 8
8:00 pm..
For the
e purposes of section C.3 of App
pendix 7C of
o the marke
et rules, the
e EMC
shall n
notify the afffected forwa
ard sales co
ontract hold
der through electronic m
mail of
the EM
MC’s deterrmination in
n respect of
o the affeccted forwarrd sales co
ontract
holderr’s notice o
of disagreem
ment by no later tha
an 8:00pm on CCQ(e
end)+9
busine
ess days.

11.5

Co
ost incurred during investiga
ation

In the e
event that th
he EMC con
ncludes tha
at no errors have
h
occurrred in the
prelimiinary or fina
al settlement statementts or forward
d sales conttract additio
onal
exit fee
e statementt, and has in
ncurred costs as a resu
ult of the invvestigation, ssuch
costs w
will be passed on as an
n out-of-poccket expense
e to the marrket particip
pant
who ha
ad submitted the notice
e of disagree
ement.
The EM
MC shall no
otify the marrket participant of such out-of-pockket expense
es and
include
e the out-of--pocket exp
penses in the
e next available final se
ettlement
statem
ment or subssequent qua
arter invoice
e where app
plicable.

11.611.5 F
Format of notice of disagreem
ment
A marrket particip
pant shall submit a notice of disa
agreement in
i respect of
o any
disagre
eement with a preliiminary settlement sttatement or
o a prelim
minary
additio
onal exit fee
e statement,, in the form
m set out be
elow (a softt copy of wh
hich is
downlo
oadable from the EMC
C’s website
e), together with suppo
orting documents
through electronicc mail either a settle
ement state
ement or ad
dditional exxit fee
statem
ment in the format belo
ow togethe
er with supp
porting doccuments by email
addresssed to settllement@em
mcsg.com.
[Note: This form w
will eventually be downlloadable fro
om the EMC
C’s website,
www.e
emcsg.com]
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Notice of Disagreeme
D
nt
Su
ubmitted by :
Co
ompany

:

Preliminary
y Settlement Statement
S

Forw
ward Sales Co
ontract Prelim
minary
A
Additional
Exiit Fee Stateme
ent

ettlement A/C
Se

:

Settlem
ment A/C :

Trrading Day

:

Settlem
ment Date :

Ru
un Date

:

Paymen
nt Date

:

De
escription of disagreement
d

Prroposed adjus
stment to the data
d
used to calculate any relevant
r
settle ment amount

Prroposed corre ction to any calculation
c
of the
t
relevant se
ettlement amo
ount

d
.
Th
he market partticipant must provide suppo
orting docume
ents to supportt its notice of disagreement
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12

Electrronic funds transfer

12.1

Ba
ank accou
unts

The E
EMC has sh
hall appoin
nted a clearing bank ffor the ope
eration of tthe its
settlem
ment and invoicing processes in th
he wholesa
ale electricity
ty markets ffor the
purposses of sectio
on 5.16 of C
Chapter 7 o
of the marke
et rules. For the purpo
oses of
this market
m
manual, “clearing bank” rrefers to th
he single b
bank or fin
nancial
instituttion that the
e EMC main
ntains its ba
ank accoun
nts with und
der section 5.16.2
of Cha
apter 7 of the
e market ru
ules.
.
12.1.1

Th
he EMC’s bank
b
accou
unt details

The na
ame of the clearing bank shall b
be published
d The EMC
C maintainss bank
accoun
nts with th
he clearing bank to ffacilitate the settleme
ent and invvoicing
processses in the w
wholesale electricity
e
ma
arkets.
The E
EMC’s bankk account in
nformation will be ma
ade available on the E
EMC’s
website at www.emcsg.com.
12.1.2

Ma
arket partic
cipant’s Mm
market partticipant ban
nk accountts

Each market parrticipant shall be requ
uired to op
pen and maintain a market
m
particip
pant bank account with the clea
aring bank appointed by the EM
MC in
accord
dance with section
s
5.16
6.10 of Chap
pter 7 of the
e market rule
es.
Each m
market partticipant sha
all arrange with
w the cle
earing bankk to authorisse the
EMC to
o directly crredit and de
ebit , and insstruct the cllearing bankk to directlyy credit
and de
ebit, the m
market particcipant’s ma
arket particiipant bank account, fo
or the
purposses of facilitating the making of setttlement payyments to o
or from the market
m
particip
pant’s markket participan
nt bank acccount (the “T
Third Party Authorisatio
A
on”).
In acccordance with section 5.16.11 off Chapter 7 of the ma
arket rules, each
markett participant shall inforrm the EMC
C of all appllicable inforrmation (inccluding
the applicable ban
nk account number) required for th
he EMC to make paym
ment to
or from
m the marke
et participant’s market p
participant b
bank accoun
nt.
In acco
ordance witth section 5
5.16.12 of C
Chapter 7 of
o the marke
et rules, a market
m
particip
pant may cchange deta
ails of its bank accoun
nt, on the ccondition th
hat the
EMC iss notified in writing at le
east twenty business days
d
before the change
e takes
effect.
the saiid bank account to facillitate the ma
aking of setttlement payyments.
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Each market
m
partiicipant shalll inform the EMC of all applicable iinformation (bank
accoun
nt number in
nclusive) pu
ursuant to se
ection 5.16..11, Chapte
er 7 of the m
market
rules.
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12.2

Ellectronic funds
f
tran
nsfer proce
ess for setttlement

The EM
MC shall isssue an invo
oice and ele
ectronic fund
ds transfer instructions to the
clearin
ng bank in a
accordance w
with the invvoice no late
er than the e
eleventh bussiness
day aftter the tradiing day to w
which the invvoice relatess.
on the
e tenth busiiness day a
after each trrading day in accordan
nce with se
ections
5.2.3 a
and 5.2.4, C
Chapter 7 off the markett rules.
The EM
MC shall insstruct the cle
earing bankk as follows:
a) W
Where a ne
et settlemen
nt amount iss payable b
by a markett participantt For a
market particip
pant owing tto the EMC (i.e. where the net setttlement amo
ount is
neg
gative), the
e clearing bank shall be instru
ucted to d
debit the market
m
parrticipant’s m
market parrticipant ba
ank accoun
nt for the specified dollar
amounts on th
he market p
participant p
payment datte, pursuantt to section 5.8.2,
apter 7 of th
he market rules
r
In acco
ordance witth section 5
5.2.6 of Cha
apter 7
Cha
of the
t
market rules, the market parrticipant payyment date for each in
nvoice
sha
all be the tw
wentieth dayy after the tra
rading day to
o which succh invoice re
elates,
sub
bject to busiiness day co
onvention.
a) b) .
The market participant payme
ent date sha
all be the tw
wentieth dayy after tradin
ng day
sub
bject to busiiness day co
onvention.
b) Wh
here a net ssettlement amount is payable to a market p
participant by
b the
EM
MC (i.e. wh
here the net settleme
ent amoun
nt is positivve)For a m
market
parrticipant owe
ed by the EMC,
E
the cle
earing bankk shall be in
nstructed to credit
the market parrticipant’s ba
ank accoun
nt of the marrket particip
pant bank acccount
a
on
n the EMC payment d
date, pursuant to
for the specifiied dollar amounts
ance with ssection
secction 5.8.2, Chapter 7 of the marrket rules.. In accorda
5.2.8 of Chapte
er 7 of the m
market ruless, the
The E
EMC payme
ent date forr each invo
oice shall be one day after the market
m
parrticipant pa
ayment datte of such
h invoice, subject to
o businesss day
con
nvention.
A mark
rket participant shall en
nsure that tthere are sufficient fun
nds in the m
market
particip
pant’s markket participa
ant bank account with tthe clearing
g bank to pa
ay the
full am
mount owing payable to the EMC and ensure tthat there arre sufficientt funds
in the market participant’s bank
b
accou
unt with the
e clearing b
bank, prior to the
close o
of banking business
b
5:0
00pm, on th
he market pa
articipant pa
ayment date
e.
The cle
earing bankk, in accordance with the EMC’s instructions,, willbased o
on the
“direct debit authorization” arrangeme
ent in placce, shall d
debit the m
market
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particip
pant’s markket participant bank acccount and credit the EM
MC bank acccount
on the close of the
e market pa
articipant pa
ayment date
e.settlementt clearing acccount
by the close of ba
anking busin
ness on the market partticipant paym
yment date.
The cllearing ban
nk, in accorrdance with
h the EMC’s
’s instructions, will deb
bit the
EMC settlement
s
clearing acccount and credit the market parrticipant’s m
market
particip
pant bank a
account by the
t close off banking bu
usiness on the EMC pa
ayment
date.
On the
e business day
d after the
e market pa
articipant payyment date, the EMC:

•
•

sh
hall perform
m reconciliation to :
•e
ensure that the full amo
ounts payab
ble to EMC from the m
market particcipants
alll outgoing fu
unds are pa
aid.
•e
ensure all in
ncoming fun
nds are rece
eived from ssuch markett participantts;.
•e
ensure there
e are sufficiient funds to
o payment.
• investigate and
a
if any such amounts
a
are
e not receivved in full frrom any ma
arket particiipants,
ma
ay take anyy and all necessary acttions in acccordance witth section 5
5.12 of
Ch
hapter 7 of the
t market rrules.

take
e necessaryy actions if th
here are disscrepancies or insufficie
ent funds fo
or payment.

The cllearing ban
nk shall deb
bit the EMC
C bank acccount and ccredit the market
m
particip
pant’s bankk account by the close of bankking busine
ess on the EMC
payme
ent date.
On the
e business day
d after the
e EMC paym
ment date, tthe EMC:
•

sha
all perform reconciliatio
on to ensure that all am
mounts payyable by the
e EMC
to the
t market p
participantss are paid to
o such markket participants.
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12.3

Fllowchart o
of electron
nic funds transfer prrocess forr settlemen
nt
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Based on
n the invoice, the EMC will instruct the clearing bank* tto
debit or credit, as appropriate, the
e market partiicipant's markket
participan
nt bank accou
unt for the ne
et settlement amount
a
due o
on
either ma
arket participan
nt payment da
ate or EMC pa
ayment date.

T
The clearing b
bank, in accorrdance
w
with the EMC
C’s instructionss, will
mount
d
debit the net settlement am
frrom the m
market particiipant’s
m
market particip
pant bank acco
ount.

Each markket participan
nt owing a
net settlem
ment amount to
o the EMC
shall enssure that tthere are
sufficient monies in its market
participant bank accountt.

The
e EMC:
a) shall
s
perform reconciliation to ensure th
hat
the full amounts payable to the
e EMC from th
he
marrket participan
nts are received from succh
marrket participan
nts; and
b) iff any such am
mounts are nott received in ffull
from
m any markett participants, may take an
ny
and
d all necessarry actions in a
accordance wiith
secction 5.12 of Ch
hapter 7 of the
e market ruless.

The
clearing
b
bank,
in
accord
dance with th
he EMC’s
dit the net
instrucctions, will cred
settlem
ment amountt to the
marke
et participant’’s market
particip
ipant bank acccount.

The
e EMC shall p
perform reconcciliation to ensure that all
am
mounts payab
ble by the EMC to th
he market
parrticipants are p
paid to such m
market participa
ants.

D refers to
o the trading day in the real-time
markets in
n respect of w
which the invo
oice
relates

Functions o
of the EMC
Functions o
of the markett participantss
Functions o
of the clearing bank
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By D+11
1 business
days

On the market partiicipant
#
paymen
nt date (subjject to
businesss day conve
ention),
by close of banking
businesss

On the
e EMC pa
ayment
date (subject to bu
usiness
nvention), byy close
day con
of bankking businesss

On the business da
ay after
MC paymen
nt date
the EM
(subjecct to businesss day
conven
ntion), by cllose of
banking
g business

#

no
o later than
n D+20 dayys (subject to
bussiness day convention) by close of
nking businesss
ban
* re
efers to the single bank or financiial
instiitution that EMC maintains its ban
nk
acco
ounts with under Sectiion 5.16.2 of
Cha
apter 7 of the
e market ruless.
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FUND TRA
ANSFER PROC
CESS

Based on the
t final settlement statement, EMC
E
will
instruct the
e *clearing bank to debit or cred
dit, as
appropriate
e, the market pa
articipant for the
e net
settlement amount due on either market participant
p
payment da
ate or EMC payyment date.

#

byy D+11 businesss days

An market participant owin
ng EMC shall en
nsure that
accounts with
there are ssufficient moniess in their bank a
the clearing
g bank

On market participa
ant payment datte
(D + 20 days, subje
ect to business d
day
con
nvention ) by closse of banking
bus
siness

The clearin
ng bank, based on direct debit a
authorisation,
will debit th
he net settlemen
nt amount from the
t market
participant''s bank accountts on the markett participant
payment da
ate.

On market participa
ant payment datte
ect to business d
day
(D + 20 days, subje
con
nvention ) by closse of banking
bus
siness

EMC will:
all incoming funds and outgoing
g funds are
a) ensure a
matched to
o fund transfer in
nstruction;
b) ensure a
all incoming funds are received;
c) ensure all
a outgoing fund
ds are paid
d) ensure tthere sufficient ffunds for payme
ent; and
e) investiga
ate and take necessary actionss if there are
discrepanccies or insufficient funds.

On EMC payment date
d
(1 day afte
er
payment date ,
marrket participant p
sub
bject to business
s day convention
n)

The clearin
ng bank, based on instruction frrom EMC, will
credit the n
net settlement amount
a
to the m
market
participantt's bank accountt on the EMC pa
ayment date.

On EMC payment date
d
(1 day afte
er
payment date ,
marrket participant p
sub
bject to business
s day conventio
on )
by close
c
of banking
g business

Functions of EM
MC
Functions of Ma
arket Participantts

#

no
o later than D+20
0 days
(sub
bject to businesss day
con
nvention ), close of banking
bus
siness

Functions of the
e clearing bank
*

refers to the ssingle bank or fin
nanical institutio
on that EMC ma
aintains its bank accounts
with under Se
ection 5.16.2 of C
Chapter 7 of the
e market rules.
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13

Applicatiion
A
lic
censees
s

to
o

marrket

s
support

services

IIn accordan
nce with se
ection 5.17
7.1 of Chap
pter 7 of the market rules,
section
ns 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12
2 above sha
all apply to
o a market support se
ervices
license
ee that, on iits own behalf or on be
ehalf of any person in respect of w
which it
provide
es market ssupport servvices pertain
ning to the wholesale
w
electricity ma
arkets,
is or m
may be entittled to receiive a settlem
ment amoun
nt from, or required to pay a
settlem
ment amoun
nt to, the E
EMC and, fo
or this purp
pose, all refferences in those
section
ns to a marrket particip
pant shall be
b deemed to include a reference
e to a
markett support se
ervices licen
nsee.
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1114 Set
S up off settlem
ment ac
ccount
In acccordance wiith section 3.1.1 of Ch
hapter 2 off the marke
et rules, an
ny Any
interessted party who wish
hes to participate in
n the who
olesale elecctricity
markettsmarket sh
hall file a participant
p
rregistration application will registe
er with
the EM
MC to be reg
gistered as a market pa
articipant.
A partiicipation ap
pplicant The market parrticipant sha
all be requirred to provid
de the
relevan
nt informatio
on and docu
uments in itts applicatio
on form for m
market partiicipant
registra
ation. Amo
ongst othe
er information and d
documents, a particiipation
applica
ant is requirred to provid
de:
under the registration form or upon th
he request by the EM
MC to set u
up the
settlem
ment accoun
nt and bankk account. The required
d documentss are as follo
ows:
•

M
Market partiicipant’s ban
nk account details with
h the Clearin
ng Bank
•

“the bank account details of the bank accou
unt that it is required to
o open
and mainta
ain with the
e clearing bank in acco
ordance with section 5.16.10
of Chapterr 7 of the ma
arket rules; and

•

a certified true copy o
of the particcipation app
plicant’s dulyy executed “Third
Party Auth
horisation” F
Form.

•
D
Direct Debitt Authorisation” form du
uly complete
ed and sign
ned by the market
m
particip
pant. This fo
orm is requiired to autho
orise the EM
MC to debit//credit the market
m
particip
pant’s bankk accountwitth the Clearring Bank fo
or the settle
ement of ph
hysical
service
es and charrges of the wholesale
w
e
electricity ma
arket.
•
A list of the meter ids (appliccable to market particcipants wh
ho are
registe
ering their ge
eneration fa
acilities).
•
The “T
Third Party A
Authorisatio
on” Form must
m
authorise the EMC
C to directlyy debit
and crredit, and to instruct tthe clearing
g bank to d
directly cred
dit and deb
bit, the
markett participantt’s market p
participant b
bank accoun
nt with the cclearing ban
nk, for
the fulffilment of fin
nancial oblig
gations arisiing under th
he market ru
ules.
Upon receipt of tthe required
d documentts, the EMC
C shall, forr the purposses of
section
n 2.1.2 of Chapter 7 of the market rules:
•

set up the
e settlemen
nt account in its settle
ement syste
em and asssign a
settlementt account id;;

•

check with
h the clearin
ng bank if a “Third Pa
arty Authorissation” Form
m has
been duly executed by
b the particcipation app
plicant with tthe clearing bank;
and
set up the
e settlemen
nt account in its settle
ement syste
em and asssign a
settlementt account to the particip
pation appliccant.

•

assign MN
NNs to mete
er ids where applicable;
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•

submit “Direct Debit A
Authorisatio
on” form, du
uly complete
ed and sign
ned by
the marke
et participa
ant, to the Clearing B
Bank to acctivate the autodebit/crediit service; and

•

advise the
e MSSL of tthe market participant of the settle
ement acco
ount id
and MNNss.

The MSSL
M
upon receipt of the list of m
meter ids a
and the rela
ated MNNs, shall
verify tthe meter id
ds and confirm to the EM
MC the acccuracy of the
e meter ids.
Clearing Ban
nk upon re
eceipt of the complete
ed and sign
ned “Direct Debit
The C
Authorrisation” fro
om the EM
MC, shall a
activate the
e auto-debitt on the market
m
particip
pant’s bankk account an
nd advise the EMC.
Upon receipt of cconfirmation from the M
MSSL and tthe Clearing
g Bank, the
e EMC
shall:
•

advise the settlement account id to the markket participa
ant; and

•

advise the
e MNNs to
o the markket participa
ant who has registerred its
generation
n facilities.

After th
he EMC reg
gisters the participation
n applicant as a marke
et participan
nt, the
EMC sshall advise the particip
pation appliccant of its se
ettlement acccount.
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1215 EMC
E
Marrket Ope
erations
s contact details
Contacct:

Market O
Operations personnel
p

E-mail Address:

marketoperations@
@emcsg.com
m

Addresss:

Market O
Operations – Settlemen
nt
Energy M
Market Com
mpany
4 Shento
on Way
#03-01 SGX
S
Centre
e2
Singapore 068807

hone:
Teleph

+65 6779 3000

Facsim
mile:

+65 6779 3030

Websitte:

www.em
mcsg.com

For se
ettlement en
nquiries:

e
electronic mail to email to
settleme
ent@emcsg.com

For su
ubmission o
of settleme
ent data:

electroniic mail to
email to settdata@e
emcsg.com
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Annex 3:
Marked-up changes to the Application form for Market Participant Registration, Market
Administration Market Manual (Registration and Authorisation Part 1)

Page 123 of 196

Application form
for
Market Participant
Registration
including explanatory notes

IMPORTANT: Please read this carefully before completing this form. Italicised words and
expressions used herein (but not otherwise defined herein) shall have the same meanings
respectively ascribed to them in the Singapore Electricity Market Rules.
Why do you need to complete this form?
Under the market rules, if you are not a market support services licensee, you are not permitted to
participate in the wholesale electricity markets or to cause or permit any physical service to be conveyed
into, through or out of the transmission system unless you have been registered by the EMC as a market
participant, and your facility to or from which the physical service is to be so conveyed has been registered
by the EMC, in accordance with the market rules.
The EMC is licensed by the Energy Market Authority (the “Authority”) to operate the wholesale electricity
markets in Singapore. One of the EMC’s responsibilities is to manage the registration of market participants
in the wholesale electricity markets. You must complete and submit this form to apply to be registered as a
market participant if you wish to participate in the wholesale electricity markets and/or convey any physical
services into, through or out of the transmission system.
If you have a facility and you intend to, or you are required under the market rules to, register that facility,
then you must complete a separate form as applicable and as the EMC may prescribe under an applicable
market manual to apply to register such facility.
Why did EMC develop this form?
The EMC has developed this form for applicants to apply for registration as market participants as described
in the market rules. You should read the relevant sections of the market rules prior to completing this form.
Please also read the EMC’s disclaimer at the end of this form.
What if EMC needs further information and clarification?
The EMC shall, within 10 business days of its receipt of this form (unless the EMC agrees with you to a
longer period), request in writing any further information or clarification required by the EMC to process your
application. It is important that you respond promptly to the EMC’s requests in writing. If the EMC does not
receive the requested information or clarification to its satisfaction within 15 business days from the date of
its request (unless the EMC agrees with you to a longer period), then your application shall be deemed to
have been withdrawn and you shall be required to submit a new application if you still wish to apply for
registration as a market participant.
All communications between you and the EMC in respect of such further information or clarification shall be
in writing.
When will you know the outcome of your application?
The EMC will notify you in writing of the outcome within 20 business days of the receipt of (i) this form; or (ii)
all further information and clarification requested by the EMC, whichever is the later (unless the EMC agrees
with you to a longer period). If your application is denied, the notification will identify why this was the case. If
the EMC is satisfied that you may be conditionally registered as a market participant under the market rules,
the EMC will also notify you of the same. A duly and accurately completed form will expedite the EMC’s
processing of your application.
Is there an application fee for your application to register as a market participant?
There is no application fee payable for your application to register as a market participant.

 Energy Market Company Pte Ltd
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Summary of registration requirements for registration as a market participant
The key requirements in the process for the registration as a market participant are outlined in the table
below:
A Meet the EMC’s
prudential requirements

You must ensure that adequate prudential cover has been provided in
accordance with the market rules and the applicable market manual if
required, before you start transacting in the real-time markets or causing or
permitting a physical service to be conveyed into, through or out of the
transmission system.

B Execute agreement with
the PSO

You must have executed the PSO/MP agreement.

C Execute agreement with
the MSSL and
meet metering
requirements

You must have executed the market participant - market support services
licensee agreement, if required by the EMC. If required by the EMC to
execute the market participant - market support services licensee
agreement, you must secure the market support services licensee’s written
confirmation to the EMC that the market support services licensee is ready
to submit all settlement data required under the market rules to the EMC.

D Electricity licence(s)

You must have valid and relevant electricity licence(s) or be exempt from
the requirement to obtain such electricity licence(s) from the Authority.

E Meet the EMC’s
technical requirements

You must satisfy all applicable technical requirements under the market
rules. The EMC may require tests to be conducted on, and inspection of,
your facilities and equipment to ensure that you meet these requirements.
Successful completion of these tests, and permitting the conduct of such
inspections, are conditions for your registration as a market participant. (See
section E of this form for more information on such technical requirements.)

F Maintain a market
participant bank account

You must designate a bank account, opened and maintained with such bank
or financial institution as is required in section 5.16.10 of Chapter 7 of the
market rules, as your market participant bank account. You must also
arrange for the EMC to be given all necessary authoriszations to directly
debit and credit, and to instruct such bank or financial institution to directly
debit and credit, this market participant bank account for the fulfilment of
financial obligations arising under the market rules.your settlement
payments.

Conditional registration as a market participant
You must satisfy all the key registration requirements described in A, B, C, D, E and F above to be registered
as a market participant. If you satisfy only the key registration requirements described in A and B above, the
EMC may conditionally register you as a market participant. Such conditional registration will allow you to
commence the process of registration of your facilities. However, please note that you must satisfy all the
registration requirements before a) you can be registered as a market participant and b) your facilities can be
registered.
The EMC will advise you of your conditional registration status and will notify you of a deadline for satisfying
all your remaining unsatisfied requirements for registration as a market participant. This deadline is referred
to in the market rules as the “conditional registration deadline”. You must satisfy all your remaining
unsatisfied requirements for registration as a market participant by the conditional registration deadline. If
you fail to do so, your conditional registration as a market participant will lapse on the fifth business day
from that conditional registration deadline. Please note that a conditional registration does not grant you any
rights as a market participant.
How can you obtain more information?
In addition to this form and the market rules, you may obtain more information by contacting the EMC Market
Administration Team by telephone at +65 6779 3000. Alternatively, you may visit the EMC website at
www.emcsg.com.
 Energy Market Company Pte Ltd
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Please print clearly. Illegible writing or incomplete forms may delay the processing of your application.
A. REGULATORY DETAILS
1.

Authorised activities relating to electricity under your electricity licence(s):
Note: You may check one or more of the following boxes indicating the type of activities authorised
under your electricity licence(s).


generate electricity



retail electricity



transmit electricity



transmit electricity for or on behalf of a transmission licensee



import electricity



export electricity



trade in wholesale electricity market

Electricity licence number(s): ________________________________________________________
State activities exempted from licensing requirement: _____________________________________
Exemption order number(s): _________________________________________________________
2.

Will you be registering any facility?

 Yes

No

3.

Are you a contestable consumer?

 Yes

 No

B. APPLICANT DETAILS
4.

Name of Applicant (in full): ________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

5.

1

Identification Number : ___________________________________________________________
GST Registration Number (if any): __________________________________________________

6.

Registered Address: _____________________________________________________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________________

1

This refers to the Applicant’s ACRA registration number, Unique Entity Number or NRIC number, as the case may be.
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7.

Account number of the market participant bank account: _______________________________

8.

Telephone No.: __________________________________________________________________

9.

Facsimile No.: ___________________________________________________________________

10.

Website: ________________________________________________________________________
C. CONTACTS

11.

Market Operations Manager
Manager

Alternate contact

Manager

Alternate contact

Full Name &
Designation
Business
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Business Email
Address
Business Fax
Nos.
12.

Market Trading Manager
Full Name &
Designation
Business
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Business Email
Address
Business Fax
Nos.
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13.

Finance / Accounts Manager
Manager

Alternate contact

Manager

Alternate contact

Manager

Alternate contact

Full Name &
Designation
Business
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Business Email
Address
Business Fax
Nos.
14.

Settlements Manager
Full Name &
Designation
Business
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Business Email
Address
Business Fax
Nos.

15.

IT Systems Manager
Full Name &
Designation
Business
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Business Email
Address
Business Fax
Nos.
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D. PRUDENTIAL DETAILS
The forms of credit support presently permitted under the market rules are as follows:
a.

Guarantee or letter of credit: Credit support, which is provided in the form of a guarantee or letter
of credit must be provided by a financial institution which satisfies the criteria prescribed in
Appendix 1 of this application form, must be an obligation in writing and must be governed by
Singapore laws, as stated in sections 7.6.2.1 and 7.6.3.1 of Chapter 2 of the market rules. In the
case of a guarantee, the guarantee must be executed as a deed and in the form and terms set out in
Appendix 2 of this application form. In the case of a letter of credit, the letter of credit must comply
with the requirements of sections 7.6.2.1 and 7.6.3.1(c) of Chapter 2 of the market rules.

b.

Cash deposits: Credit support which is provided in the form of cash deposits, must be made with,
or assigned to, the EMC by or on behalf of the market participant as stated in sections 7.6.2.3 and
7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules and must comply with the requirements of sections 7.6.2.3
and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules.

c.

Singapore Government Treasury bills: Credit support which is provided in the form of Singapore
Government Treasury bills, as stated in sections 7.6.2.4 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market
rules, must be assigned to the EMC by or on behalf of the market participant. Market participants
should permit drawings and claims by the EMC up to the full amount of such Singapore Government
Treasury bills. Such Treasury bills shall be valued as cash at their current market value less 2% to
take into account the potential eroding effects of interest rate increases. Credit support which is
provided in the form of Singapore Government Treasury bills must comply with the requirements of
sections 7.6.2.4 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules.

16.

Do you intend to settle any load in the wholesale electricity markets as a market participant?


17.

Yes



No

Computation of initial credit support amount (if required):
Please provide us with your computation of the initial amount of credit support required, under the
market rules and the applicable market manual. In particular, please refer to section 7 of Chapter 2
of the market rules and the Market Operations - Prudential Requirements market manual.

18.

What is your intended type of credit support?



Guarantee



Letter of credit



Cash deposits



Singapore Government Treasury bills



We/I do not need to provide any initial credit support
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E. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Important notes for this section:
You must satisfy the following conditions as part of the registration requirements:
a) certify to the EMC that you meet the technical requirements as set out in the market rules and in this
section E; and
b) obtain proper access permission (users and systems IP) from the EMC through completion of the
NEMS Systems User Account and IP Address Administration Form (as may be prescribed by the
EMC).
You must ensure that the following electronic communication facilities and equipment are available:
1. At least one personal computer that is equipped with and capable of using an internet browser
application and Microsoft Windows Operating System software (and of such version) acceptable to
the EMC (guidelines on this can be found at www.emcsg.com).
2. If you intend to convey a physical service into, through or out of the transmission system through a
registered facility, at least one personal computer that is equipped with and capable of using an
internet browser application and Microsoft Windows Operating System software (and of such
version) acceptable to the EMC that is functionally capable of being used for the exchange of
information pertaining to standing offers, offer variations, and of interfacing with the EMC’s electronic
communications system.
3. A connection to the internet (which will allow the aforesaid personal computer(s) to establish
connection with Energy Market Company Application web pages or with the EMC’s interfaces for the
exchange of messages/files).
4. Proper digital certificates for e-invoicing and backup offer submission (where applicable) via secure
email (guideline can be found in www.emcsg.com).
19.

Do you confirm that you meet all above technical requirements?
 Yes

20.



No (go to Q20)

If you are unable to meet some or all of the technical requirements at the date of your
application, please specify which requirements you are unable to meet, and when you expect
to be able to meet them.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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F. CHECKLIST OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
You must attach the following documents to your application form:


An original copy of your most current business profile report, obtained from the Accounting and
Corporate Regulatory Authority of Singapore.



A certified true copy of your certificate of incorporation, notice of incorporation, or certificate of
confirmation of incorporation issued by, or under the hand and seal of, the Registrar of Companies
evidencing that you have been duly incorporated under the Companies Act (Chapter 50) of
Singapore), and a certified true, and up-to-date, copy of your memorandum and articles of
association.



A certified true copy of the resolutions of your board of directors (substantially in the form and terms
prescribed in Appendix 3 of this application form) approving (among other things) your application
for registration as a market participant and your participation in the wholesale electricity markets.



A certified true copy of your electricity licence (s) obtained from the Authority (if any).



A certified true copy of your duly executed PSO/MP agreement.



A certified true copy of your duly executed market participant - market support services licensee
agreement, if required by the EMC.



A certified true copy of your audited financial statements for the last 3 years (if such financial
statements have been prepared).



Your computation of your initial credit support amount.



Your credit support (if required).



A certified true copy of your duly executed “Third Party Authorisation” Formletter, duly signed by you
or your authorised representatives, to of the bank or financial institution at which your market
participant bank account is maintained, authoriszing that bank or financial institution to permit the
EMC to directly debit and credit, and to instruct that bank or financial institution to directly debit and
credit, your market participant bank account for the fulfilment of financial obligations arising under
the market rules.



A duly completed NEMS Systems User Account and IP Address Administration Form (as may be
prescribed by the EMC).

 Applicants which are not corporations should contact the EMC for guidance on the equivalent/alternative document(s)
(if any) which the EMC may require.
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G. COVENANT AND DECLARATION
We/I, the undersigned applicant, having read and fully understood the market rules, the terms of this form,
the applicable market manuals, the system operation manual, the Electricity Act, and any other applicable
laws, codes, rules, procedures or policies that are relevant to or regulate the wholesale electricity markets
(collectively the ‘Regulations’), and/or having had the benefit of relevant independent legal advice, hereby
apply to be registered as a market participant under the market rules.
We/I hereby agree to be bound by, and to comply with, all the Regulations which may be applicable to
us/me, our/my registration application herein and our/my registration and participation in the wholesale
electricity markets.
We/I further hereby declare that the information provided by us/me (or on our/my behalf) in or in connection
with this form is true, complete and accurate and not misleading or omitting any material particular (to the
best of our/my knowledge, information and belief after having carried out all necessary due diligence to
determine the same) and hereby covenant to be subject to any sanctions, penalties or orders as may be
imposed by the relevant authorities/parties under the Regulations, in the event that such information is found
to be untrue, misleading or inaccurate in any material particular.
We/I hereby undertake to immediately notify the EMC of any change to any information provided in relation
to the application for registration herein.
We/I further hereby covenant to be legally bound by the relevant dispute resolution provisions under the
market rules and any applicable market manual, in the event that this application for registration as a market
participant is denied and a dispute arises from such unsuccessful application.
We/I confirm and acknowledge that the information provided by us/me (or on our/my behalf) in or in
connection with this form may need to be disclosed, communicated or exchanged by the EMC to or with
other parties, including but not limited to the Authority, the PSO and a market support services licensee, as
necessary, desirable or expedient for the purposes of processing this form under the Regulations and we/I
hereby consent to such disclosure, communication or exchange.
Signed for and on behalf of ________________________________________________ (Name of Applicant)
Signature:

__________________________________

Name of officer:

__________________________________

Position/designation:

__________________________________

Date:

__________________________________
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H. EMC’S DISCLAIMER
Energy Market Company Pte Limited (“EMC”) has produced this publication for use in connection with the
Singapore Electricity Market. This publication is not a substitute for and should not be read in lieu of the
Singapore Electricity Market Rules or any other applicable laws, codes, rules, procedures, manuals or
policies that are relevant to or regulate the Singapore Electricity Market or the electricity industry. The
contents of this publication do not constitute legal or business advice and should not be relied upon as a
substitute for obtaining such advice.
EMC, its directors and employees, subsidiaries, associates and affiliates make no representations,
endorsements or warranties of any kind whatsoever in relation to the contents of this publication, and in no
event shall EMC, its directors and employees, subsidiaries, associates and affiliates be liable to any party for
any damages, claims, expenses or losses of any kind arising from or in connection with any use of or
reliance on the accuracy, availability, currency, title, non-infringement, quality, reliability, suitability and
completeness of the contents of this publication.
Any modifications or amendments to this publication shall be made in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Singapore Electricity Market Rules.
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APPENDIX 1
Criteria to be satisfied by a financial institution providing credit support
 The financial institution must be a local or foreign bank rated “A” or better by Standard & Poor’s (S&P)
(S& P Website: www.standardpoor.com)
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APPENDIX 2
SAMPLE BANKERS’ GUARANTEE
[On the letterhead of the guarantor financial institution]
DATE: [__________]
ENERGY MARKET COMPANY PTE LTD
238 A Thomson Road
#11-01 Novena Square Tower A
Singapore 307684
Dear Sirs,
BANKER’S GUARANTEE NO.[number] FOR S$[state amount in numbers]
1.
Pursuant to your obtaining an electricity licence authorising you to operate any wholesale electricity
market in Singapore and your entering into the Market Rules under the Electricity Act, Chapter 89A of
Singapore (the “Rules”) which set out and govern the trading of electricity in Singapore, we, [name of
guarantor financial institution], having our registered office at [address], hereby guarantee and undertake
unconditionally and irrevocably to you the due payment of any and all sum or sums payable under the Rules
by [name of market participant] (the “Principal”) and will pay to you immediately on your first written demand
or respective written first demands in respect of each such sum demanded provided that our total liability
under this Guarantee shall not exceed in aggregate SINGAPORE DOLLARS [state amount in words] (the
“Maximum Sum”).
2.
Every such of your written demand shall be accompanied by your signed statement reading as
follows:“WE, ENERGY MARKET COMPANY PTE LTD, hereby certify to you that the amount of S$ [state amount in
numbers] represents and covers the current outstanding obligations due and payable to us by [name of
market participant] pursuant to the Rules.”
This Guarantee shall not be affected by any time, arrangement or other indulgence which you may grant to
the Principal, or with any other person which might operate to diminish or discharge the liability of or
otherwise provide a defence to a surety.
3.
You shall have the right to demand payment at any time under this Guarantee to be made in
SINGAPORE DOLLARS subject to the Maximum Sum. This Guarantee shall remain in full force and effect
until all sums whatsoever payable by the Principal under the Rules are fully paid.
4.
Without prejudice to the provisions in clauses 1 to 3 above, upon your written demand for payment
as aforementioned, we shall:a.

in respect of any demand made before 12.00 noon local time at our office on any banking day,
accept and honour your demand on or before 3.00 pm, local time of the same day;

b.

in respect of any demand made after 12.00 noon local time at our office but on or before 5.00 pm
local time at our office, accept and honour your demand on or before 11.00 am local time of the
next banking day following presentation of your demand;

by paying you in funds immediately available the full amount of your demand.
5.
We agree that any written demand furnished by you to us under clause 2 shall be conclusive
evidence that the said sum or sums referred to therein is/are due and payable to you by the Principal. We
further agree that this Guarantee shall be effective from [date] to [date] (hereinafter called the “expiry date”).
Demands, if any, must be made in writing and received by us at our [Banker’s Guarantee Section] at
[address]
 Energy Market Company Pte Ltd
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on or before the expiry date. Thereafter this Guarantee shall automatically cease to have any effect
whatsoever, whether or not it is returned to us for cancellation.
6.
You may make more than one claim under this Guarantee so long as the claims are made in
accordance with the terms set out herein and the total amount of the claims does not exceed the Maximum
Sum.
7.

This Guarantee is non-assignable.

8.
This Guarantee shall be governed by and construed in all respects in accordance with the laws of
the Republic of Singapore and all parties hereby agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of
Singapore.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED for and on behalf of the GUARANTOR
[name of guarantor financial institution in capital letters]
by its Attorney(s):

________________________
[name]
[designation]

_______________________________
[name]
[designation]

acting under a Power of Attorney dated [date] (a copy of which was deposited in the Registry, Supreme
Court, Singapore on the [ ] day of [
] [20] and registered as No.[registration number] of [20])
in the presence of:

___________________________
[Signature]
[Name of witness]
[Address]
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE BOARD RESOLUTION
CERTIFIED TRUE EXTRACT OF RESOLUTIONS OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF __________________________________
We, the undersigned, hereby certify to the Energy Market Company Pte Ltd (the “EMC”), that:
[at a meeting of the Board of Directors of ___________________________ (the “Company”), a
company having its registered office at _________________________________________________,
duly
convened
and
duly
held
on
______________
20____
at
_________________________________________________, the following resolutions were duly
passed and adopted and have been entered in the minute book of the Company and are now in full
*
force and effect.]
OR
[the following resolutions in writing have been duly passed and adopted pursuant to Article _____ of the
Articles of Association of ___________________________ (the “Company”), a company having its
registered office at _________________________________________________, and have been
entered in the minute book of the Company and are now in full force and effect.]*
“RESOLVED THAT:
1. the Company shall participate in the wholesale electricity markets operated and maintained by the EMC,
in accordance with the Singapore Electricity Market Rules and the market manuals for the time being
issued (and as may be amended) by the EMC (collectively, the “market rules”), and such participation
be and is hereby approved;
2. the Company apply to the EMC (the “MP Registration Application”) for registration as a market
participant (“Registration”) in accordance with the market rules and such application for Registration be
and is hereby approved;
3. the Company shall, if and when necessary, apply to the EMC for the registration, termination of
registration, or request for and/or accept a transfer of the registration, of any one or more of its facilities
in accordance with the market rules;
4. it be noted and agreed that upon submission of the Company’s MP Registration Application to the EMC
(and whether or not Registration is eventually granted by the EMC), the Company shall be bound by and
shall comply with the market rules as may be applicable (i) to the Company’s MP Registration
Application, and (ii) if Registration is eventually granted by the EMC, to the Company’s Registration and
participation in the wholesale electricity markets;
^

^

^

^

5. [each of [● ] and [● ] singly] / [both of [● ] and [● ] jointly]* (the “Authorised Officers”) be and [is/are]*
hereby authorised to sign, execute and deliver the MP Registration Application and such other
supporting or required documents for and on behalf of the Company and to agree, as such person(s)
may deem fit, to any amendment or variation thereof as may be required by the EMC;
6. in pursuance of the foregoing, [each/both]* of the Authorised Officers [singly/jointly]* be and [is/are]*
hereby authorised to sign, execute and deliver such other documents, and to do all such other acts and
things, as may be necessary, desirable or expedient in pursuance of, in relation to, or in connection with
the Company’s MP Registration Application, Registration and participation in the wholesale electricity
*

Delete where inapplicable or inappropriate
The full name of each Authorised Officer (as set out in his/her NRIC or passport) should be stated in these resolutions. If it is desired
to state an office/designation without stating the name of any specific person in these resolutions, the EMC will only accept persons
holding the offices of a director or a company secretary of the Company as Authorised Officers.
^
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markets; and if any document is required to be executed under the common seal of the Company, the
affixing of the common seal of the Company in accordance with the Company’s Articles of Association
be and is hereby authorised; and
7. any Authorised Officer be and is hereby authorised to deliver a certified true copy of these resolutions to
the EMC in connection with the Company’s MP Registration Application.”

CERTIFIED AS A TRUE EXTRACT BY
Signature:
Name:
Designation:
Date:
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Annex 4:
Marked-up changes to the Application form for Authorisation of Market Support Services
Licensee (MSSL), Market Administration Market Manual (Registration and Authorisation Part 1)

Page 140 of 196

Application form
for
Authorisation of
Market Support Services
Licensee (MSSL)
including explanatory notes

IMPORTANT: Please read this carefully before completing this form. Italicised words and
expressions used herein (but not otherwise defined herein) shall have the same meanings
respectively ascribed to them in the Singapore Electricity Market Rules.
Why do you need to complete this form?
Under the market rules, if you are not a market support services licensee, you are not permitted to
participate in the wholesale electricity markets or to cause or permit any physical service to be conveyed
into, through or out of the transmission system unless you have been registered by the EMC as a market
participant, and your facility to or from which the physical service is to be so conveyed has been registered
by the EMC, in accordance with the market rules.
Under the market rules, if you are a market support services licensee, you are also not permitted to
participate in the wholesale electricity markets for the purpose of (i) the supply and sale of electricity to noncontestable consumers; (ii) facilitating access to any wholesale electricity market for obtaining supply of
electricity for contestable consumers and retail electricity licensees; or (iii) providing other services related to
access to any wholesale electricity market, unless you have been authorised to do so by the EMC in
accordance with the market rules.
The EMC is licensed by the Energy Market Authority (the “Authority”) to operate the wholesale electricity
markets in Singapore. One of the EMC’s responsibilities is to manage the authorisation of market support
services licensees in the wholesale electricity markets. If you are a market support services licensee, you
must complete and submit this form to be authorised by the EMC under the market rules if you wish to
participate in the wholesale electricity markets to:
 supply and sell electricity to non-contestable consumers;
 facilitate access to any wholesale electricity market for the purpose of obtaining supply of electricity
for contestable consumers or retail electricity licensees; or
 provide other services related to access to any wholesale electricity market.
Why did EMC develop this form?
The EMC has developed this form for market support services licensees to apply for authorisation under the
market rules. You should read the relevant sections of the market rules prior to completing this form. Please
also read the EMC disclaimer at the end of this form.
Who is eligible to apply for authorisation?
Only market support services licensees may apply for authorisation under the market rules.
What if EMC needs further information and clarification?
The EMC shall, within 10 business days of its receipt of this form (unless the EMC agrees with you to a
longer period), request in writing any further information or clarification required by the EMC to process your
application. It is important that you respond promptly to the EMC’s requests in writing. If the EMC does not
receive the requested information or clarification to its satisfaction within 15 business days from the date of
its request (unless the EMC agrees with you to a longer period), then your application shall be deemed to
have been withdrawn and you shall be required to submit a new application if you still wish to apply for
authorisation under the market rules.
All communications between you and the EMC in respect of such further information or clarification shall be
in writing.
When will you know the outcome of your application?
The EMC will notify you in writing of the outcome within 20 business days of the receipt of (i) this form; or (ii)
all further information and clarification requested by the EMC, whichever is the later (unless the EMC agrees
with you to a longer period). If your application is denied, the notification will identify why this was the case. A
duly and accurately completed form will expedite the EMC’s processing of your application.
Is there an application fee for your application to be authorised under the market rules?
There is no application fee payable for your application to be authorised under the market rules.
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Summary of authorisation requirements for authorisation of a market support services licensee
The key requirements for authorisation of a market support services licensee are outlined in the table below:
A Meet the EMC’s
prudential
requirements

You must be sure that adequate prudential cover has been provided
in accordance with the market rules and the applicable market manual
if required, before you start transacting in the real-time markets or
causing or permitting a physical service to be conveyed into, through
or out of the transmission system.

B Electricity licence

You must have a valid and relevant electricity licence from the
Authority permitting you to engage in and provide the relevant market
support services for which you seek authorisation under the market
rules.

C Meet the EMC’s
technical requirements

You must satisfy all applicable technical requirements under the
market rules. The EMC may require tests to be conducted on, and
inspection of, your facilities and equipment to ensure that you meet
these requirements. Successful completion of these tests, and
permitting the conduct of such inspections, are conditions for your
authorisation under the market rules. (See section E of this form for
more information on such technical requirements.)

D Maintain a market
participant bank
account

You must designate a bank account, opened and maintained with
such bank or financial institution as is required in section 5.16.10 of
Chapter 7 of the market rules, as your market participant bank
account. You must also arrange for the EMC to be given all necessary
authorisations to directly debit and credit, and to instruct such bank or
financial institution to directly debit and credit, this market participant
bank account for the fulfilment of financial obligations arising under
the market rulesyour settlement payments.

How can you find more information?
In addition to this form and the market rules, you may obtain more information by contacting the EMC Market
Administration Team by telephone +65 6779 3000. Alternatively, you may visit the EMC website at http:
www.emcsg.com.
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Please print clearly. Illegible writing or incomplete forms may delay the processing of your application.
A. REGULATORY DETAILS
1.

Do you hold any electricity licence that permits you to engage in and provide market support
services?
 Yes
 No

2.

Which market support services pertaining to the wholesale electricity markets are you
permitted to engage in and provide under your electricity licence(s)?


supply and sale of electricity to non-contestable consumers



facilitating access to any wholesale electricity market for obtaining supply of electricity for
contestable consumers and retail electricity licensees



providing other services related to access to any wholesale electricity market (please
provide details: ____________________________________________________________)

Electricity licence number(s) _________________________________________________________

B. BUSINESS DETAILS
3.

Name of Applicant (in full)

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

4.

Company Registration Number

___________________________________________________

GST Registration Number (if any) ___________________________________________________
5.

Registered address ______________________________________________________________
Mailing address _________________________________________________________________

6.

Account number of the market participant bank account: ______________________________

7.

Telephone No.: __________________________________________________________________

8.

Facsimile No.: ___________________________________________________________________

9.

Website: ________________________________________________________________________
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C. ORGANISATIONAL CONTACTS
10.

Meter Data Management Manager
Manager

Alternate contact

Manager

Alternate contact

Full Name &
Designation
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Email Address
Fax Nos.
11.

Finance / Accounts Manager
Full Name &
Designation
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Email Address
Fax Nos.

12.

Electricity Market Liaison Manager
Manager

Alternate contact

Full Name &
Designation
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Email Address
Fax Nos.
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13.

Settlements Manager
Manager

Alternate contact

Manager

Alternate contact

Full Name &
Designation
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Email Address
Fax Nos.
14.

IT Systems Manager
Full Name &
Designation
Telephone /
Mobile Phone
Nos.
Email Address
Fax Nos.

D. PRUDENTIAL DETAILS
The forms of credit support presently permitted under the market rules are as follows:
a.

Guarantee or letter of credit: Credit support, which is provided in the form of a guarantee or letter
of credit must be provided by a financial institution which satisfies the criteria prescribed in
Appendix 1 of this application form, must be an obligation in writing and must be governed by
Singapore laws, as stated in sections 7.6.2.1 and 7.6.3.1 of Chapter 2 of the market rules. In the
case of a guarantee, the guarantee must be executed as a deed and in the form and terms set out in
Appendix 2 of this application form. In the case of a letter of credit, the letter of credit must comply
with the requirements of sections 7.6.2.1 and 7.6.3.1(c) of Chapter 2 of the market rules.

b.

Cash deposits: Credit support which is provided in the form of cash deposits, must be made with,
or assigned to, the EMC by or on behalf of the market support services licensee as stated in
sections 7.6.2.3 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules and must comply with the requirements
of sections 7.6.2.3 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules.

c.

Singapore Government Treasury bills: Credit support which is provided in the form of Singapore
Government Treasury bills, as stated in sections 7.6.2.4 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market
rules, must be assigned to the EMC by or on behalf of the market support services licensee. Market
support services licensees should permit drawings and claims by the EMC up to the full amount of
such Singapore Government Treasury bills. Such Treasury bills shall be valued as cash at their
current market value less 2% to take into account the potential eroding effects of interest rate
increases. Credit support which is provided in the form of Singapore Government Treasury bills must
comply with the requirements of sections 7.6.2.4 and 7.6.3.3 of Chapter 2 of the market rules.
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15.

Computation of initial credit support amount
Please provide us with your computation of the initial amount of credit support required, under the
market rules and the applicable market manual. In particular, please refer to section 7 of Chapter 2
of the market rules and the Market Operations - Prudential Requirements market manual.

16.

What is your intended type of credit support?



Guarantee



Letter of credit



Cash deposits



Singapore Government Treasury bills
E. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

Important notes for this section:
You must satisfy the following conditions as part of the authorisation requirements:
a) Certify to the EMC that you meet the technical requirements as set out in the market rules and in this
section E; and
b) Obtain proper access permission (users and systems IP) from the EMC through completion of the
NEMS Systems User Account and IP Address Administration Form (as may be prescribed by the
EMC).
You must ensure that the following electronic communication facilities and equipment are available:
1. At least one personal computer that is equipped with and capable of using an internet browser
application and Microsoft Windows Operating System software (and of such version) acceptable to
the EMC (guidelines on this can be found at www.emcsg.com ).
2. A connection to the Internet (which will allow the aforesaid personal computer(s) to establish
connection with Energy Market Company Application web pages or with EMC’s interfaces for the
exchange of messages/files).
3. Proper digital certificates for e-invoicing and backup offer submission (where applicable) via secure
email (guideline can be found in www.emcsg.com).
17.

Do you confirm that you meet all these technical requirements?


18.

Yes



No (go to Q18)

If you don’t meet all/or some of the technical requirements at the date of your application,
please specify which requirements are not met, and when you expect to meet them.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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F. CHECKLIST OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
You must attach the following documents with your application form:


An original copy of your most current business profile report obtained from the Accounting and
Corporate Regulatory Authority of Singapore.



A certified true copy of your certificate of incorporation, notice of incorporation, or certificate of
confirmation of incorporation issued by, or under the hand and seal of, the Registrar of Companies
evidencing that you have been duly incorporated under the Companies Act (Chapter 50) of
Singapore), and a certified true, and up-to-date, copy of your memorandum and articles of
association.



A certified true copy of the resolutions of your board of directors (substantially in the form and terms
prescribed in Appendix 3 of this application form) approving (among other things) your application
for authorisation under the market rules and your participation in the wholesale electricity markets.



A certified true copy of your electricity licence(s) obtained from the Authority (if any).



A certified true copy of your audited financial statements for the last 3 years (if such financial
statements have been prepared).



Your computation of your initial credit support amount.



Your credit support (if required).



A certified true copy of your duly executed “Third Party Authorisation” Form letter, duly signed by
your authorised representatives, toof the bank or financial institution at which your market participant
bank account is maintained, authoriszing that bank or financial institution to permit the EMC to
directly debit and credit, and to instruct that bank or financial institution to directly debit and credit,
your market participant bank account for the fulfilment of financial obligations arising under the
market rules.



A duly completed NEMS Systems User Account and IP Address Administration Form (as may be
prescribed by the EMC).
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G. COVENANT AND DECLARATION
We, the undersigned applicant, having read and fully understood the market rules, the terms of this form, the
applicable market manuals, the system operations manual, the Electricity Act, and any other applicable laws,
codes, rules, procedures or policies that are relevant to or regulate the wholesale electricity markets
(collectively the ‘Regulations’), and/or having had the benefit of relevant independent legal advice, hereby
apply to be authorised under the market rules.
We hereby agree to be bound by, and to comply with, all the Regulations which may be applicable to us, our
application for authorisation herein and our authorisation and participation in the wholesale electricity
markets.
We further hereby declare that the information provided by us (or on our behalf) in or in connection with this
form is true, complete and accurate and not misleading or omitting any material particular (to the best of our
knowledge, information and belief after having carried out all necessary due diligence to determine the
same) and hereby covenant to be subject to any sanctions, penalties or orders as may be imposed by the
relevant authorities/parties under the Regulations, in the event that such information is found to be untrue,
misleading or inaccurate in any material particular.
We hereby undertake to immediately notify the EMC of any change to any information provided in relation to
the application for authorisation herein.
We further hereby covenant to be legally bound by the relevant dispute resolution provisions under the
market rules and any applicable market manual, in the event that this application for authorisation is denied
and a dispute arises from such unsuccessful application for authorisation.
We confirm and acknowledge that the information provided by us (or on our behalf) in or in connection with
this form may need to be disclosed, communicated or exchanged by the EMC to or with other parties,
including but not limited to the Authority, the PSO and other market support services licensees, as
necessary, desirable or expedient for the purposes of processing this form under the Regulations and we
hereby consent to such disclosure, communication or exchange.

Signed for and on behalf of _______________________________________________ (Name of applicant)
Signature:

__________________________________

Name of officer:

__________________________________

Position/designation:

__________________________________

Date:

__________________________________
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H. EMC’S DISCLAIMER
Energy Market Company Pte Limited (“EMC”) has produced this publication for use in connection with the
Singapore Electricity Market. This publication is not a substitute for and should not be read in lieu of the
Singapore Electricity Market Rules or any other applicable laws, codes, rules, procedures, manuals or
policies that are relevant to or regulate the Singapore Electricity Market or the electricity industry. The
contents of this publication do not constitute legal or business advice and should not be relied upon as a
substitute for obtaining such advice.
EMC, its directors and employees, subsidiaries, associates and affiliates make no representations,
endorsements or warranties of any kind whatsoever in relation to the contents of this publication, and in no
event shall EMC, its directors and employees, subsidiaries, associates and affiliates be liable to any party for
any damages, claims, expenses or losses of any kind arising from or in connection with any use of or
reliance on the accuracy, availability, currency, title, non-infringement, quality, reliability, suitability and
completeness of the contents of this publication.
Any modifications or amendments to this publication shall be made in accordance with the relevant
provisions of the Singapore Electricity Market Rules.
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APPENDIX 1
Criteria to be satisfied by a financial institution providing credit support
 The financial institution must be a local or foreign bank rated “A” or better by Standard & Poor’s (S&P)
(S& P Website: www.standardpoor.com)

 Energy Market Company Pte Limited
[
]25 June 2010
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APPENDIX 2
SAMPLE BANKERS’ GUARANTEE
[On the letterhead of the guarantor financial institution]
DATE: [ ]
ENERGY MARKET COMPANY PTE LTD
238 A Thomson Road
#11-01 Novena Square Tower A
Singapore 307684
Dear Sirs,
BANKER’S GUARANTEE NO.[number] FOR S$[state amount in numbers]
1.
Pursuant to your obtaining an electricity licence authorising you to operate any wholesale
electricity market in Singapore and your entering into the Market Rules under the Electricity Act, Chapter
89A of Singapore (the “Rules”) which set out and govern the trading of electricity in Singapore, we, [name
of guarantor financial institution], having our registered office at [address], hereby guarantee and
undertake unconditionally and irrevocably to you the due payment of any and all sum or sums payable
under the Rules by [name of market support services licensee ] (the “Principal”) and will pay to you
immediately on your first written demand or respective written first demands in respect of each such sum
demanded provided that our total liability under this Guarantee shall not exceed in aggregate
SINGAPORE DOLLARS [state amount in words] (the “Maximum Sum”).
2.
Every such of your written demand shall be accompanied by your signed statement reading as
follows:“WE, ENERGY MARKET COMPANY PTE LTD, hereby certify to you that the amount of S$ [state amount
in numbers] represents and covers the current outstanding obligations due and payable to us by [name of
market support services licensee] pursuant to the Rules.”
This Guarantee shall not be affected by any time, arrangement or other indulgence which you may grant
to the Principal, or with any other person which might operate to diminish or discharge the liability of or
otherwise provide a defence to a surety.
3.
You shall have the right to demand payment at any time under this Guarantee to be made in
SINGAPORE DOLLARS subject to the Maximum Sum. This Guarantee shall remain in full force and
effect until all sums whatsoever payable by the Principal under the Rules are fully paid.
4.
Without prejudice to the provisions in clauses 1 to 3 above, upon your written demand for
payment as aforementioned, we shall:a

in respect of any demand made before 12.00 noon local time at our office on any banking day,
accept and honour your demand on or before 3.00 pm, local time of the same day;

b.

in respect of any demand made after 12.00 noon local time at our office but on or before 5.00 pm
local time at our office, accept and honour your demand on or before 11.00 am local time of the
next banking day following presentation of your demand;

by paying you in funds immediately available the full amount of your demand.
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5.
We agree that any written demand furnished by you to us under clause 2 shall be conclusive
evidence that the said sum or sums referred to therein is/are due and payable to you by the Principal. We
further agree that this Guarantee shall be effective from [date] to [date] (hereinafter called the “expiry
date”). Demands, if any, must be made in writing and received by us at our [Banker’s Guarantee Section]
at [address]
on or before the expiry date. Thereafter this Guarantee shall automatically cease to have any effect
whatsoever, whether or not it is returned to us for cancellation.
6.
You may make more than one claim under this Guarantee so long as the claims are made in
accordance with the terms set out herein and the total amount of the claims does not exceed the
Maximum Sum.
7.

This Guarantee is non-assignable.

8.
This Guarantee shall be governed by and construed in all respects in accordance with the laws of
the Republic of Singapore and all parties hereby agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts
of Singapore.

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED for and on behalf of the GUARANTOR
[name of guarantor financial institution in capital letters]
by its Attorney(s):

________________________
[name]
[designation]

_______________________________
[name]
[designation]

acting under a Power of Attorney dated [date] (a copy of which was deposited in the Registry, Supreme
Court, Singapore on the [ ] day of [
] [20 ] and registered as No.[registration number] of [20 ])
in the presence of:

___________________________
[name of witness]
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APPENDIX 3
SAMPLE BOARD RESOLUTION
CERTIFIED TRUE EXTRACT OF RESOLUTIONS OF
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF __________________________________
We, the undersigned, hereby certify to the Energy Market Company Pte Ltd (the “EMC”), that:
[at a meeting of the Board of Directors of ___________________________ (the “Company”), a
company having its registered office at _________________________________________________,
duly
convened
and
duly
held
on
______________
20____
at
_________________________________________________, the following resolutions were duly
passed and adopted and have been entered in the minute book of the Company and are now in full
*
force and effect.]
OR
[the following resolutions in writing have been duly passed and adopted pursuant to Article _____ of the
Articles of Association of ___________________________ (the “Company”), a company having its
registered office at _________________________________________________, and have been
entered in the minute book of the Company and are now in full force and effect.]*
“RESOLVED THAT:
1. the Company shall participate in the wholesale electricity markets operated and maintained by the EMC,
in accordance with the Singapore Electricity Market Rules and the market manuals for the time being
issued (and as may be amended) by the EMC (collectively, the “market rules’), and such participation
be and is hereby approved;
2. the Company apply to the EMC (the “MSSL Authorisation Application”) for authorisation to participate
in the wholesale electricity markets (“Authorisation”) in accordance with the market rules and such
application for Authorisation be and is hereby approved;
3. it be noted and agreed that, upon submission of the Company’s MSSL Authorisation Application to the
EMC (and whether or not Authorisation is eventually granted by the EMC), the Company shall be bound
by and shall comply with the market rules as may be applicable (i) to the Company’s MSSL Authorisation
Application, and (ii) if such Authorisation is eventually granted by the EMC, to the Company’s
Authorisation and participation in the wholesale electricity markets;
^

^

^

^

4. [each of [● ] and [● ] singly] / [both of [● ] and [● ] jointly]* (the “Authorised Officers”) be and [is/are]*
hereby authorised to sign, execute and deliver the MSSL Authorisation Application and such other
supporting or required documents for and on behalf of the Company and to agree, as such person(s)
may deem fit, to any amendment or variation thereof as may be required by the EMC;
5. in pursuance of the foregoing, [each/both]* of the Authorised Officers [singly/jointly]* be and [is/are]*
hereby authorised to sign, execute and deliver such other documents, and to do all such other acts and
things, as may be necessary, desirable or expedient in pursuance of, in relation to, or in connection with
the Company’s MSSL Authorisation Application, Authorisation and participation in the wholesale
electricity markets; and if any document is required to be executed under the common seal of the
Company, the affixing of the common seal of the Company in accordance with the Company’s Articles of
Association be and is hereby authorised; and
*

Delete where inapplicable or inappropriate.
The full name of each Authorised Officer (as set out in his/her NRIC or passport) should be stated in these resolutions. If it is desired
to state an office/designation without stating the name of any specific person in these resolutions, the EMC will only accept persons
holding the offices of a director or a company secretary of the Company as Authorised Officers.
^
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6. any Authorised Officer be and is hereby authorised to deliver a certified true copy of these resolutions to
the EMC in connection with the Company’s MSSL Authorisation Application.”

CERTIFIED AS A TRUE EXTRACT BY
Signature:
Name:
Designation:
Date:

 Energy Market Company Pte Limited
[
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Annex 5:
Marked-up changes to the Market Operations Market Manual – Automatic Financial Penalty
Scheme (Chapter 5 Market Rules)
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1

Definitions
All terms in italics used in this market manual shall have the same meaning as
ascribed to them under the market rules. Other non-italicised terms used in this
market manual which have been defined in Appendix 5D and Appendix 5E of the
market rules shall have the same meaning as ascribed to them therein.
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2

Automatic financial penalty scheme information
2.1

PSO to submit automatic financial penalty scheme information
file to EMC
The PSO shall submit to the EMC the automatic financial penalty scheme
information file for all deviating generation registered facilities for each given
trading day, containing all data required in Appendix 5D of the market rules
through such means as may be specified in this market manual or otherwise as
may be mutually acceptable to the PSO and the EMC.

2.2

Deadline for submission of automatic financial penalty scheme
information file by the PSO to EMC

The PSO shall submit each automatic financial penalty scheme information file for
all deviating generation registered facilities for each given trading day to the EMC
no later than 17:00, on the fourth business day after that given trading day.

2.3

Format of automatic financial penalty scheme information file

The automatic financial penalty scheme information file for all deviating generation
registered facilities for each given trading day shall commence with a record
specifying the filename which shall include the date and time at which the
automatic financial penalty scheme information file is sentcreated.
The format of each such automatic financial penalty scheme information file shall
be as described in Tables 1 to 4 below.
Each automatic financial penalty scheme information file for all deviating
generation registered facilities shall be terminated by an end-of-file record. The
format of such end-of-file record shall be as described in Table 4 below.
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[Table 1]

Data Item

Data Type Values / Data
and Length Format

Data Description

Record Type

Text(4)

“FNAM”

Identifies this record format

Filename

Text(22)

Either
APSIYYYYMMDDHHMM
SS.txt
or
APSNYYYYMMDDHHM
MSS.txt

Identifies the acceptable filenames of
the automatic financial penalty scheme
information file, which shall include the
year, month, date, hour (in 24 hour
format), minute and seconds at which
1
such file is createdsent .

Data Item

Data Type
and Length

Values / Data
Format

Data Description

Record Type

Text(4)

“DATE”

Identifies this record format

Date

Text(8)

YYYYMMDD

Specifies the trading day the data in the
automatic financial penalty scheme
information file relates to.

[Table 2]

Data Item

Data Type
and Length

Values / Data
Format

Data Description

Record Type

Text(4)

“HEAD”

Identifies this record format

Column
Heading of the
Corresponding
Information
File Data (this
field is
repeated as
required)

Text(n)

Text values as indicated
in Table 3

Describes the column heading of the
corresponding information file data in
the subsequent data record type, the
field width should equal that of the
corresponding information file data
column.

1

Either of these filename formats may be used by the PSO. The EMC will use the data contained in the most recent
file received from the PSO.
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[Table 3]

Data Item

Data Type and
Length

Values / Data
Format

Data Description

HEAD

Text(4)

“APSI”

Identifies this record type

PD

Numeric(2)

1-48

Specifies the relevant dispatch
period.

HH:MM HH:MM

Text(11)

HH:MM-HH:MM

Specifies the start and end times
(in 24 hour format) for the relevant
dispatch period.

B1

Text(8)

The text value of
B1 as specified in
the generation
registered facility’s
standing capacity
data for that given
trading day

B2

Text(8)

The text value of
B2 as specified in
the generation
registered facility’s
standing capacity
data for that given
trading day

(Column
Heading)

B3

Text(8)
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Uniquely identifies the B1 : B2 : B3
of a generation registered facility

The text value of
B3 as specified in
the generation
registered facility’s
standing capacity
data for that given
trading day
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Data Item

Data Type and
Length

Values / Data
Format

Data Description

EndSch

Numeric

Any numeric value
(expressed up to
two decimal
places)

Specifies the generation registered
facility's scheduled energy output
(in MW) for the given dispatch
period, as scheduled in the realtime dispatch schedule that is
deemed to be dispatch instructions
for that dispatch period, if such
real-time dispatch schedule is
released to the dispatch
coordinator of the generation
registered facility on time, in
accordance with the market
operations timetable, or, if such
real-time dispatch schedule is not
released on time as aforesaid, as
scheduled in the short-term
schedule that is issued as dispatch
instructions for that dispatch period.
It refers to EndScheduledQty as
specified in section D.2.1.10 of
Appendix 5D of the market rules.

EndAct

Numeric

Any numeric value
(expressed up to
two decimal
places)

Specifies the generation registered
facility's gross generation output (in
MW) at the end of the given
dispatch period as recorded by
PSO's Energy Management
System for that dispatch period. It
refers to EndGeneration as
specified in section D.2.1.9 of
Appendix 5D of the market rules.

Data Item

Data Type and
Length

Values / Data
Format

Data Description

Record Type

Text(3)

“EOF”

Identifies this record format

(Column
Heading)

[Table 4]

If any of the automatic financial penalty scheme information file data required to be
included in the automatic financial penalty scheme information file is missing or does not
match its values or data format specified, the automatic financial penalty scheme
information file will be rejected.
As examples, the automatic financial penalty scheme information file will appear in the
form of one of the examples shown below:

Example 1
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FNAM APSI20130426145540.txt
DATE 20130422
HEAD
PD
APSI
1
APSI
2
APSI
3
EOF

HH:MM HH:MM
00:00-00:30
00:30-01:00
01:00-01:30

B1
ABC
ABC
ABC

B2
DEF
DEF
DEF

B3
GHI
GHI
GHI

EndSch
85
85
85

EndAct
46.09
46.09
46.57

B2
DEF
DEF
DEF

B3
GHI
GHI
GHI

EndSch
85
85
85

EndAct
46.09
46.09
46.57

Example 2
FNAM APSN20130426162015.txt
DATE 20130422
HEAD
PD
APSI
1
APSI
2
APSI
3
EOF

2.4

HH:MM HH:MM
00:00-00:30
00:30-01:00
01:00-01:30

B1
ABC
ABC
ABC

PSO’s load restoration notice

A load registered facility that is issued a dispatch instruction for reserve and which
decreased its energy withdrawal pursuant to section 9.3.3 or 9.3.4 of Chapter 5 of
the market rules shall not restore its load until and unless directed or permitted by
the PSO via a load restoration notice. Such load restoration notice shall be in the
format described in Table 5 below.
The EMC shall use the data in the load restoration notice (together with any other
data which the PSO may provide under the market rules) to determine if an LRF
with REB is a deviating load registered facility under section 3.6.3 of Chapter 5 of
the market rules.
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[Table 5]
Field

Field Value

Format/ Remarks

Subject

System Status Notification

Pre-defined text

Type of Condition

Others

Pre-defined text

Sub Condition

Load Restoration

Pre-defined text

Description of
Condition

Load interrupted can be restored
with immediate effect.

Pre-defined text

Start Date

This description may be
supplemented by the PSO’s
comments (if any)
DD-MMM-YYYY

2

Start Period

1 to 48
This indicates the dispatch period in
which loads were first interrupted.

End Date

DD-MMM-YYYY

End Period

1 to 48
This indicates the dispatch period in
which loads may commence to be
restored.

2

An LRF with REB shall not be deemed to be a deviating load registered facility pursuant to sections 3.6.3.2 and
3.6.3.3 of Chapter 5 of the market rules for the dispatch period stated in the “Start Period” field and the immediately
following dispatch period.
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3

Communication of automatic financial penalty
scheme information under section D.4 of Appendix
5D
Unless otherwise specified elsewhere in this market manual, all communications
between market participants, the PSO and the EMC relating to the automatic
financial penalty scheme information required to be communicated or provided
under section D.4 of Appendix 5D of the market rules, and this market manual,
shall be made through the EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com. The PSO or the
market participant with one or more deviating generation registered facilities will
have to log-in to submit, release or retrieve all information relating to the automatic
financial penalty scheme. In any event that the EMC’s website is not available to
communicate the automatic financial penalty scheme information, such
communication shall be made via other means as the EMC may approve or
prescribe.
No

Type of activities

From

To

1

Submission of automatic financial
penalty scheme information file for
a given trading day T

PSO

EMC

2

Release of automatic financial
penalty scheme data for each
deviating generation registered
facility for a given trading day T

EMC

A market participant with
one or more deviating
generation registered
facilities

3

Release of preliminary financial
penalty statement

EMC

A market participant with
one or more deviating
generation registered
facilities

4

Submission of notice of error in
respect of preliminary financial
penalty statement

A market participant to
which the preliminary
financial penalty
statement is issued

EMC

5

Acknowledgement of receipt of
duly submitted notice of error

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

6

Request for confirmation of
accuracy of data if the data
referred to in the duly submitted
notice of error pertains to data
which has been provided by the
PSO for the purposes of the EMC
issuing the preliminary financial
penalty statement

EMC

PSO
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No

Type of activities

From

To

7

Sending of confirmation that the
data was accurate, or sending of
confirmation that the data was
inaccurate and sending the
corrected data (by submitting an
automatic financial penalty
scheme information file), in
relation to any data referred to in
the duly submitted notice of error
to the EMC

PSO

EMC

8

Notice on determination of
whether an error has occurred in
respect of any data, calculation or
other information that is alleged to
be erroneous in the duly
submitted notice of error if such
error, pertains to data, calculation
or other information produced by
the EMC

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

9

Notice on confirmation of
accuracy or inaccuracy of data by
the PSO if the data referred to in
the duly submitted notice of error
pertains to data which has been
provided by the PSO

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

Release of final financial penalty
statement

EMC

10
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4

Communication of automatic financial penalty
scheme information under section E.4 of Appendix
5E
Unless otherwise specified elsewhere in this market manual, all communications
between market participants, the market support services licensee and the EMC
relating to the automatic financial penalty scheme information required to be
communicated or provided under section E.4 of Appendix 5E of the market rules,
and this market manual, shall be made through the EMC’s website at
www.emcsg.com. The market support services licensee or the market participant
with one or more deviating load registered facilities will have to log-in to submit,
release or retrieve all information relating to the automatic financial penalty
scheme. In any event that the EMC’s website is not available to communicate the
automatic financial penalty scheme information, such communication shall be
made via other means as the EMC may approve or prescribe.
Any information required to be notified by the PSO under section E.4 of Appendix
5E shall be made to the EMC in such manner as the PSO and the EMC may
agree.
No

Type of activities

From

To

1

Release of preliminary financial
penalty statement

EMC

A market participant with
one or more deviating
load registered facilities

2

Submission of notice of error in
respect of preliminary financial
penalty statement

A market participant to
which the preliminary
financial penalty
statement is issued

EMC

3

Acknowledgement of receipt of
duly submitted notice of error

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

4

Request for confirmation of
accuracy of data if the error
alleged in the duly submitted
notice of error pertains to data
notified by the PSO (as referred to
in sections 3.6.3.1 to 3.6.3.3 of
Chapter 5)

EMC

PSO

Request for confirmation of
accuracy of data if the data
referred to in the duly submitted
notice of error pertains to data
which has been provided by the
market support services licensee
for the purposes of the EMC
issuing the preliminary financial
penalty statement

EMC

5
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No

Type of activities

From

To

6

Sending of confirmation that the
data was accurate, or sending of
confirmation that the data was
inaccurate and sending the
corrected data in relation to any
error alleged in the duly submitted
notice of error to the EMC

PSO

EMC

7

Sending of confirmation that the
data was accurate, or sending of
confirmation that the data was
inaccurate and sending the
corrected data in relation to any
data referred to in the duly
submitted notice of error to the
EMC

Market support services
licensee

EMC

8

Notice on determination of
whether an error has occurred in
respect of any data, calculation or
other information that is alleged to
be erroneous in the duly
submitted notice of error if such
error pertains to data, calculation
or other information produced by
the EMC

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

9

Notice on confirmation of
accuracy or inaccuracy of data by
the PSO if the error alleged in the
duly submitted notice of error
pertains to data notified by the
PSO (as referred to in sections
3.6.3.1 to 3.6.3.3 of Chapter 5)

EMC

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error

Notice on confirmation of
accuracy or inaccuracy of data by
the market support services
licensee if the data referred to in
the duly submitted notice of error
pertains to data which has been
provided by the market support
services licensee

EMC

Release of final financial penalty
statement

EMC

10

11
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(with copy to the PSO)

A market participant
which submitted the duly
submitted notice of error
(with copy to the market
support services
licensee)

A market participant with
one or more deviating
load registered facilities
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5

Financial penalty statements
5.1

Deadline for issuing preliminary and final financial penalty
statements

The EMC shall issue to a market participant with one or more deviating generation
registered facilities, a preliminary financial penalty statement for a given trading
day T by 20:00 of the sixth business day after the given trading day T and the final
financial penalty statement by 20:00 of the tenth business day after the given
trading day T, in accordance with Appendix 5D of the market rules.
The EMC shall issue to a market participant with one or more deviating load
registered facilities, a preliminary financial penalty statement for a given trading
day T by 20:00 of the sixth business day after the given trading day T and the final
financial penalty statement by 20:00 of the tenth business day after the given
trading day T, in accordance with Appendix 5E of the market rules.
Each market participant shall be deemed to have received a given preliminary
financial penalty statement or final financial penalty statement on the applicable
business day on which the preliminary financial penalty statement or final financial
penalty statement has been made available in accordance with section 5.2 below,
unless it notifies the EMC to the contrary in accordance with section 5.3 below.

5.2

Method of issuing preliminary and final financial penalty
statements

Preliminary financial penalty statements and final financial penalty statements will
be released through the EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com where each market
participant will only be able to access its own information by logging in to the
EMC’s website.

5.3

Inability to receive/access Failure to receive preliminary and/or
final financial penalty statement

In the event that a market participant with one or more deviating generation
registered facilities or deviating load registered facilities does not receive, or is
unable to access the EMC’s website and obtain, athe preliminary financial penalty
statement or final financial penalty statement by its respective stipulated deadline
set out under section 5.1, suchthe market participant shall notify the EMC- Market
Operations personnel of the same through electronic mail via email addressed to
marketoperations@emcsg.com and also contact the EMC- Market Operations
personnel via telephone in respect of the same.
Upon receiving such e-mail and telephone notifications from the relevant market
participant, the EMC- Market Operations personnel shall, as soon as practicable,
re-release or make available the relevant financial penalty statements through the
EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com and inform the affected market participant

 2016 Energy Market Company Pte Ltd
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accordingly, in which case the relevant financial penalty statement shall be
considered to have been issued and received on the date such financial penalty
statement is re-released or made available to the market participant by the EMC.
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6

Invoices
6.1

Issuance of invoices

The EMC shall issue to a market participant with one or more deviating generation
registered facilities, an invoice for final financial penalty statement for a given
trading day T, by 20:00 on the tenth business day after thea given trading day T.
The EMC shall issue to a market participant with one or more deviating load
registered facilities, an invoice for final financial penalty statement for a given
trading day T, by 20:00 on the tenth business day after thea given trading day T.
Invoice:

Trading day T + 10 business days, 20:0

Each market participant shall be deemed to have received a given invoice on the
applicable business day on which the invoice has been made available in
accordance with section 6.2 below, unless it notifies the EMC to the contrary in
accordance with section 6.3 below.

6.2

Method of issuing invoices

The invoices will be made available through the EMC’s website at
www.emcsg.com. Each market participant with one or more deviating generation
registered facilities and/or deviating load registered facilities will have to log-in to
retrieve its invoice(s). In any event that the EMC’s website is not available, the
invoice(s) will be provided via other means as the EMC may approve or prescribe.

6.3

Inability to receive/access Failure to receive invoice

In the event that the market participant with one or more deviating generation
registered facilities or deviating load registered facilities does not receive, or is
unable to access the EMC’s website and obtain, an invoice by the stipulated
deadline stipulated in set out under section 6.1, thesuch market participant shall
notify the EMC- Market Operations personnel of the same through electronic mail
via email addressed to marketoperations@emcsg.com and also contact the EMCMarket Operations personnel via telephone in respect of the same.
Upon receiving such e-mail and telephone notifications from the relevant market
participant, the EMC Market Operations personnel shall re-release or make
available the invoice through the EMC’s website at www.emcsg.com and inform
the affected market participant accordingly, in which case the relevant invoice shall
be considered to have been issued and received on the date such invoice is rereleased or made available to the market participant by the EMC.
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7

Notice of error
7.1

Confirmation and determination of notice of error under D.4 of
Appendix 5D

The timelines for submission of the notice of error by market participants of the
deviating generation registered facilities, and the confirmation and determination of
data accuracy are set out in the following table:
Day

Time of
Day

Event

Provided By

Provided To

By trading
day T + 7
business
days

By 17:00

A market participant with
one or more deviating
generation registered
facilities to submit a
notice of error to the
EMC if it is of the view
that there is an error in
respect of any item
and/or calculation in any
preliminary financial
penalty statement issued
to it for a given trading
day T.

Market participant
to which the
preliminary financial
penalty statement is
issued

EMC

By trading
day T + 7
business
days

By 20:00

EMC to send a request
for confirmation of the
accuracy of the automatic
financial penalty data
which a market
participant has indicated
to be erroneous in the
duly submitted notice of
error where such data is
provided by the PSO.

EMC

PSO

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 17:00

The PSO to send
confirmation that the data
contained in the duly
submitted notice of error
was accurate, or send
confirmation that the data
contained in the duly
submitted notice of error
was inaccurate and send
the corrected data to the
EMC (by submitting an
automatic financial
penalty scheme
information file).

PSO
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(with copy to the
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which submitted
the duly submitted
notice of error)

EMC
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Day

Time of
Day

Event

Provided By

Provided To

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 20:00

The EMC to notify the
market participant on
confirmation of accuracy
or inaccuracy of data by
the PSO if the data
referred to in the duly
submitted notice of error
pertains to data which
has been provided by the
PSO.

EMC

Market participant
which submitted
the duly submitted
notice of error

The EMC to notify the
market participant on
determination of whether
an error has occurred in
respect of any data,
calculation or other
information that is alleged
to be erroneous in the
duly submitted error of
notice if such error
pertains to data,
calculation or other
information produced by
the EMC.

EMC

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

7.2

By 20:00

(with copy to the
PSO)

Market participant
which submitted
the duly submitted
notice of error

Confirmation and determination of notice of error under E.4 of
Appendix 5E

The timelines for submission of the notice of error by market participants of the
deviating load registered facilities, and the confirmation and determination of data
accuracy are set out in the following table:
Day

Time of
Day

Event

Provided By

Provided To

By trading
day T + 7
business
days

By 17:00

A market participant
with one or more
deviating load
registered facilities to
submit a notice of error
to the EMC if it is of the
view that there is an
error in respect of any
item and/or calculation
in any preliminary
financial penalty
statement issued to it
for a given trading day
T.

Market participant
to which the
preliminary financial
penalty statement is
issued

EMC
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Day

Time of
Day

Event

Provided By

Provided To

By trading
day T + 7
business
days

By 20:00

EMC to send a request
for confirmation of the
accuracy of the data
notified by the PSO (as
referred to in sections
3.6.3.1 to 3.6.3.3 of
Chapter 5) to which an
error alleged in the duly
submitted notice of
error pertains.

EMC

PSO

By trading
day T + 7
business
days

By 20:00

EMC to send a request
for confirmation of the
accuracy of the
automatic financial
penalty data which a
market participant has
indicated to be
erroneous in the duly
submitted notice of
error where such data
is provided by the
market support services
licensee.

EMC

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 17:00

The PSO to send
confirmation that the
data notified by the
PSO (as referred to in
sections 3.6.3.1 to
3.6.3.3 of Chapter 5
and to which an error
alleged in the duly
submitted notice of
error pertains) was
accurate, or send
confirmation that the
data was inaccurate
and send the corrected
data to the EMC.

PSO

EMC

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 17:00

The market support
services licensee to
send confirmation that
the data contained in
the duly submitted
notice of error was
accurate, or send
confirmation that the
data contained in the
duly submitted notice of
error was inaccurate
and provide the
corrected data to the
EMC.

Market support
services licensee

EMC
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Market support
services licensee
(with copy to the
market participant
which submitted
the duly submitted
notice of error)
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Day

Time of
Day

Event

Provided By

Provided To

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 20:00

The EMC to notify the
market participant on
confirmation of
accuracy or inaccuracy
of data by the PSO if
the error alleged in the
duly submitted notice of
error pertains to the
accuracy of data
notified by the PSO (as
referred to in sections
3.6.3.1 to 3.6.3.3 of
Chapter 5).

EMC

Market participant
which submitted
the duly submitted
notice of error

The EMC to notify the
market participant on
confirmation of
accuracy or inaccuracy
of data by the market
support services
licensee if the data
referred to in the duly
submitted notice of
error pertains to data
which has been
provided by the market
support services
licensee.

EMC

The EMC to notify the
market participant on
determination of
whether an error has
occurred in respect of
any data, calculation or
other information that is
alleged to be erroneous
in the duly submitted
error of notice if such
error pertains to data,
calculation or other
information produced
by the EMC.

EMC

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By trading
day T + 9
business
days

By 20:00

By 20:00
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Market participant
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the duly submitted
notice of error
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Market participant
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8

Electronic funds transfer for automatic financial
penalty scheme
8.1

Direct debit against market participant bank account

The market participant shall pay all financial penalties stated in each of its final
financial penalty statements for a given trading day T, by 17:00 on the twentieth
day after the trading day T (subject to business day convention).
The EMC shall be entitled to issue electronic funds transfer instructions toinstruct
the relevant bank or financial institution (at which that market participant’s market
participant bank account is maintained) in accordance with the final financial
penalty statement for a given trading day T, no later than the eleventh business
day after the trading day T.
The EMC shall instruct such relevant bank or financial institution to debit thesuch
market participant’s market participant bank account on the twentieth day after the
trading day T (subject to business day convention) for the full amounts of all
financial penalties stated in each of the market participant’s final financial penalty
statements for a given trading day T.

Such instructions shall be issued by the EMC by the eleventh business day after
trading day T.

That market participant shall ensure that the EMC shall at all times be duly
authoriszed to issue such instructions to that relevant bank or financial institution in
respect of that market participant’s market participant bank account. For the
avoidance of doubt, such authorisation shall not be regarded as a discharge of a
market participant's payment obligations in respect of the financial penalties stated
in each of its final financial penalty statements.
That market participant shall ensure that there shall at all times be sufficient
available free balance funds in its market participant bank account to pay in full
any and all financial penalties stated in each of its final financial penalty statements
when the same becomes due.
The relevant bank or financial institution, in accordance with the EMC’s
instructions, will debit the market participant’s market participant bank account and
credit the EMC adjustment account by the close of banking business on the
twentieth day after the trading day T (subject to business day convention).
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9

EMC Market Operations personnel contact details
Contact:

Market Operations personnel

Address:

Market Operations
Energy Market Company
4 Shenton Way
#03-01 SGX Centre 2
Singapore 068807

Telephone:

+65 6779 3000

Facsimile:

+65 6779 3030

Website:

www.emcsg.com

E-mail Address:

marketoperations@emcsg.com

For any enquiries on this market manual, please e-mail the EMC Market
Operations personnel using the e-mail address provided above.
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Paper No: EMC/RCP/90/2016/339
Annex 6 – Proposed Rule Modifications

K.5

Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2016)

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)

Appendix 6K

Appendix 6K

COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION

…

K.5

Reasons for
rule change

COMMUNICATION OF INFORMATION

…

K.5.1

All communications between market participants
and the EMC relating to the criteria, procedures
and timeline for compensation under section 10.5
of Chapter 6 and this Appendix shall be effected
using the electronic information system, or via
others means as the EMC may approve or
prescribe.

K.5.1

All communications between market participants
and the EMC relating to the criteria, procedures
and timeline for compensation procedures under
section 10.5 of Chapter 6 and this Appendix shall
be effected using the electronic information system,
or via others means as the EMC may approve or
prescribe.

K.5.2

If there is a failure of a communication system and
it is not possible to communicate using the
electronic information system, then the EMC or the
market participant, as the case may be, shall
communicate information relating to compensation
under section 10.5 of Chapter 6 and this Appendix
by facsimile or other alternative means specified by
the EMC.

K.5.2

If there is a failure of a communication system and
it is not possible to communicate using the
electronic information system, then the EMC or the
market participant, as the case may be, shall
communicate information relating to the
compensation procedures under section 10.5 of
Chapter 6 and this Appendix by facsimile or other
alternative means specified by the EMC.

K.5.3

It is the responsibility of each market participant
referred to in section 10.5.1 of Chapter 6 to notify

[New section]

To amend these
sections for
clarity.

To impose an
obligation on the
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2016)

[New section]

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
the EMC if it fails to receive, or it is unable to
access the electronic information system and
obtain, a PMCS, FMCS or FMI on a given business
day. Each such market participant shall be deemed
to have received a given PMCS, FMCS or FMI on
the business day on which the PMCS, FMCS or
FMI has been made available in accordance with
section K.5.1, unless it notifies the EMC to the
contrary.

K.5.4

In the event that a market participant referred to in
section 10.5.1 of Chapter 6 notifies the EMC that it
fails to receive, or it is unable to access the

Reasons for
rule change
market
participant to
notify the EMC
if it has failed to
receive, or it is
unable to access
the electronic
information
system and
obtain, a PMCS,
FMCS or FMI.
To provide for
when a PMCS,
FMCS or FMI
which is issued
via the electronic
information
system by the
EMC will be
deemed to have
been issued
to/received by
the market
participant.
To provide that
the EMC shall
re-release or
make available
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
electronic information system and obtain, a PMCS,
FMCS or FMI, the EMC shall re-release or make
available the PMCS, FMCS or FMI, in which case
the PMCS, FMCS or FMI shall be considered to
have been issued and received on the date such
PMCS, FMCS or FMI is re-released or made
available to the market participant by the EMC.

Chapter 7
2.1
…

RESPONSIBILITIES

Reasons for
rule change
the PMCS,
FMCS or FMI if
a market
participant
notifies the EMC
it has failed to
receive, or it is
unable to obtain,
the same in
accordance with
section K.5.3,
and to also
provide for when
such PMCS,
FMCS or FMI
which is rereleased or made
available by the
EMC will be
deemed to have
been issued
to/received by
the market
participant.

Chapter 7
2.1

RESPONSIBILITIES

…
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2.1.3

The EMC shall be entitled to and shall rely on any 2.1.3
metering data or corrected metering data provided
to it by a market support services licensee in
accordance with this Chapter and Appendix 7B for
determining settlement amounts in accordance with
this Chapter and, notwithstanding section 13 of
Chapter 1:
2.1.3.1

the EMC shall not be required to
inform any person of the receipt or use
of such metering data or corrected
metering data other than in the ordinary
course of determining and reporting
settlement amounts;

2.1.3.2

the EMC shall not be liable to any
person in respect of the use of such
metering data or corrected metering data
where effected in accordance with this
Chapter; and

2.1.3.3

the market support services licensee
submitting such metering data
or
corrected
metering
data
shall
indemnify and hold harmless the
EMC in respect of any and
all
claims,
losses,
costs,
liabilities,
obligations, actions, judgements, suits,

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)

Reasons for
rule change

The EMC shall be entitled to and shall rely on any To italicise a
metering datametering data or corrected metering defined term.
datametering data provided to it by a market
support services licensee in accordance with this
Chapter and Appendix 7B for determining
settlement amounts in accordance with this Chapter
and, notwithstanding section 13 of Chapter 1:
2.1.3.1

the EMC shall not be required to
inform any person of the receipt or use
of such metering datametering data or
corrected metering datametering data
other than in the ordinary course of
determining and reporting settlement
amounts;

2.1.3.2

the EMC shall not be liable to any
person in respect of the use of such
metering datametering data or corrected
metering datametering data where
effected in accordance with this Chapter;
and

2.1.3.3

the market support services licensee
submitting such metering datametering
data
or
corrected
metering
datametering data shall indemnify and
hold harmless the EMC in respect of
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
any and
all claims, losses, costs,
liabilities,
obligations,
actions,
judgements,
suits,
expenses,
disbursements and damages incurred,
suffered, sustained or required to be
paid, directly or indirectly, by, or sought
to be imposed upon, the EMC arising
from the use of such metering
datametering data or corrected metering
datametering data where effected in
accordance with this Chapter.

expenses, disbursements and damages
incurred, suffered, sustained or required
to be paid, directly or indirectly, by, or
sought to be imposed upon, the EMC
arising from the use of such metering
data or corrected metering data where
effected in accordance with this Chapter.

2.3

BILATERAL CONTRACT DATA

…
2.3.2

2.3

Reasons for
rule change

BILATERAL CONTRACT DATA

…
For the bilateral sale of energy, the selling market 2.3.2
participant may submit bilateral contract data that
define a bilateral energy quantity (BEQ) as an
absolute amount of energy (in MWh), as a fraction
or multiple of a withdrawal energy quantity or an
injection energy quantity, or as a combination of
these, using the following definitions:

BAQhs,b =

For the bilateral sale of energy, the selling market To italicise a
participant may submit bilateral contract data that defined term.
define a bilateral energy quantity (BEQ) as an
absolute amount of energy (in MWh), as a fraction
or multiple of a withdrawal energyenergy quantity
or an injection energyenergy quantity, or as a
combination of these, using the following
definitions:

bilateral absolute quantity of energy
(in
MWh) being sold by the selling market BAQhs,b =
participant and debited from the selling market
participant’s settlement account s to the buying
market participant and credited to the buying

bilateral absolute quantity of energy (in MWh)
To make
being sold by the selling market participant and
editorial changes
debited from the selling market participant’s
to improve
settlement account s to the buying market
clarity.
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market participant’s settlement account b at the
SHUB in settlement interval h, with BAQhs,b ≥
0

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
participant and credited to the buying market
participant’s settlement account b at the SHUB
forin settlement interval h, with BAQhs,b ≥ 0

BWFhs,b = bilateral withdrawal fraction indicating the BWFhs,b =
fraction of the total withdrawal energy quantity
in the buying market participant’s settlement
account b (WEQhb) that is being credited to
that settlement account b and debited from the
selling market participant’s settlement account
s at the SHUB in settlement interval h, with
BWFhs,b ≥ 0

bilateral withdrawal fraction indicating the
fraction of the total withdrawal energy quantity
in the buying market participant’s settlement
account b (WEQhb) that is to be being credited
to that settlement account b and debited from the
selling market participant’s settlement account s
at the SHUB forin settlement interval h, with
BWFhs,b ≥ 0

BIFhs,b =

bilateral injection fraction indicating the fraction
of the total injection energy quantity in the
selling market participant’s settlement account s
(IEQhs) that is to bebeing credited to the buying
market participant’s settlement account b at the
SHUB forin settlement interval h, with BIFhs,b ≥
0

bilateral injection fraction indicating the BIFhs,b =
fraction of the total injection energy quantity in
the selling market participant’s settlement
account s (IEQhs) that is being credited to the
buying market participant’s settlement account
b at the SHUB in settlement interval h, with
BIFhs,b ≥ 0

Reasons for
rule change
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)

5.1

COMMUNICATION
INFORMATION

5.1.1

All communications between market participants 5.1.1
and the EMC relating to the settlement process shall
be effected using the electronic information system
and such other means of communication as may be
specified in the applicable market manual.

All communications between market participants
and the EMC relating to the settlement process shall
be effected using the electronic information system To amend for
andor such other means of communication as may consistency with
the Settlement
be specified in the applicable market manual.
Market Manual.

5.1.2

If there is a failure of a communication system
and it is not possible to communicate using the
electronic information system or, where
applicable, the alternate means of communication
specified in the applicable market manual, then the
EMC or the market participant, as the case may
be, shall communicate information relating to the
settlement process by facsimile or other alternative
means specified by the EMC.

5.1.2

If there is a failure of a communication system
and it is not possible to communicate using the
electronic information system or, where
applicable, the alternate means of communication
specified in the applicable market manual, then the
EMC or the market participant, as the case may
be, shall communicate information relating to the
settlement processprocess by facsimile or other
alternative means specified by the EMC.

5.2

SETTLEMENT TIMETABLE

5.2

SETTLEMENT TIMETABLE

OF

SETTLEMENT 5.1

…
5.2.2

COMMUNICATION
INFORMATION

Reasons for
rule change

OF

SETTLEMENT

To remove the
italicisation of a
term that is not
defined.

…
After the preliminary settlement statement referred
to in section 5.2.1 is issued, each market
participant shall have three business days to notify
the EMC of errors in the preliminary settlement

5.2.2

After the preliminary settlement statement referred
to in section 5.2.1 is issued, each market
participant shall, havewithin three business days
and prior to such time as may be specified in the
applicable market manual,to notify the EMC of

To amend for
consistency with
the Settlement
Market Manual.
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statement in accordance with section 5.5.

5.2.7

Each market participant shall initiate the electronic 5.2.7
funds transfer process in accordance with the
provisions of section 5.10 so as to ensure that the
market participant’s payments for each invoice
reach the EMC settlement clearing account no later
than the close of banking business on the market
participant payment date for that invoice.

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
errors in the preliminary settlement statement in
accordance with section 5.5.
Each market participantThe EMC shall initiate the
electronic funds transfer process in accordance
with the provisions of section 5.10 so as to ensure
that the market participant’s payments for each
invoice reach the EMC settlement clearing
account no later than the close of banking business
on the market participant payment date for that
invoice. For the avoidance of doubt, a market
participant's payment obligations under section
5.9.1 shall not be discharged merely by the
initiation of such electronic funds transfer process
by the EMC.

Reasons for
rule change

To amend for
consistency with
the Settlement
Market Manual
reflecting that
the EMC shall
initiate the
electronic funds
transfer process.
To clarify that a
market
participant's
payment
obligations under
section 5.9.1 will
not be
discharged
merely by the
fact of the EMC
initiating the
electronic funds
transfer process.
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)

5.3

SETTLEMENT STATEMENT PROCESS

5.3

SETTLEMENT STATEMENT PROCESS

5.3.1

The EMC shall issue settlement statements to
each market participant to cover each trading day
in accordance with sections 5.2and 5.6, and shall
include the settlement information described in
section 5.4.2 or sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, as the
case may be.

5.3.1

The EMC shall issue settlement statements to
each market participant to cover each trading day
in accordance with sections 5.2 and 5.6, and shall
include the settlement information described in
section 5.4.2 or sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, as the
case may be.

5.3.5

It is the responsibility of each market participant
to notify the EMC if it fails to receive a
settlement statement on a given business day.
Each market participant shall be deemed to have
received a given settlement statement on the
applicable business day unless it notifies the EMC
to the contrary.

5.3.5

It is the responsibility of each market participant
to notify the EMC if it fails to receive, or it is
unable to access and obtain, a settlement statement
on a given business day in the manner specified in
the applicable market manual. Each market
participant shall be deemed to have received a
given settlement statement on the applicable
business day on which the settlement statement
has been made available in accordance with
section 5.3.4, unless it notifies the EMC to the
contrary in accordance with the applicable market
manual.

5.3.6

In the event that a market participant notifies the 5.3.6
EMC that it has failed to receive a settlement
statement on a given business day, the EMC shall
re-send the settlement statement, in which case the
settlement statement shall be considered to have

In the event that a market participant notifies the
EMC that it fails to receive, or it is unable to
access and obtain, a settlement statement on a given
business day in accordance with the applicable
market manual, the EMC shall re-sendre-release or
make available the settlement statement, in which

Reasons for
rule change

To correct a
typographical
error.

To amend these
sections given
that settlement
statements are
issued by the
EMC through its
website (as
specified in the
applicable
market manual
(read with
section 5.3.4 of
Chapter 7 of the
market rules)),
and not sent to
the market
participants.
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
case the settlement statement shall be considered to
have been issued and received on the date the resentsuch settlement statement is received by rereleased or made available to the market participant
by the EMC.

been issued and received on the date the re-sent
settlement statement is received by the market
participant.

5.6

FINAL
SETTLEMENT
COVERAGE

STATEMENT 5.6

…
5.6.5

FINAL
SETTLEMENT
COVERAGE

Reasons for
rule change
To provide for
when a
settlement
statement that is
issued by the
EMC on its
website (as
specified in the
applicable
market manual
(read with
section 5.3.4 of
Chapter 7 of the
market rules))
will be deemed
to have been
issued to/
received by the
market
participant.

STATEMENT

…
If a market participant disagrees with an item or
calculation set forth on a final settlement
statement, other than in respect of the calculation

5.6.5

If a market participant disagrees with an item or
calculation set forth on a final settlement
statement, other than in respect of the calculation

To insert the
words “a
dispute” and to
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of the element referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to
5.5.9.3, the provisions of section 5.6.6 shall apply.
No market participant may refer to the dispute
resolution counsellor under section 5.6.6 a dispute
that relates to the calculation of the elements
referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to 5.5.9.3, provided
that nothing in this section 5.6.5 shall
prevent a market participant from referring to
the dispute resolution counsellor that relates to the
manner in which any such elements have been
applied for the purposes of the calculation of the
market participant’s net settlement amount.

5.6.7

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
of the element referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to
5.5.9.3, the provisions of section 5.6.6 shall apply.
-No market participant may refer to the dispute
resolution counsellor under section 5.6.6 a dispute
that relates to the calculation of the elements
referred to in sections 5.5.9.1 to 5.5.9.3, provided
that nothing in this section 5.6.5 shall
prevent a market participant from referring to
the dispute resolution counsellor a dispute that
relates to the manner in which any such elements
have been applied for the purposes of the
calculation of the market participant’s net
settlement amount.

Reasons for
rule change
correct a
typographical
error.

No market participant may submit, and the dispute 5.6.7
resolution counsellor shall not accept or take any
action with respect to, a notice filed pursuant to
section 5.6.6 if:

No market participant may submit, and the dispute
resolution counsellor shall not accept or take any
action with respect to, a notice filed pursuant to
section 5.6.6 if:

5.6.7.1

where the dispute relates to the accuracy
of metering data, more than forty
business days has elapsed since the date
on which the final settlement statement to
which the notice of arbitration relates
was issued; or

5.6.7.1

where the dispute relates to the accuracy To italicise a
of metering datametering data, more than defined term.
forty business days has elapsed since the
date on which the final settlement
statement to which the notice of
arbitration relates was issued; or

5.6.7.2

in all other cases, more than twenty
business days has elapsed since the date

5.6.7.2

in all other cases, more than twenty
business days has elapsed since the date
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
on which the final settlement statement
to which the notice of arbitration relates
was issued.

on which the final settlement statement to
which the notice of arbitration relates
was issued.

5.8

SETTLEMENT INVOICES

…

5.8

Reasons for
rule change

SETTLEMENT INVOICES

…

5.8.4

It is the responsibility of each market participant
to notify the EMC if it fails to receive an invoice
on a given business day. Each market participant
shall be deemed to have received its invoice on the
applicable business day unless it notifies the EMC
to the contrary.

5.8.4

It is the responsibility of each market participant
to notify the EMC if it fails to receive, or it is
unable to access and obtain, an invoice on a given
business day in the manner specified in the
applicable market manual. Each market
participant shall be deemed to have received its
invoice on the applicable business day on which
the invoice has been made available in
accordance with section 5.8.3, unless it notifies
the EMC to the contrary in accordance with the
applicable market manual.

5.8.5

In the event that a market participant notifies the
EMC that it has failed to receive an invoice on the
applicable business day, the EMC shall re-send the
applicable invoice and the invoice shall be
considered issued and received on the date the resent invoice is received by the market participant.

5.8.5

In the event that a market participant notifies the
EMC that it has failed to receive, or it is unable to
access and obtain, an invoice on the applicable
business day in accordance with the applicable
market manual, the EMC shall re-send re-release
or make available the applicable invoice and the
invoice shall be considered issued and received on

To amend these
sections given
that invoices are
issued by the
EMC through its
website (as
specified in the
applicable
market manual
(read with
section 5.8.3 of
Chapter 7 of the
market rules)),
and not sent to
the market
participants. To
provide for when
an invoice that is
issued by the
EMC on its
website (as
specified in the
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5.10

FUNDS TRANSFER

…
5.10.4

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
the date suchthe re-sent invoice is received byrereleased or made available to the market
participant by the EMC.

5.10

Reasons for
rule change
applicable
market manual
(read with
section 5.8.3 of
Chapter 7 of the
market rules))
will be deemed
to have been
issued
to/received by
the market
participant.

FUNDS TRANSFER

…
No market participant shall include in any
electronic funds transfer amounts attributable to
more than one invoice or prepayment, unless such
electronic funds transfer is in such form as
may be specified in the applicable market
manual.

5.10.4

No market participant shall include in any
Each electronic
funds
transfer shall only
comprise amounts attributable to more than one
invoice or prepayment, unless such electronic
funds transfer is in such form as may be
specified in the applicable market manual.

Consequential
amendments for
consistency with
amended section
5.2.7 above.
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5.10.5

The EMC shall be entitled to and shall rely on the
information contained in or accompanying an
electronic funds transfer received pursuant to
section 5.10.4 for the purpose of allocating the
aggregate amount of an electronic funds transfer
referred to in that section and, notwithstanding
section 13 of Chapter 1:

Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
5.10.5

The EMC shall be entitled to and shall rely on the
information contained in or accompanying an
electronic funds transfer received pursuant to
section 5.10.4 for the purpose of allocating the
aggregate amount of an electronic funds transfer
referred to in that section and, notwithstanding
section 13 of Chapter 1:

5.10.5.1 the EMC shall not be liable to any
person in respect of the allocation of the
aggregate amount of an electronic funds
transfer when effected in accordance
with such information or with section
5.10.6.1 or the amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment effected
in accordance with section 5.10.6.2; and

5.10.5.1 the EMC shall not be liable to any
person in respect of the allocation of the
aggregate amount of an electronic funds
transfer when effected in accordance
with such information or with section
5.10.6.1 or the amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment effected
in accordance with section 5.10.6.2; and

5.10.5.2 the market participant providing the
EMC with such information shall
indemnify and hold harmless the EMC
in respect of any claims, losses,
liabilities,
obligations,
actions,
judgments, suits, costs, expenses,
disbursements and damages incurred,
suffered, sustained or required to be
paid, directly or indirectly, by, or sought
to be imposed upon, the EMC arising
from the allocation by the EMC of the

5.10.5.2 the market participant providing the
EMC with such information shall
indemnify and hold harmless the EMC
in respect of any claims, losses,
liabilities,
obligations,
actions,
judgments, suits, costs, expenses,
disbursements and damages incurred,
suffered, sustained or required to be
paid, directly or indirectly, by, or sought
to be imposed upon, the EMC arising
from the allocation by the EMC of the

Reasons for
rule change
To delete
sections 5.10.5
and 5.10.6 given
that electronic
funds transfers
are initiated by
the EMC.
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
aggregate amount of an electronic funds
transfer when effected in accordance
with such information or with section
5.10.6.1 or the amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment effected
in accordance with section 5.10.6.2.

aggregate amount of an electronic funds
transfer when effected in accordance
with such information or with section
5.10.6.1 or the amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment effected
in accordance with section 5.10.6.2.
5.10.6

5.16

Where a market participant that initiates an
electronic funds transfer to which section 5.10.4
applies fails to provide the information contained
in or accompanying an electronic funds transfer
referred to in section 5.10.4, the EMC shall
allocate:

5.10.6

Reasons for
rule change

Where a market participant that initiates an
electronic funds transfer to which section 5.10.4
applies fails to provide the information contained
in or accompanying an electronic funds transfer
referred to in section 5.10.4, the EMC shall
allocate:

5.10.6.1 the aggregate amount of the electronic
funds transfer; and

5.10.6.1 the aggregate amount of the electronic
funds transfer; and

5.10.6.2 the entire amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment,

5.10.6.2 the entire amount of any associated
overpayment or underpayment,

to that market participant.

to that market participant.

BANK ACCOUNTS

5.16

BANK ACCOUNTS

…

…

5.16.11 Each market participant shall inform the EMC of
all applicable information required for the EMC to
make payment into the market participant’s

5.16.11 Each market participant shall inform the EMC of
all applicable information required for the EMC to
make payment intoto or from the market

To replace the
word “into” with
“to or from”.
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Proposed Rules Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double underlined text)
participant’s market participant bank account.

market participant bank account.

Reasons for
rule change

5.16.12 Subject to section 5.16.10, any market participant 5.16.12 Subject to section 5.16.10, any market participant To correct a
may change details of its bank accounts, on the
may change details of its bank accounts, on the grammatical
condition that the EMC is notified in writing at least
condition that the EMC is notified in writing at least error.
20 business days before the change takes effect.
20 business days before the change takes effect.

Chapter 8

Chapter 8

1

DEFINITIONS

1

DEFINITIONS

1.1.21

bilateral contract data means the data respecting a
bilateral financial contract that a selling market
participant provides to the EMC for settlement
purposes;

1.1.21

bilateral contract data means the data in
respecting of a bilateral financial contractbilateral
financial contract that a selling market
participantselling market participant provides to
the EMCEMC for settlement settlement purposes;

To correct a
grammatical
error and to
italicise defined
terms.

1.1.187 notice of default levy means a notice issued by the
EMC to a non-defaulting market participant in
accordance with section 9.2.3 or 9.4.1 of Chapter;

1.1.187 notice of default levy means a notice issued by the
EMC to a non-defaulting market participant in
accordance with section 9.2.3 or 9.4.1 of Chapter 2;

To number a
chapter
reference.

1.1.223 publish means, in respect of a document or
information, to place that document or information
on the EMC’s web site and has, where applicable,
the extended meaning ascribed thereto in section
12.1.3 of Chapter 1 and, without limiting the
generality of section 7.1.1.3 of Chapter 1,
publication shall be interpreted accordingly;

1.1.223 publish means, in respect of a document or
information, to place that document or information
on the EMC’s web sitewebsite and has, where
applicable, the extended meaning ascribed thereto
in section 12.1.3 of Chapter 1 and, without
limiting the generality of section 7.1.1.3 of
Chapter 1, publication shall be interpreted

To correct a
typographical
error.
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accordingly;

Reasons for
rule change
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